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Reflecting its potential fluidity and fickleness, sand, as the quintessential granular

material, has become a symbol of instability and impermanence.

Michael Welland

What makes the desert beautiful is that it hides, somewhere, a well.

Antoine de Saint Exupéry
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SUMMARY

In movement on solid terrains, animals, vehicles, and robots can make use of well-

established contact dynamics for planning movement and locomotion gaits. However,

when the terrain can be deformed significantly, effective traversal can be inhibited by ter-

rain heterogeneities created before and/or during locomotion. Understanding the physical

behavior of such deformations such complex forcings like locomotion can inform robotic

navigation strategies and expand our physical intuition of soft matter substrates.

The objectives of this dissertation were to examine various rate-dependent phenomena

for a specific class of flowable substrates abundant in the natural world: granular media.

Granular substrates exhibit multiphase and hysteretic properties as a collective of many

small rigid bodies. Their physics is dominated by a network of frictional contacts between

simple particles, which nevertheless display a wealth of unexpected multiphase phenom-

ena depending on their stresses and packings. In this dissertation we present a series of

experimental studies on such media.

An anthropogenic mode of terrain traversal, wheeled locomotion, can locomote via the

reaction force generated from actively shearing a granular substrate. We show using an

automated wheel carriage testbed that this locomotion can induce rate-dependent weak-

ening via the centripetal acceleration of the media under shear. By combining experiment

and reduced-order modeling of granular resistive forces, we present a fundamental physics-

based cause for why vehicular slippage occurs at high wheel rotation rates.

Terrain deformation can also be used to improve traversal if the terrain is remodeled

in an advantageous manner. In a ‘robophysical’ study, we demonstrate how a small rover

robot can effectively remodel steep granular slopes via strategic open-loop gait selection.

By selectively avalanching frictional media towards itself, the robot could traverse loosely

consolidated granular hills that otherwise would not be possible for it to climb.

Finally, we investigated how directional fluidization of granular media during intrusion
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could modulate the resistive forces to allow a body to move efficiently within a substrate

that constantly attempts frictionally hinder it. Our findings were used to inform local flu-

idization strategies in a soft burrowing robot built by collaborators. We further explored

local fluidization by pinning aerated cavities within granular media with an automated air

probe system. Upon forced overexpansion of the cavity, we discovered a strongly periodic

grain transport structure, which we show as a creeping boundary oscillation sustained by

the input flow.

This dissertation showcases not only the strength of experimental investigation in physics

to discover new phenomena, but also how simple reduced-order models can be adapted to

explain them. We show how new insights can come from understanding the experiment

first, then using that intuition to synthesize our observations into a general model for appli-

cation in robotics, terradynamics, and more.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Stories of Desert Environments

A blistering sun beats down on a golden expanse. Under a cloudless sky, undulating dunes

stretch to every corner of the horizon. With the sun directly overhead, the scene appears

strangely flat as shadows shrink to specks, offering no refuge from the heat. The air itself

thirsts for moisture. High temperatures and zero humidity quickly evaporate any exposed

liquid water. Uncountable grains of sun-baked sand rest in stillness, each one having jour-

neyed untold distances across the planet by aeolian processes. This scene appears a land-

scape devoid of life, where no green plant takes root in the shifting sands, and no other

creature’s stirring disturbs the torrid air. Standing on a dune ridge, we struggle to keep our

balance as the sands flow unpredictably beneath our feet, avalanching and collapsing under

our weight. Each grain moves as a fickle unit of an immense collective, supported only by

its fellows in an intractable cascade of motion.

We are currently in one of the many ergs of the Sahara, the hyperarid hot desert (Köppen

classification BWh) that dominates the northern half of Africa. This spectacle is not unique

to the Sahara, as such hot deserts cover approximately 14 percent of Earth’s land area

[1]. The Sahara, the Kalahari, the Mojave, the Arabian, the Danakil, the Great Victoria,

all of these deserts’ climates are dominated by high atmospheric pressure zones and sta-

ble descending air masses that create hot, calm, and arid conditions with intense sunshine

(Figure 1.1). These conditions result from global convection cells where the planet’s equa-

torial regions are heated by the sun, and hot air rises and diverges toward the northerly

and southerly directions. As the air finally nears the 30◦ north and south parallels, the air

once again sinks, completing a convection cycle known as a Hadley cell. The geographical
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bands along which this occurs are colloquially known as the “horse latitudes”, and are the

sites of the world’s largest hot deserts [2].

Figure 1.1: Distribution of Arid Regions on Earth Geographical distribution of drylands, delimited
based on the aridity index (AI). The classification of AI is: Humid AI > 0.65, Dry sub-humid 0.50 <
AI ≤ 0.65, Semi-arid 0.20 < AI ≤ 0.50, Arid 0.05 < AI ≤ 0.20, Hyper-arid AI < 0.05. Data:
TerraClimate precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (1980–2015). Adapted from Abatzoglou et al.
[3] and Mirzabaev et al. [4].

These conditions turn out to be ideal for the natural generation of sand. The large vari-

ation in temperatures between day and night in the arid air puts heat stress on exposed

rock, which slowly break into smaller and smaller chunks. Whenever rainfall occasion-

ally occurs, the raindrops striking hot rocks further stresses them and can break them into

fragments, eventually grinding them down to granular sand [5]. Here the lack of consistent

precipitation is a burden, as without a minimum of moisture, no plant species can thrive.

The lack of abundant plants that typically anchor and fix the soil exposes granular particles

to the desert winds. Aeolian processes are free to transport these unconsolidated sediments

over time into dunes, creating the classical image of the barren, lifeless desert [6].

However, many hot deserts exist on Earth outside of this hyper-arid extreme (Fig-

ure 1.1). In semi-arid drylands, plant life adapted to low levels of moisture can take root

and fixate the top layers of soil, preventing it from being blown away by wind. While

smaller dust particles on the order of a few microns may still travel, the majority of sand

particles are fixed in place. Now a thriving desert ecosystem can begin with photosynthetic,
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aridity-adapted plants forming its basis. Stable soils can also lead to desert biocrust, a web

of minuscule fungi, lichens, and cyanobacteria living within the upper few millimeters of

sandy soil [7] which further stabilize the soil, benefit plants, and fix carbon, nitrogen, and

moisture. Various desert-dwelling animals now have food sources and the ability to find

shelter in stabilized soil, and the desert may thrive with life despite its arid conditions.

Figure 1.2: Varieties of Desert Environments (A) Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve, United
States. Photo credit: Lionello DelPiccolo (B) Barchan dunes [6] on Mars’ Hellespontus region as seen by
HiRISE on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. These dunes are formed into a saif, a linear formation parallel
to the direction of the wind. Photo credit: NASA/JPL/UArizona (C) Aerial oblique view of a gapped bush
plateau in W National Park, Niger. The mean distance between two consecutive gaps is 50 meters. Vegetation
is dominated by Combretum micranthum and Guiera senegalensis. Photo credit: Nicolas Barbier (D) View
of the Sonora Desert in Arizona. Photo credit: Felix Gottwald

Deserts can thus take on a multitude of forms, from great dunes of granular sand (Fig-

ure 1.2A, B) driven purely by physical climate processes of the planet, to thriving ecosys-

tems where countless biological systems interact (Figure 1.2C, D). Both deserts and dry-
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lands collectively cover 41 percent of Earth’s land area (Figure 1.1) and are home to more

than 38 percent of the global population. Human existence within drylands is a coupled,

dynamic, and co-adapting balance, with no singular equilibrium point, being the co-evolved

product of complex interactions between biophysical (e.g., climate, soil, biota) and human

(e.g., demographic, economic, institutional) subsystems [8]. Both thriving and desolate

drylands can be created or changed due to anthropogenic intervention. Some form of se-

vere land degradation is present on between 10 to 20 percent of these lands: a threat which

may grow in the face of human population growth and climate change.

A famous example of such ecological degradation was the Dust Bowl of the 1930s,

where failure to apply dryland farming methods combined with drought led to unprece-

dented wind erosion and dust storms in the Oklahoma Panhandle [9]. The intense storms

and desertification of the region led to mass emigration and left hundreds of thousands

homeless and destitute. Further ecological intervention was needed, as President Franklin

D. Roosevelt initiated the Great Plains Shelterbelt project to plant over 220 million trees

along the 98th meridian west to fix the soil and reduce wind velocity [10]. This signifi-

cantly reduced soil erosion and allowed the plains ecosystem to slowly recover once the

drought ended.

Desertification can be indeed reversed by humans, but requires a concentrated effort in

sustainable land management [4]. However, there is some cause for optimism. Evolving

technologies and increased understanding of drylands conservation methods can avoid, re-

duce, and reverse desertification, simultaneously contributing to climate change mitigation

and adaptation while providing long-term economic benefits [4, 3]. Recent examples of

checkerboard barriers stabilizing sand dunes [11] and sand “soilization” via sodium car-

boxymethyl cellulose mixtures that modulate sand rheologies [12] showcase the variety of

methods that can cause drylands to thrive.

These stories of the desert and humanity’s coexistence with it serve as context and

motivation for the rest of this thesis. Desertification poses an existential threat to large parts
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of the planet’s ecology, and without the proper understanding and perspective, we can not

develop the tools to combat it in the coming years. In the public cognizance, arguably the

most famous science-fiction story written is intertwined with this concept: Frank Herbert’s

famous 1965 science fiction work Dune was inspired by his 1959 visit to Florence, Oregon,

where the USDA was planting European grasses to halt migrating sand dunes [13]. This

planted the seed of a science fiction story where the desert planet Arrakis is caught between

the external factions that wish to exploit it and its inhabitants that work to transform it into

a thriving paradise. Herbert drew many ecological, political, and moral parallels between

his fictional universe and our own, much of which are still just as relevant today.

Given this motivation, let us examine the unit, the grain which constitutes our oceans

of sand. Let us investigate the world of granular frictional materials which form the basis

of our drylands. Every plant that grows in the desert is worth treasuring, but we must also

understand the basic unit of the barren desert: granular matter.

1.2 Granular Matter and its Properties

The natural world holds a vast array of environments of great complexity. Much of the

abiotic solid phase of matter on Earth is rock, all types of which can constitute sand when

broken to small sizes by natural processes [14], creating granular material. A granular ma-

terial is most often defined as any collection of discrete rigid bodies between 100 microns

and 3 mm in size [15]. For smaller particles, other interactions such as van der Waals forces,

humidity, and air drag begin to play important roles, falling within the domain of powders

[16]. When a collection of grains form a natural terrain, they function as a frictional and

flowable volume, with inter-grain interactions dominated by elastic contact and dry friction

(often Coulomb friction). While deserts are the most evocative and commonly associated

environment of flowable terrain, many other environments contain flowable materials like

leaf litter, snow, gravel, and silt. For scientific understanding of such environments, a quan-

titative understanding of their properties and interactions is necessary. To accomplish this,
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descriptions of granular phenomena often involve solid, liquid, and gaseous-like behav-

iors, with support from physical arguments of elasticity, plasticity, statistical physics, fluid

mechanics, and geomorphology [16].

Figure 1.3: Examples of Granular Media (GM) (A) Grains of “Ottawa Silica Sand” under a scanning
electron microscope. “Ottawa Sand” is a by-product of hydraulic mining of Ordovician orthoquartzites.
Image credit: NASA. (B) Seeds of the opium poppy (Papaver somniferum). Image Credit: United States
Geological Survey. (C) Microscopic image of 300 micron glass beads. Image credit: Li et al. 2013 [17]. (D)
Roasted coffee beans (Coffea arabica). Image credit: Popo le Chien.

Quantitative understanding of Granular Media (GM) is difficult due to many factors,

such as the large number of particles, lack of thermal fluctuations creating equilibrium,

complex inter-grain interactions, multiphase phenomena [18], and energy dissipation [16].

Indeed, unlike the Navier-Stokes equations for fluid mechanics, there are no fundamental

equations of state for granular systems. Describing GM is further complicated by the large

amount of its potential properties, such as cohesion, particle size(s), particle shape(s), com-
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paction, and stress/strain history. As detailed later in this chapter, we may approach this

challenge to modeling GM behavior by applying various techniques.

Throughout this dissertation, we will be focusing on flowable, frictional GM as our

primary substrate of physical interest. Natural granular materials such as sand, glass beads,

biological grains like poppy seeds (Figure 1.3) serve as a representative model for flowable

terrains. These substances fulfill the simple requirements of elastic contact and Coulomb

friction being the primary mechanisms of interaction between particles [16]. In a GM

volume under external stress, this dissipative repulsive contact is inhomogenously carried

by force chains along only a small fraction of the total grains [19]. In studies of dry GM,

the lack of moisture between grains eliminates cohesion, meaning dry GM cannot support

any tensile loads.

GM at rest without external perturbation can primarily be considered a solid, as the

material can support external loads without flowing [16]. In other words, a sand pile can

stand up against gravity without avalanching, since each sand grain’s contact and frictional

forces hold its neighbors in place. This is again in contrast to simple Newtonian model of

viscous fluids, which follow the well-known equation:

τij = µ

(
∂vi
∂xj

+
∂vj
∂xi

)
(1.1)

where xj is the jth spatial coordinate, vi is the fluid’s velocity in the direction i, τij is the jth

component of the stress tensor perpendicular to axis i, and µ is the fluid’s shear viscosity.

This tensor equation is not applicable to GM, which we will see later may behave as a

frictional fluid rather than a viscous one. However, GM will begin to flow if an applied

stress overcomes the material’s critical yield stress, as detailed in Section 1.4.

Two more important properties generic to granular matter are the coefficient of resti-

tution and volume fraction. As a simple example, when grain A in GM collides with the

stationary grain B at some nonzero velocity v, they undergo an inelastic collision, as some
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kinetic energy is always lost to various mechanisms (plastic deformation, viscoelasticity

loss, local heating, etc.) and grain A now has velocity after the collision:

v′ = −ev (1.2)

where 0 ≤ e < 1 is the (normal) coefficient of restitution. For dry GM and low grain

speeds, e approaches close to 1 as dissipative effects vanish in this limit (e.g. for steel balls

e ≈ 0.9). However, as v increases, more energy goes into the plastic deformation of the

GM volume, and energy balance and experiments find that:

e ∝ v−1/4 (1.3)

showing that GM becomes more dissipative especially at high impact speeds [20]. We will

see in later chapters how this increased dissipation can also manifest as additional resistive

forces on an intruding body.

The volume fraction of a granular volume characterizes the density of a granular pack-

ing, defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the grains to the total volume occupied

by the packing:

φ =
Vgrains
Vtotal

(1.4)

which cannot exceed the value φ = 1. Stable packings of frictional GM exist in a finite

range of φ, with random loose packing of spheres corresponding to φ ≈ 0.55, and random

close packing to φ ≈ 0.64. Applied stresses that induce flow, vibrations, and other dis-

turbances can cause φ to change as the grains rearrange into a new packing, which in turn

affects the effective yield stress (among other properties) of the granular volume [16].

Much of the later chapters of this dissertation deal with how rate-dependent effects

emerge in various locomotion and intrusion scenarios in GM. If we are to understand ef-
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fective means of traversal in GM, we must understand both the mechanisms of both the

substrate and the locomoting body. After a discussion on various locomotion methods, we

will examine various approaches available to understanding complex granular terrains.

1.3 Locomotion in Frictional Substrates

A specific type of body interaction with granular materials is locomotion, whether legged,

wheeled, undulatory, or otherwise. Locomotion occurs when an object uses some kind

of motion to actively propel itself across/through a granular environment. Discovering

principles of locomotion for organisms in natural environments requires integrating sev-

eral approaches to generate and test hypotheses of interaction between a locomotor and its

surroundings [21]. For terrestrial locomotors, substrate properties and responses greatly

influence locomotor performance and strategy [22]. Examples include the how a sand-

fish (Scincus scincus) modulates its undulatory wave as it swims under sand (Figure 1.4A)

[21], the hopping of a Lesser Egyptian jerboa (Jaculus jaculus) across a sandy surface (Fig-

ure 1.4B) [23, 24], and even why running across sand feels easier than walking for humans

(Figure 1.4C) [25, 26].

For tracked and wheeled vehicles locomoting through granular substrates (Figure 1.4D-

F), the engineering field of terramechanics was developed to model soil vs. track/wheel in-

teractions [28, 29, 30]. In terramechanics, quasi-static loading and theories of soil mechan-

ics are used to generate empirical models that can predict vehicular performance off-road.

This a priori knowledge of the terrain’s characteristics and interaction with the locomoting

surfaces allows vehicles to maintain appropriate speed and traction through proper control

algorithms [31]. The field of terramechanics has seen success in predicting vehicular per-

formance, especially for large, heavy vehicles moving at slow speeds [32]. However, it is

not fully established whether these models can be scaled and applied to modeling the loco-

motion scenarios of faster, smaller vehicles. At high speeds, the granular terrain’s inertial

mechanics could affect locomotion through emergent rate-dependent effects [26, 17]. The
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Figure 1.4: Natural and Artificial Locomotion Methods in GM (A) A sandfish (Scincus scincus) resting
on glass beads, which can bury itself and use body undulation to propel itself through dry GM (Photo from
Ding et al. [27]). (B) A lesser Egyptian jerboa (Jaculus jaculus) Photo credit: Cliff (C) Human (Homo
sapiens) running down a dune in Great Sand Dunes National Park, Colorado. Photo credit: Daniel Schwen
(D) A tracked M-60A1 battle tank driving over a sand berm. Photo Credit: Staff Sgt. M.D. Masters. (E) Car
stuck in the midst of a sand dune en route to Sinai, ca. 1920. Photo credit: Matson Collection, Library of
Congress. (F) Scarecrow, a copy of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Curiosity
rover’s locomotion systems, performs a test drive at the Dumont Dunes in California’s Mojave Desert. Photo
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

empirical methods and measurements used to predict performance of large, heavy vehicles

may not be applicable to small, lightweight ones, such as interplanetary rovers [33].

Our lab has done studies of snakes [34], legged robots [17], and sand-swimming lizards

[35] (see Figure 1.4A) in the past. For my dissertation, wheeled locomotion in GM stood

out as an interesting problem open to physics-based approaches, in the same vein as those

previous studies. We will show in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 how both constitutive models

for GM can be applied to great effect, and how reduced-order models can be effective
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in understanding such complex locomotion scenarios under conditions that properly re-

homogenize GM. We will now introduce the some of the tools used to understand and

characterize GM behavior.

1.4 Models of Granular Media Interaction

Granular substrates’ macroscopic properties like yield stress, local density, and coefficient

of friction are dependent on the microscopic shape, hardness, packing, and moisture con-

tent of the various grains comprising the substrate [36]. Different moisture and grain sizes

give rise to materials commonly known as sands, clays, soils, silts, and other terrain clas-

sifications. When a rigid body intrudes into terrain comprised of granular material, many

thousands of contact interactions occur among the grains themselves and the time-varying

intruding surfaces. To successfully predict the role that granular terrain plays in these kinds

of intrusions, it is necessary to simplify the behavior of the granular media into tractable

models for intrusion forces. This is needed since there are no fundamental physical equa-

tions that describe these interactions, unlike stresses and flows in fluids, which are described

by the Navier-Stokes equations solving various constitutive fluid models. Some possible

approaches to this problem include simulating the motion of individual grains (via Discrete

Element Method (DEM)), applying reduced-order empirical models (like Resistive Force

Theory (RFT)), applying continuum mechanics treating GM as a deformable body with a

yield stress to obtain analytical solutions of stress and strain, or applying these yield criteria

via various numerical methods (like Material Point Method (MPM)).

1.4.1 Discrete Element Modeling

Discrete numerical simulations where the motion of each grain is computed are powerful

tools with which to study GM [16]. Variables that are difficult to access experimentally,

such as the forces between grains pairs and the contact distributions can be easily measured

in simulation. DEM also help calibrate other approaches and descriptions by averaging
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contact forces to compute stress and strain tensors [37]. However, these methods remain

computationally expensive, as one to one simulations of common real-world scenarios,

involving billions of grains of sand, have just begun to be feasible on large computing

clusters [38].

Figure 1.5: Discrete Element Methods for Simulating Intrusions in GM (A) A schematic representation
of two spherical particles i, j contacting. DEM modeling approaches use various contact models to define
generated forces and torques to solve equations of motion for each particle. Subfigure adapted from Yan
et al. [39]. (B) Groups of particles are often assigned additional spatial constraints or properties to model
rigid intruding bodies in GM. Subfigure adapted from Xia et al. [40] (C) Oblique view of a large-scale DEM
simulation of plate drag in GM. Subfigure adapted from Kobayakawa et al. [38], based on a study by Gravish
et al. [41]. (D) A DEM simulation of grousered wheel locomotion in GM. Subfigure adapted from Suzuki et
al. [42].

DEM approaches are nevertheless well-established and useful for understanding GM

phenomena on the grain scale [43]. The most popular DEM approach, the soft-particle

method, computes the motion of each grain from Newton’s laws and from the contact

forces between grains, where the grains are non-deformable but are allowed to slightly

interpenetrate. The grains mutually apply forces based on their degree of interpenetration,

often via Hertzian contact models for spheres [44]. In simulation these grains are often

softened from their real-world Young’s moduli to lengthen typical collision times, allowing
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for longer simulation timesteps and computational feasibility. For such methods, the DEM

grain parameters tuned to match the experimental bulk response of the tested material [39].

Another approach is the contact-dynamics method, where particles cannot interpenetrate

and tangential forces are strictly set by the sliding and/or rolling coefficients of friction:

FT = µFN (Figure 1.5A). These must be solved implicitly to calculate the grains’ equations

of motion, where simulations iterate to find an appropriate contact force network for all

contacting grains, and only then updating the grain velocities [16].

For testing GM response to an intruding rigid body, particles may be constrained into

a collective shape (Figure 1.5B) and intruded into a loose GM substrate. Resistive forces

on the intruder can then be obtained by properly summing the contact forces on the rigid

collective from its loose GM neighbors. In addition to extracting force response, knowl-

edge of the GM state in simulation is for the corresponding experiment, as in the plate drag

simulations of Kobayakawa et al. [38] (Figure 1.5C). Granular DEM can also be effective

at capturing more complex intrusion scenarios like wheeled locomotion (Suzuki et al. [42]

Figure 1.5D), which will be relevant in Chapter 2. However, all DEM methods are neces-

sarily computationally expensive despite their power and ability to give physical insight.

For a rapid iterative and possible real-time onboard calculation for locomotors like robots,

a reduced-order model for GM force response will be useful.

1.4.2 Granular Resistive Force Theory

When a rigid body intrudes into terrain comprised of granular material, many thousands

of contact interactions occur among the grains themselves and the time-varying intruding

surfaces. To successfully predict the role that GM plays in these kinds of intrusions, it is

necessary to simplify the behavior of the GM into a tractable model for intrusion forces.

There is evidence that calculations of quasi-static interactions between deformable, hetero-

geneous granular materials and the bodies intruding or submerged in them can be made

tractable through an empirical theory called Resistive Force Theory (RFT). RFT was orig-
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inally a theory introduced in fluid mechanics used to simplify the Navier-Stokes equations

describing fluid motion in order to model undulatory and flagellar propulsion in fluids at

very low Reynolds numbers, for motions where inertial forces are small relative to viscous

forces [35]. However, RFT has had success in many relevant granular locomotion scenar-

ios that are relatively slow, such as horizontal planar sand swimming, wheeled locomotion,

legged locomotion in the quasistatic locomotor regime, and jumping on granular media [45,

46, 47, 48, 49, 26]. Interestingly, RFT has demonstrated repeatedly to be more effective in

modeling the forces in granular interactions between solids, rather than the viscous fluids

which it was initially used to model.

Figure 1.6: Overview of Granular Resistive Force Theory (RFT) (A) A zebra-tailed lizard (Callisaurus
draconoides) runs across flowable ground, intruding its foot rapidly into GM. (B) Schematic sketch of the
lizard’s intruding appendage. The leg can be decomposed into multiple plate-like elements. (C) Samples of
GM particles of various size, shape, and roughness tested in Li et al. [17]. Photo credit: Sarah Sharpe (D)
A single plate element within a GM volume at depth |z|, with angle of attack β and angle of intrusion γ.
These variable plate elements form the basis of granular RFT, which empirically predicts GM force response
[fx, fz]. All subfigures adapted from Li et al. [17].

A significant portion of this thesis is due to the excellent work done by Li, Zhang, and

Goldman on establishing a terradynamic description of legged locomotion on GM [17].

RFT application to sand swimming of the sandfish [45] (Figure 1.4A) and calculation of
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lift and drag forces on simple objects moving through GM [50] found that linear superpo-

sition was valid for intruders moving at fixed depths and low speeds. This success led to

the hypothesis that the net forces on an intruding leg or body (Figure 1.6A) moving in GM

could be approximated by the linear superposition of resistive forces on infinitesimal leg

or body elements (Figure 1.6B), now in the vertical plane [17]. Li et al. found that during

intrusion, the resistive forces for a variety of GM (Figure 1.6C) was highly localized since

the substrates’ pressure responses were friction-dominated, and thus linear superposition is

valid. These pressures were also linear in depth, proportional to the hydrostatic-like pres-

sure present in GM. Therefore, if a simple test plate geometry (Figure 1.6D) can provide

pressure per unit depth equations in the form of N/m3 for surfaces of arbitrary orientation

(β) and intrusion (γ) angles, then RFT can use these pressure response functions for any

intruding geometry.

RFT works best for convex-shaped solids slowly intruding into granular material, as

intruding surfaces may ‘shadow’ other body elements from the frictional substrate. The in-

truding surfaces can be decomposed into arbitrarily small leading surfaces due to the high

degree of locality in GM strain fields, a phenomenon which has been observed experimen-

tally [51]. If the force for each subsegment can be found as a function of the intruder’s

orientation angle β and the intrusion’s velocity vector angle γ, then the forces experienced

by the small leading surfaces can simply be summed to calculate the resistive force on the

whole intruder. Assuming surface superposition and linearity in depth, the resistive force

vector ~F in two dimensions can be calculated as:

~F =

∫
S

~α(β, γ)H(−z)|z|dA (1.5)

whereH(−z) is the Heaviside function, z is the intrusion depth, and dA is a leading surface

plate element. This equation integrates over the surface each infinitesimal element dA

under the GM surface (set byH(−z)) scaled by depth z by its corresponding stress per unit
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depth ~α. The stress upon these intruding surfaces are defined by the empirical functions

~α(β, γ) which have dimension N/m3.

Figure 1.7: Alpha Functions and Fourier Coefficients of Granular RFT Generic stress (per unit depth)
profiles of the RFT alpha functions in the z direction of Figure 1.6(D) in subfigure (A), and in the x direction
in subfigure (B) for all tested media in Li et al. [17]. Plate schematics with arrows denote the representative
orientation and movement directions for each angle pair (β, γ). (C) Scaled alpha function Fourier coefficients
Mi/ξi for all media tested in Li et al. that can be approximated by the generic coefficient curve M0 in black.
All subfigures adapted from Li et al. [17].

RFT takes an empirical approach by determining these functions through repeated slow

experimental intrusions of a small flat plate in the tested media at various values of β and

γ, creating a pressure diagram from force measurements for these angled surface elements.

Figure 1.7A & B show the 2D Fourier series which best approximates ~α(β, γ) for multiple

types of tested GM. The mappings for ~α were also found to be extremely similar between

various types of dry granular media [17] once divided by a single scaling constant ξ (Fig-
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ure 1.7C). All dry GM tested in Li et al. exhibited resistive forces in a similar pattern, just

at scaled magnitudes. These advantages makes RFT a useful tool for estimating the forces

on both submerged and intruding bodies in granular media, and we will show in Chapter 2

and Chapter 3 how RFT can be further modified to capture rate-dependent scenarios as

well.

1.4.3 Continuum Mechanics Applied to Frictional GM

It is convenient in many cases to treat a granular material as a continuum and to measure

its bulk properties without enquiring in detail about their causation [15]. For example, both

density and internal friction angle are often measured rather than predicted in practice,

and in this way do not differ from the conventional approach for fluids [36]. Continuum

mechanics approaches supply convenient conservation laws (e.g. mass, linear & angular

momentum) given constitutive relationships for an object’s physical properties [52]. How-

ever, since GM often exhibits both solid-like and fluid-like phenomena depending on its

local state, rheological models for GM must consider their multiphase nature. Even for

a simple granular material, a constitutive framework encapsulating all granular phenom-

ena would have to merge many different approaches together [53], such dissipative kinetic

theory [54] in dilute regimes; strengthening based on packing fraction [55] and internal

state variable evolution; rate-dependence of the strength (such as µ(I) rheology [56]); and

particle size effects [57] in the dense flow regime. Despite these difficulties, some situa-

tions (like quasistatic simple intrusion into GM) can closely align with similar problems

of plastic deformation in solid mechanics. Understanding these requires knowledge of the

substrate’s yield surface, as once the stress state at a point passes the yield surface, plastic

deformation of the GM continuum begins.

A yield surface is an (often convex) surface in a 3D principal stress space (σ1, σ2, σ3),

where material response is elastic inside the surface, and plastic outside of it [52]. There are

a few yield criteria that are useful for describing GM stress/strain response, as GM usually
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Figure 1.8: Continuum Mechanics Interpretations of GM (A) Diagram of the Mohr-Coulomb and
Drucker-Prager (which smooths the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface) yield criterions in principal stress coordi-
nates, along with Extended Drucker-Prager models with different internal friction angles. Subfigure adapted
from Zhang et al. [58]. (B) The yield surface of the Modified Cam-Clay model and the critical state surface
used in critical state soil mechanics in the principal stress space. Subfigure adapted from Kuznecova et al.
[59]. (C) Application of the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion to solve the characteristic curves of slip (blue
region), along with the stagnation zone (violet region) during intrusion of a cylinder into GM. The angles β
are equivalent to the φ internal friction angle described in Equation 1.6. Subfigure adapted from Kang et al.
[60].

has high compressive strength and very low tensile strength. A well established theory for

such a yield surface is Mohr-Coulomb theory [61], which proposes a failure criterion of the

form:

τ = σ tan(φ) + c (1.6)

where τ is the shear strength, σ is normal stress, c is the material’s effective cohesion, and

φ is the angle of internal friction. This formulation is very simple yet provides a good

predictor of the shear failure domains for many practical materials, such as concrete. The

Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion creates a conical prism yield surface in principal stress space
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with sharp corners (Figure 1.8A), which may be difficult to resolve when calculating plas-

tic flows. To alleviate this, a smoothed, approximate version of Mohr-Coulomb theory

known as the Drucker-Prager yield criterion [62] provides an smooth conical yield surface.

In the process of approximating Mohr-Coulomb, the Drucker-Prager yield surface can be

drawn inscribing, circumscribing, or on the midpoints of the Mohr-Coulomb surface (Fig-

ure 1.8A). For example, the circumscribing equation for Drucker-Prager yield criterion can

be written as:

√
J2 = A+BI1 (1.7)

where I1 = σ1 +σ2 +σ3. is the first Cauchy stress invariant in principal stress coordinates,

and

J2 =
1

6

[
(σ1 − σ2)2 + (σ2 − σ3)2 + (σ3 − σ1)2

]
(1.8)

is the second invariant of the deviatoric Cauchy stress in principal stress coordinates. The

constants A,B are determined from experiments and are related to the cohesion and inter-

nal friction angle via:

A =
6c cosφ√

3 (3− sinφ)
(1.9)

B =
2 sinφ√

3 (3− sinφ)
(1.10)

where c is the material’s effective cohesion, and φ is the angle of internal friction. These

yield criteria are frictional constitutive approaches to modeling GM as a continuum.

Various other constitutive relations for GM as a continuum have been proposed, such

as the Cam-Clay model (Figure 1.8B) used in the domain of Critical State Soil Mechanics

(CSSM). CSSM asserts that GM evolves towards a critical state if continually sheared as a

frictional fluid, whereupon further shear can occur without any changes to deviatoric stress,
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yield stress, or volume [55]. These models are less relevant overall to the problem of loco-

motion and related rate-dependent phenomena, as frictional models can still hold a degree

of power and generality in describing frictional substrates, from modelings intrusions (Fig-

ure 1.8C), to complex wheeled locomotion as we will show in Chapter 2. For the purposes

of this thesis, we will be pursuing frictional models, their relationship with reduced-order

models like RFT, and their practical use for examining locomotion scenarios.

1.4.4 Frictional Plasticity

The functions of dry GM stress response per unit depth (Figure 1.7) are useful for various

situations, but with some knowledge of continuum descriptions of GM, it is worth asking

why RFT takes such a form from a more fundamental physical perspective. RFT is an

empirical theory that happens to work very well for dry GM intrusions, but it required many

experimental trials to calibrate and validate. A deeper theoretical understanding would

make granular RFT more powerful.

In 2016, Askari and Kamrin published a paper [63] which validated the RFT work by

Goldman’s lab [64, 17] by showing how the results of empirical RFT could arise out of a

model implementing the Drucker-Prager yield criterion introduced above, and provided the

impetus for Chapter 2 and various other parts of this thesis. They showed that “granular

RFT arises as a consequence of two of the most salient mechanical features of dry gran-

ular media: a frictional yield criterion and no cohesion”. RFT’s predictive results could

also be re-derived without any parameter fitting from a more fundamental Drucker-Prager

frictional-plastic continuum model. With the aim of matching the results of Equation 1.5

via a more fundamental model, Askari and Kamrin created a frictional plasticity continuum

model with three basic assumptions:

1. The GM has a constant internal friction coefficient µc

2. The GM rapidly evolves toward the critical state of volume conserving flow at some

close-packed density ρc.
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Figure 1.9: Finite Element Methods Implementing Frictional Plasticity Speed distribution (contours)
and velocity directions (arrows) created by motion of a submerged flat intruder moving rightward at 10 cm/s
at two sample orientations. Results from a frictional plasticity continuum theory in [63] (top) and DEM
simulations from Ding et al. [64] (bottom) for the same geometry. Figure reproduced from Askari & Kamrin
2016 [63].

3. The GM can volumetrically expand (i.e. ρ < ρc) to model the cohesionless granular

disconnection response.

The strain rate tensor of a continuum can be derived from its spatial velocity field vi as

Dij = (∂vi/∂xj + ∂vj/∂xi)/2, which has a deviatoric component D′ij = Dij − δijDkk/3

and an associated scalar shear rate γ̇ =
√

2D′ijD
′
ij . Along with a Drucker-Prager yield

surface and momentum balance

ρv̇i =
∂σij
∂xj

+ ρgi (1.11)
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from continuum mechanics, we can write a closed form equation for the Cauchy stress:

σij = −Pδij +
2µcPD

′
ij

γ̇
if γ̇, P > 0 (1.12)

where P = −σkk/3 is the isotropic pressure. Askari and Kamrin implemented this in a con-

tinuum finite element solver (Abaqus/Explicit) and found the continuum theory to match

well with the corresponding DEM simulation for submerged flat intruders (Figure 1.9).

This was done without fitting parameters and only with the substrates’ bulk properties of

internal friction µc and density ρ [63].

When recreating the RFT test plate intrusions detailed previously [17], Askari and

Kamrin found that the frictional plasticity model also matched well to the corresponding

experimental results (Figure 1.10). Both RFT and the continuum model created the same

geometry independent local force formula, creating a link between the empirical but ex-

perimentally proven RFT and a more general plastic flow rheology. When applied to more

complex geometries, the frictional plasticity model also produced the same superposition

behavior as RFT. This property may be related to the hyperbolic nature of GM’s governing

equations [15], as stress characteristic curves extend from intruder boundaries along slip-

lines (Figure 1.8C). The stress distribution in surcharge zones of GM are independently

attributed to tractions on specific surfaces of an intruder. This fundamentally differs from

force response in a viscous fluid, where the equations are elliptic, and surface stress is

globally influenced by the motion and shape of an intruder’s entire boundary [63].

Viscous fluids follow Stokes’ flow equations at low Reynold’s numbers, with the form:

η
∂2vi
∂x2j
− ∂P

∂xi
+ ρgi = 0 (1.13)

∂vi
∂xi

= 0 (1.14)

for dynamic viscosity η. For an arbitrary intruding plate-like geometry of characteristic
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Figure 1.10: Continuum GM Models Match a Reduced-Order RFT Generic stress (per unit depth) pro-
files of the RFT alpha functions in the x, z directions of the top inset, for the frictional plasticity simulations
in the left column, and the published experimental measurements in the right column [17]. Solid black lines
show the zero values. Figure reproduced from Askari & Kamrin 2016 [63]
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length L, Askari and Kamrin show via Buckingham analysis that drag force must scale as

~Fvisc = Lv~Ψvisc(β, γ) (1.15)

similarly to other Stokesian drag formulae. Now suppose an isolated are of small charac-

teristic width λ experiences this local drag formula. Applying superposition of this local

Stokesian drag rule to a macroscopic geometry would result in:

~F RFT
visc =

L2

λ
v~Ψvisc(β, γ) (1.16)

Equation 1.16 scales as L2, but this contradicts Equation 1.15 where the actual force scales

with L, so superposition is not precise for viscous fluids. The factor λ, the selected micro-

size common in slender body applications of RFT will cause an increasing error term in

viscous fluids which is not present in GM (see Askari and Kamrin [63] supplemental sec-

tions for more detail). Under a similar analysis analysis for frictional media, Askari and

Kamrin show that resistive force scales as L3 for both the local and superpositioned force

response formulations. This shows that RFT may be more suited to frictional GM than the

viscous fluids for which it was originally formulated.

We will revisit applications of frictional plasticity for modeling wheeled locomotion

scenarios in Chapter 2. Locomotion on GM, which can cause modeling difficulties by

over-deforming meshes in finite element methods. For large deformations, mesh-free ap-

proaches such as MPM can combine advantages of DEM, finite element, and continuum

methods, as we will show in Chapter 2.

1.5 Organization of this Dissertation

During my years of PhD work from 2015 to 2022, I have had the opportunity to work

with some fantastic colleagues and scientists (see the Acknowledgements section for more

detail). I have done a large amount of collaborative work, and it would not have been
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possible without the efforts and expertise of all involved. For this thesis, I will be detailing

the most significant of these projects in an order that will ideally tell a coherent story:

beginning with granular intrusion studies that exhibit surprising results, to more complex

dynamic locomotion in GM, to locomotion that exploits GM deformation itself, to a pair

of studies investigating multiphase locomotion in GM via local aeration. Each chapter was

the result of a different collaboration, and I credit my collaborators in the ‘Contributions’

section closing each chapter, as well as in the footnotes of each chapter’s opening page.

Given the framework introduced in this chapter, the rest of the thesis is organized as such:

• Chapter 2 describes a class of complex, rate-dependent intrusion scenarios: rapid

wheeled locomotion, adapted from a publication in Science Advances [65].

• Chapter 3 describes how the locomotive gaits of a robophysical rover can climb

loose GM slopes via local terrain remodeling, adapted from a publication in Science

Robotics [66].

• Chapter 4 details the construction and performance of a growing, everting soft robot

that uses local aeration to tunnel through GM, adapted from a publication in Science

Robotics [67].

• Chapter 5 covers currently unpublished studies of stability and transport of locally

aerated cavities in GM, extending the local aeration capabilities introduced in Chap-

ter 4.

• Chapter 6 investigates unusual granular intrusion scenarios and features content from

a publication in Soft Matter [53], along with additional unpublished studies on the

thermodynamics of impact.

• Chapter 7 features concluding remarks and various projects currently in progress.
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CHAPTER 2

DYNAMIC WHEELED LOCOMOTION IN GRANULAR SUBSTRATES

2.1 Preface and Summary

Granular intrusions, such as dynamic impact or wheel locomotion, are complex multiphase

phenomena where the grains exhibit solid-like and fluid-like characteristics together with

an ejected gas-like phase. Despite decades of modeling efforts, a unified description of

the physics in such intrusions is as yet unknown. Here, we show that a continuum model

based on the simple notions of frictional flow and tension-free separation describes com-

plex granular intrusions near free surfaces. This model captures dynamics in a variety of

experiments including wheel locomotion, plate intrusions, and running legged robots. The

model reveals that one static and two dynamic effects primarily give rise to intrusion forces

in such scenarios. We merge these effects into a further reduced-order technique called

Dynamic Resistive Force Theory (DRFT) for rapid modeling of granular locomotion of

arbitrarily shaped intruders. The continuum-motivated strategy we propose for identify-

ing physical mechanisms and corresponding reduced-order relations has potential use for a

variety of other materials.

2.2 Introduction

Intrusions into GM can create complex flow and force responses, where the media can

exhibit both solid-like and fluid-like characteristics. GM deforms elastically under stress

like a solid, but begins to flow like a fluid once a friction-based yield criterion is met.

Large variations in the GM’s stress, momentum, and volume fraction in different regions

often result in complicated system dynamics exhibiting multiphase characteristics [68, 69].

The majority of this chapter’s contents are adapted from a co-first authored paper published 2021 in
Science Advances [65], by Shashank Agarwal*, Andras Karsai*, Daniel I. Goldman, and Ken Kamrin.
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The flow complexity also makes interpreting resistive forces non-trivial if the intruder re-

interacts with the deformed region [70, 71], as the GM now has a new inhomogeneous

state near the surface. The coupled system of intruder and media becomes challenging to

model, as the media’s inhomogeneous flow and multiphase nature often restricts modeling

to discrete particle methods that track the individual grains, unlike fluids that can be solved

with the Navier-Stokes equations.

Figure 2.1: Examples of Locomotion on Granular Surfaces at Various Speeds (A) Wheel of the Cu-
riosity Mars rover (Diameter∼ 50 cm) [72] (B) A running human [73], (C) RHex C-legged robot (C-leg limb
length ∼ 18 cm) [74], and (D) A dirt bike racing through loose terrain (Diameter ∼ 50 cm) [75]. [Photo
credits: (A) MAHLI Imager on Curiosity, NASA; (B) A. Singh, Pexels; (C) G. C. Haynes, A. M. Johnson,
and D. E. Koditschek, University of Pennsylvania; (D) Daniel, Pexels].

A common granular intrusion scenario involves a rigid or flexible solid penetrating into

GM and using the resistive force to propel itself into a state of locomotion (see Figure 2.1).

If a body slowly intrudes into GM, granular stress arises independent of the intrusion rate,

and the resistive force on the intruding body remains in the quasistatic limit [56, 76, 77].

However, various intrusion scenarios can arise which deform the media rapidly enough
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that the net force response, and hence the locomotive behavior, is affected. Examples of

such intrusions include ballistics, meteor impacts, rapid locomotion, and many industrial

processes [78, 79, 80, 81, 82].

Rigid wheel locomotion is an exemplar of a system that combines these effects, ex-

hibiting multiphase granular behavior, complex grain-surface interactions, and reinterac-

tion with deformed media. Rigid wheels like those found in planetary rovers [66] con-

tinuously shear and sometimes rapidly deform the local GM [29] to locomote in loosely

consolidated terrain. These intrusions, particularly in high-angular-velocity cases, cause

the substrate material to behavior to deviate substantially from its quasi-static response,

driven by potentially nontrivial surface interactions with the wheel. Thus, we first focus

on rigid wheel locomotion as a diagnostic scenario of complex intrusion, which includes a

wide array of nontrivial effects.

Wheeled locomotion can be an energy-efficient means of traversing ground, but when

applied to soft granular terrain, excessive wheel slippage and sinkage due to incorrect wheel

actuations can entrap vehicles. We examine the scenarios that occur in dry granular media

with a rapidly turning wheel using our lab’s “robophysics” principles of systematic, accu-

rate, and repeatable experiments. To capture the phenomena that occur, we use both models

of RFT and granular plasticity which emulate the locomotions we perform in experiment.

The similarities and differences between experimental and model outputs give insight what

physics are being captured by each model, and also what emergent physical effects occur.

2.3 Constructing a Dynamic Wheeled Locomotion Testbed

To perform systematic experiments of free-wheel locomotion, we built a automated “ter-

ramechanics testbed”. A powerful gearmotor is mounted in a carriage (Figure 2.2), which

moves freely along vertical and horizontal linear bearings. We control the effective vertical

loading of the wheels through a combination of weights and pulleys. The system runs trials

in a fluidizing bed of Poppy Seeds (PS) (a dry noncohesive GM) across a bed length of 1
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m, allowing for controlled resets of terrain via air fluidization of the GM in the bed.

In constructing this testbed, our objective was to create a system that could consistently

reset both its position in space and the terrain in which it locomotes. For resetting the

carriage’s position, a combination of an externally mounted electric hoist (Figure 2.3A

and Figure 2.5A) and a lifting assembly made from a Firgelli linear actuator (Figure 2.2)

allowed control of the wheel carriage’s horizontal and vertical positioning, respectively.

During experimental trials, both of these systems were ‘slack’ to allow the wheel carriage

to be in a freely kinematic state, as detailed later. For controlling the locomotion terrain, the

PS we used were fluidized from the bed’s bottom via a ducting system blowing air through

a porous base of material. This repeatably reset the GM to a loosely-packed state of volume

fraction φ ≈ 0.58 after each experimental trial. We now go into detail of the construction

and operation of the automated testbed.

2.3.1 Construction Details of the Wheel Carriage

The wheel carriage’s main base of support are two large aluminium plates, each of which

has a number of holes waterjet in them for mounting various parts. We will refer to these

as the top plate and bottom plate (Figure 2.2). These plates are linked together by a set

of four igus® R pillow block FJUM-02 linear bearings hugging a pair of vertical shafts.

These rails constrain the relative position of the two plates while allowing the bottom plate

to freely move up and down, providing kinematic freedom in the vertical direction as long

as the bearings do not reach their end of travel. At its lowest point, the bottom plate rests

on a pair of shaft collars attached to each shaft’s end. The other end of each vertical rail

is rigidly fastened to the top plate by feeding the shafts through holes in the top plate,

then sandwiching the top plate between shaft collars and tightening down. The screws

and nuts fastening the vertical shaft bearings to the bottom plate are deliberately left as

loose as possible, tightened just enough to pin the bearings through the holes in the bottom

plate. This is done to take advantage of the double rail system’s self-aligning properties
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Figure 2.2: Photo of the Wheel Testbed Apparatus (A) Photo of the completed wheel carriage assembly,
with a 20 cm diameter grousered wheel mounted and hugging the front wall.
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by intentionally allowing some play in the bearing’s movement. We found that tightening

the bearings fully would tend to seize up any vertical motion once external torques were

applied to the carriage. This ‘looseness to allow self alignment’ under torque was a key

element in achieving proper carriage kinematics.

Figure 2.3: Hoist, Lifter, and Electric Subsystems of the Wheel Testbed (A) Close-up of the top plate’s
hoist ring and hook. An externally mounted hoist dragged the carriage back to a set starting position after
each trial. (B) Close-up of the top plate of the lifter assembly. Reflective markers embedded in the top plate
define the X-Y position of the carriage via Optitrack. (C) Photo of the system control wiring. An NI USB-
6009 DAQ controls the system logic and drives an ESCON Maxon Motor 70/10 Motor controller, as well as
mechanical relays controlling the hoist and lifter assembly.

The bottom plate houses the primary driver of our experiments: a permanent magnet

DC gearmotor (LEESON Model CM34D25NZ11C) capable of providing up to 70 Rota-

tions Per Minute (RPM) at 14.1 N*m. We mounted this motor rigidly to the bottom plate
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by feeding it through a pre-cut square hole (Figure 2.5C) and attaching to another plate

which was bolted perpendicular to the bottom plate, which then had the appropriate mount-

ing holes to fix the gearmotor’s base via screws. This resulted in the gearmotor standing

vertically in the carriage with its output shaft pointing outwards (towards the viewer in Fig-

ure 2.2). Two additional plates were bolted to either side of the bottom plate, each of which

serves as a connection point for the vertical counterweight rope and pulley system. Rope

is looped through these smaller plates and threaded through a pair of pulleys mounted to

the top plate (Figure 2.4), then terminate with counterweights of various weights hanging

from them. This serves as a controlled ‘gravity offload’, effectively reducing the weight of

the bottom plate and the wheel pressure exerted on the GM.

Figure 2.4: Top Plate Carriage of the Wheel Testbed Apparatus Top plate of the wheel testbed A water-
jetted aluminum sheet serves as the base mounting points for an igus® linear motion system, counterweight
pulley system, and the hoist ring.

Based on consultations and conversations with collaborators that built a similar setup

[47], we used a 1/4” inch set screw solid shaft coupler to connect the gearmotor’s output

shaft to another shaft which used a crossbar mounting piece to attach to our tested wheel.

A shaft tightening bushing held the crossbar in place, which interlocked into recesses in the
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3D printed wheels. There was unfortunately no encoder built into our chosen gearmotor,

so we affixed/hacked on a 600 Pulses Per Rotation (PPR) optical rotary encoder to the solid

shaft coupler via a timing belt and pulley system (Figure 2.5B). By counting pulses with a

DAQ (detailed later) and knowing the timing belt/pulley ratios, we could accurately extract

out the resultant ω (RPM) from our open loop control commands to the gearmotor.

Figure 2.5: Additional Subsystems of the Wheel Testbed Apparatus (A) A Pittsburgh Automotive 440
lb. electric hoist mounted above the bed dragged the wheel carriage back to the starting position after each
trial. (B) A 600 PPR optical rotary encoder coupled to the main shaft with a timing belt recorded the RPM
for each runs. (C) Close-up of the lower plate holding the gearmotor. Four igus® flanged plastic bearings
mounted to a lower plate support the motor and allow free vertical movement.

We chose to test wheels with overall simple, smooth geometries for ease of interpreta-

tion in theory and modeling, but we also added small protrusions known as “grousers” to

the geometry to ensure the wheel fully engages and shears the GM. Otherwise, we found

that smooth printed wheels would only slip in the PS without locomoting, as their low

friction could not shear sufficient volumes of GM to push the wheel carriage forward.
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Examining the top of the carriage (Figure 2.4), the top plate acts as the main load-

bearing structural element for our system. The top plate is bolted to a set of four igus®

WJRM-21 hybrid rolling/sliding bearings, which ride on a pair of parallel igus® drylin W

rails. These rails are screwed into structural T-slot aluminum framing mounted to the bed

containing the GM. The screws fastening the pair of WJRM-21 pillow blocks to our top

plate on the side nearest the driving wheel were set to be tightened as much as possible.

Conversely, the screws were left relatively loose on the side farthest from the wheel. The

corresponding aluminum framing rails farthest from the wheel were also left loosened. We

found that this was essential for proper free kinematics of the dual rail system, as allowing

play in one side of the dual bearing system would allow for the bearings to self-correct any

misalignments without seizing up the carriage.

Mounted on either side of the top plates are the pulleys which couple a portion of

the bottom plate’s vertical loading to the top drylin W rails. The top plate also houses a

hoist ring (Figure 2.3A) for an external electric hoist (Pittsburgh Automotive, Figure 2.5A)

that pulls the wheel carriage back to its original position after each trial. The WJRM-21

hybrid rolling/sliding bearings supply a low effective friction to the horizontal motion of

the system (µ ≈ 0.05), but we nevertheless want a horizontal net force balance of zero

for ease of interpretation. This equates to an effective 0 Newton “drawbar force” in the

terramechanics vernacular. To achieve this, we tie a horizontal assist weight, consisting of

a cloth bag filled with steel BBs, to the top plate and drape it over a pulley on the end of

the bed. This weight is set to have a mass equal to µmcarriage. The pulley allows this assist

weight to pull the top plate in the direction of travel and offset any frictional forces created

by the rails during trials.

Finally, the top plate features a ‘lifter assembly’ for lifting the wheel out of the GM

after each trial. This is essential for ensuring a repeatable free surface of the GM after each

fluidization, as any intruded bodies in the bed will create heterogeneity in the GM both

during and after fluidization. Also, having the sunken wheel being dragged back by the
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hoist was a violent process and would damage the bed and the more fragile elements of the

carriage. To build the lifter assembly, we first screw a very long steel shaft (approx. 84 cm)

with died threads on either end into a corresponding tapped hole in the bottom plate. This

rod goes through a corresponding aligned through hole in the top plate without touching

the sides, ensuring the bottom plate remains free to move vertically in any direction during

a locomotion trial. Whenever the lifter is not engaged, the bottom plate is still vertically

‘free’ so we can capture the free-running kinematics.

We next mount a small linear actuator (Firgelli Automations FA-B-110-12V-4”), along

with an adjacent vertical structural framing rail, to the top plate. The linear actuator is

linearized to move purely vertically by bolting its moving end to a plastic sliding bearing

which encloses the vertical framing rail. We screwed on a round steel disk with a tapped

hole onto the top of the long shaft screwed into the bottom plate (Figure 2.3B). A fork-like

aluminum appendage is attached to the top of the plastic sliding bearing, which can only

contact the steel disk during lifting when the Firgelli actuator was extended sufficiently,

but otherwise can not contact the long shaft. When the Firgelli actuator extends, it pushes

upward on the topmost steel disk, pulling the bottom plate and wheel upward. This action

completely offloads the bottom plate’s weight onto the top plate and its rail bearings (from

the reaction force of the lifter assembly) such that the entire weight of the wheel carriage

rests on the top plate, which can be safely dragged back to its starting position.

2.3.2 Operating and Tracking the Wheel Carriage

To show how the testbed operates, we now describe the electronics setup needed to run the

wheel carriage. For successful automated locomotion tests, a series of events has to occur:

the wheel must start from rest and traverse the length of our bed at the desired rotation rate

without crashing into the bed’s far wall, the GM must be fluidized to reset its state after

each trial, and then the wheel carriage must be set down at its starting point on the now

settled GM. To execute these experiments, we use an NI USB-6009 DAQ to send timed
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digital output control signals to a bank of relays (Figure 2.3C, Songle SRD-05VDC-SL-C

Electromechanical Relays), which are wired in an H-bridge configuration and switch 12V

DC to control the extension/retraction of the Firgelli linear actuator in the lifter assembly.

Another pair of relays in the same bank switch 12V DC to a pair of more powerful relays

(Songle SLA-12VDC-SL-C Electromechanical Relays) which then switch a 120V AC cir-

cuit wired to replicate the directional switch of the external hoist, allowing it to spool wire

in to pull the carriage back to its initial position, or out to provide slack during experi-

ments. The DAQ also sends analog voltage outputs as commands to a DC motor controller

(an ESCON 70/10 Maxon Motor Controller). This controller sends the proper PID control

signals to our main gearmotor, and is powered by a Volteq HY7530EX DC Power Sup-

ply. To get feedback on the rotation rates generated by our motor controller, we powered

the mounted 600 PPR optical encoder with another DC power supply and connected its

two-phase digital output to the DAQ as well. We used National Instruments’ LabVIEW

software to program our DAQ to step through a sequence of timed output commands to

the relays and controller, while also recording rotary encoder pulses during wheel rotation.

However, tracking the vertical and horizontal position of the carriage without interfering

with its kinematics proved more challenging.

Many existing terramechanics testbeds enforce a “forced-slip condition” in which the

wheel carriage’s translational motion is set to a constant speed by an external driving el-

ement. This is often done by fastening a timing belt/pulley system to the top plate and

controlling its horizontal motion via another external motor. By enforcing the desired kine-

matics, these testbeds test for force response in the terramechanical system via a variety

of embedded force and torque sensors. Our experiments examine the opposite case, where

we leave the forces unresolved and free as possible, and deduce the physics at play by ob-

serving the resultant kinematics. To observe such free-running kinematics, we had to make

some creative compromises deviating from standard testbeds’ construction. Determining

position in space precisely in forced-slip testbeds often uses draw-wire encoders, which
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are high-precision rotary encoders with wires extending from them under constant-force

spring tension. While robust for their intended purpose, these devices could have affected

the kinematics of or caused damage to our setup, especially for fast-running experiments.

To track the carriage position in real-time without interference, we had to come up with

some method that would not touch our carriage. From a practical perspective, we also en-

countered this problem: LabVIEW runs our experiments and has to know where the wheel

is during each trial. If the wheel did not stop in time (as in some early attempts) via some

external command, the carriage would violently crash into the end of the bed. We could

stop the carriage with soft foam buffers at the rail terminus or via limit switches that cut

wheel power, but our carriage with a mass of 20kg could move up to a meter per second for

our fastest trials, still causing violent crashes into the buffer or limit switches. We wanted

a more elegant and contactless method for a permanent solution, so we hacked together an

optical tracking and streaming pipeline which would both reliably stop the wheel in time,

precisely track its position at 120 Hz, and allow automated resets to the same position in

space.

To track the wheel carriage’s kinematics, we setup an OptiTrack motion capture system

to track a trio of infrared reflective markers screwed into the top plate of the lifter assembly

(Figure 2.3B). OptiTrack is ubiquitous in our lab and proved immensely useful for this

project. We set up four FLEX-13 OptiTrack cameras (Figure 2.8A) such that they could

continuously track the trio of points as a rigid body in 3D space, and since the top plate

was mechanically coupled to the bottom plate of the carriage, these markers served as the

indicator for the carriage’s kinematics. The OptiTrack software Motive would solve for

the 3D position based on the cameras’ infrared feeds, which could be visualized through a

position viewer within Motive. However, for seamless automated experiments, we needed

a method to communicate this kinematic data back into the LabVIEW code running the

experimental timings, electronics, and motor commands.

To accomplish this, we constructed a data streaming pipeline for this experiment using
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Figure 2.6: Diagram of Software Stack Running the Automated Wheel Testbed LabVIEW serves as
the central “brain” of the experiment’s runtime code, with OptiTrack providing kinematic data of the testbed
(Figure 2.8A) as LabVIEW manages and sends control signals to the necessary experimental hardware.
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NatNet SDK provided by OptiTrack. With a simple MATLAB script that implemented Nat-

Net commands, we set up a local data stream via a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) channel

that received packets from OptiTrack Motive, formatted them, then forwarded those pack-

ets to a UDP listener function within our LabVIEW program. LabVIEW could thus receive

lagless real-time kinematic data of the wheel carriage at 120 Hz by running Motive and our

MATLAB script as parallel programs (see Figure 2.6). This proved immensely valuable for

coding our experimental logic, as the kinematic data stream provided immediate position

feedback for generating our experimental timings. Specifically:

• The horizontal position at which to stop the wheel before colliding with the testbed

during forward locomotion,

• The horizontal position to target by the hoist when resetting the wheel to a starting

position,

• The vertical position to target by the lifter assembly where the wheel is fully disen-

gaged from the GM to allow resetting,

• The vertical position at equilibrium when the wheel is set down at rest on the GM,

which served as the zero for each measurement of wheel sinkage.

The kinematic data of horizontal velocity and vertical sinkage, combined with the rotational

speed feedback provided by the optical rotary encoder connected to the main wheel shaft,

would now give us sufficient data to characterize the behavior and trends of rapid wheeled

locomotion in GM.

For our automated experiments, we wanted to vary wheel rotation speed ω over many

trials at constant horizontal and vertical effect inertias for the wheel carriage (Table 2.1),

with the PS terrain being in a loosely packed state for each trial. The measured variables

would be the horizontal velocity vx, and the wheel sinkage z recorded over time. Our Lab-

VIEW code thus ran the following sequence of events, with each trial taking approximately

2 minutes to execute:
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Table 2.1: Wheel Dimensions and Material Properties of Locomotion Experiments

Grousered Wheel Properties †

1. Inner Diameter, D 188 mm 2. Wheel width, W 140 mm
3. Grouser height, hg 12 mm 4. Grouser width, wg 6 mm
5. Gravity, g 9.8 kg/m2 6. Number of grousers, N 20
7. Effective horiz. inertia 23.0 kg 8. Effective vert. inertia 6.3 kg

Four-Flap Wheel Properties
1. Inner Diameter, D 50 mm 2. Wheel width, W 1 m
3. Flap length, hflap 70 mm 4. Flap width, wflap 14 mm
5. Gravity, g 9.8 kg/m2 6. Mass of wheel, m 10.5 kg

Material (PS) Properties
1. Density, ρgrain 1100 kg/m3

2. Critical packing fraction, φc 0.58
3. Internal friction, µ (2D, MPM)∗ 0.56
4. Wheel-PS surface friction (2D, MPM) 0.35
5. RFT scaling coefficient, ξ 0.35
† A constant forward force of 4 N was also applied on the grousered wheel MPM

simulations to calibrate them with the friction-compensating mechanism used
in the experiments.

∗ The internal friction (µ) for the PS was obtained by calibrating the sinkage of
the grousered wheel between MPM simulations and experiments, at low angular
velocity (10 RPM) where system is in the quasistatic state.

1. Initialize the kinematic tracking pipeline.

2. Spool out sufficient cable from the hoist such that the wheel carriage has enough

slack to run the length of the bed.

3. With the wheel at rest, send a command to the ESCON motor controller to begin

ramping up wheel rotation speed. The ramp rate was set such that the wheel would

reach its target ω for the trial within 0.5 sec. We also begin recording kinematic data

once this command is sent and send a trigger to OptiTrack to save the capture locally.

4. Once OptiTrack detects that the carriage is at the bed’s terminus, set ω = 0 and stop

recording kinematic data.
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5. Engage the lifter assembly to lift the carriage upwards and disengage the wheel from

the GM.

6. Retract hoist cable to pull the wheel carriage horizontally back to its starting position.

Also, send a command to blower controller (detailed later) to begin fluidizing the bed

to reset the PS to a loosely packed state.

7. Wait 15 seconds until fluidization finished, then turn off the blower, then wait 10

more seconds to allow grains to settle.

8. Lower the lifter assembly completely such that the wheel rests on the PS surface.

9. Save out the recorded kinematic data of vx, z, and ω into a data file.

With this experimental protocol, we could repeatedly execute many trials collecting kine-

matic data, all while automatically resetting the terrain and wheel carriage position. By

nesting the above sequence into a parent function caller in LabVIEW, I as the experiment

operator could simply leave the experiment room while the trials executed. This was in fact

preferred, as the terrain’s air fluidization was quite loud and human movement could inter-

fere with the motion tracking. We will next briefly describe the method of terrain resets

and some additional visualization methods for characterizing grain flow.

2.3.3 Controlling the Consistency of Granular Media

As the wheel rolls across the PS exerting stress and shearing forces, it would deform the

terrain in increasingly unpredictable states as ω increases. To reset the GM to a repeatable,

loosely packed state, we use an industrial air blower to fluidize the bed for at least 15

seconds after each trial. We connected a 230V three phase power input to an Automation

Direct DuraPulse Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) (Model GS3-25P0) and programmed it

start/stop upon detecting a trigger voltage from the NI USB-6009 DAQ. The VFD runs a

Dayton 5HP High Pressure Blower (Item number 7D771) which blows air through solid
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Figure 2.7: Mean Sheared Grain Speeds During Wheeled Locomotion Mean grain speeds from contin-
uum simulations and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) experiments along the radial direction directly below
the center of the wheel. Some wall friction from the frontal plexiglass plate slows the grains in the experi-
ment but not in the continuum solution. Key structural features of the flow under the wheel agree between the
experiments and model in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.7. Continuum simulations courtesy of Shashank Agarwal
[65].

ducting into the bottom of our fluidizing bed, previously constructed and used by Chen Li

[83]. The bed is filled with PS to a depth of approx. 15 cm, has a length of 205 cm and

width of 52 cm, and is retrofitted to allow a single duct input into its bottom chamber. In

this bottom chamber, the moving air expands to fill the cavity and passes through a porous

membrane with enough remaining velocity to fluidize the PS successfully. The PS act as

the representative material for the class of noncohesive granular materials in our study. We

specifically choose them due to the ease of running wheel locomotion experiments within

them and previous experience using RFT. This fluidization redistributes the grains evenly

into a homogeneous medium after each experiment, giving nearly identical terrain for each

test [83].

For experimental visualization of the granular flow around the wheels (Figure 2.9),

we also performed PIV analysis of the wheel locomotion at different ω values using the

MATLAB package PIVLab [84]. We placed the wheel adjacent to the transparent side wall

of the PS bed and perform the locomotion trials. Images of the flow field are captured with

a high-speed camera (an AOS Technologies S-PRI) mounted on a tripod at a resolution of
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Figure 2.8: Wheel Testbed Apparatus and Primary Kinematic Data (A) 3D model of experimental
setup. (B) Sample experimental time series data for translation velocity (top) and sinkage (bottom) at low
ω (20 RPM, solid lines) and high ω (50 RPM, dotted lines), respectively. tavg|s and tavg|l show the time
windows used for averaging low- and high-ω data, respectively.
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1280 × 1024 and a frame-rate of 500 frames per second. We expect minor variations in the

flow fields due to the friction experienced by the material flowing next to the sidewall.

Figure 2.9: Granular Flow Fields of Wheeled Locomotion Granular flow field velocities obtained from
continuum modeling and experiments via PIV for slow (30 RPM, top) and fast (60 RPM, bottom) wheel loco-
motion. Data are averaged over an effective rotation of 0.1 rad (for PIV), with the orange regions representing
the mean position of the wheel. Continuum simulations courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

Now that we have described the construction and operation details of the testbed, we can

discuss the results of our kinematic measuring trials and their interpretation. Figure 2.8A

shows a Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of the laboratory setup used for perform-

ing wheeled locomotion experiments in this study [65], and Figure 2.8B indicates our data

collection methodology. Each run’s measured kinematics are not constant in time, as the

wheel has to ramp up to its steady state speed, so we use a time-averaging window that

targets from 60% to 90% of total time for each completed trial. This extracts the charac-

teristic translation velocity and the sinkage of each trial while the wheel carriage is still far

enough from the bed walls, avoiding boundary effects.

Figure 2.10 shows the trends of steady-state translation velocity and sinkage (respec-

tively) with increasing angular velocity for a grousered wheel’s free locomotion (N = 274

trials). Experiments indicate the emergence of a rate-dependent effect in wheel locomo-

tion. An increase in slipping, accompanied by an increase in the sinkage of the wheels,
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Figure 2.10: Experimental Data Batch from Wheel Testbed Apparatus (A) Resultant translation ve-
locity and (B) sinkage from the initial equilibrium position vs. wheel rotation rate ω in wheeled locomotion
experiments using the methods & constants outlined in Figure 2.8 and Table 2.1. N = 274 trials. The orange
dotted line in (A) represents the zero slip line of v = rω. Outlier sinkage points in (B) are likely experimental
errors where the wheel carriage rail had an irregular sticking point during that trial which caused excessive
sinkage.

breaks the linear trend in velocity versus ω seen in the quasi-static domain of ω < 3 rad/s

(corresponding to ω/ω0 < 0.46 in Figure 2.12). This break from linearity is unexpected

according to previously established scaling relations [47], so we collaborated with experts

in continuum modeling to discover this mechanism.

2.4 Continuum Modeling Analysis for Granular Intrusion

In collaboration with Shashank Agarwal (MIT) and Ken Kamrin (MIT), they used a simple

granular continuum model created by Kamrin’s group, which had captured intruder dy-

namics in previous studies in the slow, quasi-static regimes [46, 63]. Poppy seeds (PS), a

model GM, are modeled as a granular continuum with a Drucker-Prager (rate-independent

friction-based) yield criterion, incompressible plastic shear behavior, and a criterion that
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Figure 2.11: Continuum Simulations via the Material Point Method (A) Schematic representation of
explicit time integration in a MPM step, whereby a background grid assists in integrating the motion on a set
of continuum material points. Solid circles (red) are material points (Lagrangian tracers) and squares (blue)
are the nodes of the background mesh. (B) A sample continuum simulation using MPM, logarithmically
plotting the equivalent plastic strain rate. (Figures courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65]).

the material separates into a stress-free media when brought below a critical density. This

rheology can be defined by two simultaneous constraints shown below, describing the ma-

terial’s separation behavior and shear yield condition:

Free separation: (ρ− ρc)P = 0 and P ≥ 0 and ρ ≤ ρc (2.1)

Frictional yielding: γ̇(τ − µsP ) = 0 and γ̇ ≥ 0 and τ ≤ µsP (2.2)

for i, j = 1, 2, 3. We define σ′ij= σij + Pδij as the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor,

P = −σii/3 as the hydrostatic pressure, τ =
√
σ′ijσ

′
ij/2 as the equivalent shear stress, µs

as the bulk friction coefficient, and ρc as the critical close-packed granular density. The

(plastic) flow rate tensor is Dij = (∂ivj + ∂jvi)/2 and γ̇ =
√

2DijDij is the equivalent

shear rate. When shearing plastically, the stress and flow-rate are presumed to align (e.g.
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σ′ij/2τ = Dij/γ̇). The model evolves the flow by solving the momentum balance equations,

∂jσij + ρgi = ρv̇i. Below the yield criterion, the grains act like a linear-elastic solid,

so that our model is in fact elastic-plastic in the dense regime. We assume a constant

surface friction coefficient describes the interaction of the granular continuum with solid-

body surfaces, and use the input material properties in Table 2.1.

Agarwal and Kamrin used the MPM algorithm described in Dunatunga and Kamrin

[85, 86] to implement these constitutive equations assuming two-dimensional plane-strain

motion. A schematic representation of an explicit time integration MPM step is shown in

Figure 2.11A. The material points carry the continuum data and are moved each step with

the help of a background grid (more details in Materials and Methods). Figure 2.11B shows

a sample wheel locomotion using MPM, plotting the variation of equivalent plastic shear

rate in the system.

The trends of steady-state translation velocity and sinkage with varying ω obtained

using continuum modeling are plotted in Figure 2.12(A and B). Continuum modeling suc-

cessfully captures the experimental trends for wheel locomotion. In particular, the model

captures the plateau in the normalized vx vs. ω curve at the correct rotation speed and

correctly predicts increased sinkage with rotation rate. To verify robustness of the results,

we also applied small changes to the initial state of the experimental and simulated sys-

tems, including variations in initial wheel depth, initial wheel velocity, and ramp rate of the

wheel, and observed that the steady-state results were insensitive to these variations.

2.4.1 Toward Reduced Order Models

A major benefit in identifying an accurate continuum model for a system is the possibil-

ity of using it to extract global-scale simplifications of the system’s dynamics that can be

used to develop further-reduced models. For example, in previous work on slow quasi-

static intrusion, Askari and Kamrin [63] found a connection between frictional yielding

and a reduced-order intrusion force model called granular RFT [17]. The success of the
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Figure 2.12: Kinematic Results of Wheel Locomotion Experiments and Continuum Simulations (A)
Translation velocity and (B) sinkage from experiments (blue) compared with continuum modeling solutions
(black). The results are nondimensionalized using a characteristic system velocity (g`)0.5 = 1440 mm/s
for translation velocity, a characteristic system length ` = 212 mm for sinkage, and a characteristic angular
velocity, ω0 = (g/`)0.5 = 65 RPM for angular velocity, where g represents acceleration due to gravity and
` represents the wheel’s outer diameter. Wheel dimensions are provided in Table 2.1. Continuum solutions
courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

present continuum model for slow and rapid locomotion in wheels (and the other intrusion

scenarios in this study) motivates us to ask whether an RFT-like reduced-order model for

complex, rapid intrusions exists and if it might be derivable based on phenomena observed

within the continuum model. We begin by first defining the quasi-static form of RFT and

evaluating its predictions for wheeled locomotion dynamics.

RFT is an empirical methodology that has been successful in estimating the force re-

sponse for arbitrarily shaped intruding geometries in the quasi-static limit, permitting direct

simulation of locomotion in granular volumes [46, 17, 49]. RFT assumes the stress on a

small surface element of an intruder follows a localized formula in which depends only on

the motion, location, and orientation of that element [45]. This local formula decouples
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the stress response among the surface elements of an intruder, thereby permitting RFT to

predict intrusion forces with near real time numerical calculations.

In a coordinate system where z points positive upward with granular free surface at

z = 0, and x is a chosen horizontal axis perpendicular to z, RFT presumes the force-per-

area vector (or traction) ~t, on each surface element can be written as ~t = ~α(β, γ)H(−z)|z|,

dependent on the element’s orientation angle (β), velocity angle (γ), and vertical depth

from the free surface (|z|), with H being the Heaviside function. The empirical traction-

per-depth vector ~α(β, γ) = (~αx(β, γ), ~αz(β, γ)) is measured with small plate intrusion

experiments which vary β and γ. By summing these locally defined tractions, RFT predicts

the net resistive force and moment on the entire intruder surface S. For example, RFT gives

the following intrusion force formula:

~F =

∫
S

~α(β, γ)H(−z)|z|dA (2.3)

Figure 2.13 shows the results of applying quasi-static RFT (solid blue line in Fig-

ure 2.13) in modeling grousered wheel locomotion. In implementing the RFT model of

locomotion, we also used a “leading edge condition” to ensure that resistive forces expe-

rienced by the wheel consist of contributions only from surface elements that move “into”

the sand, i.e., surfaces whose outward normal (~n) and velocity (~v) make a positive inner

product:

For all elements in surface : ~v · ~n > 0 (2.4)

We use the established RFT functions αx and αz, for the GM used in our experiments

[17]. Figure 2.13B shows that while RFT captures the speed versus ω trends at low ω, at

higher ω it does not predict the wheel locomotion kinematics. RFT predicts a linear relation

between the angular and translation velocities, which matches the experiments’ dynamics

at low speeds, but diverges as ω increases. The fact that quasi-static RFT predicts the steady
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speed of a round wheel to always be a constant multiple of the wheel spin can be shown as

a consequence of the rate independence of the RFT traction relation in Equation 2.3.

2.4.2 Exploiting the Continuum Treatment for Physical Insight

We also obtain a global-level physical understanding of intrusion dynamics by analyzing

plasticity solutions, which guide the development of a reduced-order model for intrusion

that we call dynamic resistive force theory (DRFT). We show that DRFT accurately models

all considered granular intrusion cases. By combining existing literature, continuum mod-

eling, and experimental verification, we identify the relevant physics that go into DRFT

and its interpretation as corrections to an existing quasi-static RFT model [46, 17, 49] for

slow intrusion. Key effects that generate rate-dependent behaviors are identified, and, once

incorporated, DRFT allows rapid calculation of the expected resistive forces in GM.

An important step in developing a general reduced-order model for high-speed granu-

lar intrusion scenarios is to identify the key underlying physics. In granular intrusions, rate

effects could arise due to a variety of physical causes. Increased vibrations in the media

could fluidize the material at high speeds and reduce its strength [87]. Increasing veloci-

ties could decrease the friction on the wheel/media interface (per a dynamic friction drop),

which, in turn, could decrease the traction on the wheels. Rapid flows may also have sub-

stantial micro-inertia, which makes the rheology rate dependent by causing the stress ratio

µ = τ/P to depend on shear rate through the “inertial number” I , where I = γ̇
√
d2ρs/P ,

where γ̇ is the shear rate, d the mean grain diameter, ρs the solid particle density, and P the

local pressure [88]. Moreover, conventional macro-inertia (i.e., the ρv̇i term in the momen-

tum balance equation) adds inertial body forces that could alter the flow of the media and

its resistance against the intruder.

Predicting the dominating rate effect(s) is difficult using experiments alone. In this

regard, our continuum modeling approach greatly aids in eliminating candidates from the

possible rate effects above. The key is to recall that our model implements a rate-insensitive
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frictional surface interaction with no dynamic friction drop on the wheel-sand interface and

a rate-insensitive constitutive model with no dependence on the inertial number nor any

accounting of material thermalization or fluidization. The model does, however, include

macro-inertia in the momentum balance equations. The fact that the continuum model

is successful in capturing the wheel dynamics along with many other granular intrusion

scenarios (discussed later) indicates that the observed rate effects should be reconcilable

solely from macro-inertia (ρv̇i). At the same time, the global consequences of local macro-

inertial forces may be subtle and depend on the particular system and its dynamics.

On the basis of this insight, along with analysis of the continuum solutions to wheel

locomotion and other granular intrusion scenarios from the literature, we now propose and

test a more general RFT that encompasses the domain of slow to rapid intrusions in GM,

which we refer to as DRFT.

2.5 Dynamic Resistive Force Theory

DRFT modifies the quasi-static RFT in two ways to account for macro-inertial effects.

First, we add a momentum flux contribution, which we term the dynamic inertial correction.

This term is required for the transfer of momentum to the granular material surrounding

the intruder. This term is also in accord with many previous studies on high-speed granular

intrusions [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 48, 94], and has the form of an additional rate-dependent

force proportional to velocity squared.

The second modification, which turns out to be critical for more complex intrusions,

describes the way in which increased bulk inertia can change the free-surface geometry.

A change to the free-surface geometry then feeds back into the resultant resistive forces

through the depth dependence of RFT. We’ll refer to this modification as the dynamic

structural correction. Together, DRFT imposes the following formula for the traction on a
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surface element:

~t = ~α(β, γ)H(−z̃)|z̃| − ~nλρv2n (2.5)

where |z̃| indicates the effective depth of the surface element. That is, z̃ = z+ δh where δh

represents the height decrease of the free surface in the zone affecting the traction at (x, z).

Recall ~n represents the outward normal to the surface element (and −~n the inward), and

we define vn as the normal component of the surface velocity. To use DRFT properly, one

must determine the appropriate δh for each surface element of the intruder as a function of

the intruder motion and an appropriate λ, an O(1) scalar fitting constant. Similar to RFT,

DRFT asserts a localized formula for the calculation of stresses on intruder subsurfaces and

thus allows for near real-time modeling of intruder motion.

2.5.1 The Dynamic Inertial Correction

We discuss the two dynamic corrections included in DRFT, beginning with the dynamic

inertial correction. Analysis of the momentum balance equations under certain simplifying

circumstances (see section S1) allows one to deduce that the transition from a quasistatic

flow to a faster flow comes with a resistive force increases as ρAv2n, similar to dynamic

pressure in a fluid, whereA is the intruder area. Physically, this term represents the reaction

force that comes from transferring momentum to the GM.

A number of previous studies [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 48, 94] have modeled the rate depen-

dence of intrusion force similarly, by adding a term proportional to normal speed squared

to a depth-dependent “static” term. Examination of experimental data in [91, 71] agrees

with a rate-dependent force addition of the form λρAv2n in simple vertical and horizontal

intrusions, where λ is aO(1) scalar fitting constant that accounts for certain approximations

in the analysis.

This velocity-squared additive pressure contribution for macro-inertial forces is valid
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due to the momentum balance equations for a continuum. In a reference frame co-moving

with an intruder, the steady-state momentum balance (from the Cauchy momentum equa-

tion) is:

0 = ρgi +
3∑
j=1

∂

∂xj
(σij~x− ρvi(~x)vj(~x)) (2.6)

Consider a reference case in the quasistatic limit with a slow intruder velocity V R
i in the

lab frame. Let σRij(~x) and vRi (~x) represent the corresponding quasistatic stress and flow

solutions in the intruder frame. Thus,

0 = ρgi +
3∑
j=1

∂

∂xj
σRij(~x) (2.7)

Let us suppose the velocity of the intruder is scaled up to a non-negligible value Vi = CV R
i

beyond the quasistatic limit. Consider the candidate intruder frame flow field vi(~x) =

CvRi (~x) and stress field σij(~x) = σRij(~x) + ρ(vi(~x)vj(~x) − ViVj). The proposed flow field

assumes similarity of flow between slow and high speed cases, and the stress field reduces

to the quasistatic solution when C is small. If we suppose the far-field flow vanishes in

the lab frame, these candidate fields comprise a valid solution by satisfying Equation (2.6)

while preserving the far-field stress condition from σRij . We assume kinematic constraints

such as incompressibility transfer between the quasistatic and high-speed solutions. In the

intruder frame, the velocity field vanishes at the leading intruder-grain interface, so the

stress at a point ~xI on the intruder interface gives σij(~xI) = σRij(~x
I)− ρViVj . The presence

of macro-inertia provides an additional pressure at the intruder-grain interface that scales

as ρV 2. This solution is approximate, as even if [σRij , v
R
i ] satisfies the frictional-plastic

constitutive relation, the proposed solution [σij, vi] may not.

It is natural to ask whether the addition of a velocity-squared term to the quasi-static

RFT relation is enough alone to explain the rate dependence observed in general intrusion

scenarios, including wheeled locomotion. We suppose the surface traction is modeled to
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Figure 2.13: Wheel Locomotion Experiments vs. RFT Simulations (A) Snapshot of a quasistatic RFT
simulation, used for studying grousered wheel locomotion. Direction and magnitude (normalized) of the
velocity and resistive stress are indicated by red and blue arrows, respectively, along surface elements of the
wheel boundary. (B) Translational velocity (top) and sinkage (bottom) of the wheel, experimental mean and
1σ SD (light blue data) and RFT results with local λρv2 modification (solid lines) as in Equation 2.8. The
results in (B) are nondimensionalized in the same manner as Figure 3.6. The direction of increasing λ is
indicated (λ = 0, 1, 25, 50, and 100). Red solid lines with λ = 0 [in (B)] correspond to quasistatic RFT
results.

obey the relation in Equation 2.8 below and use this relation to re-evaluate the grousered

wheeled locomotion problem

~t = ~α(β, γ)H(−z)|z| − ~nλρv2n (2.8)

Figure 2.13 shows the results for various values of λ. The case of λ = 0 represents the

previously discussed quasi-static RFT in these graphs. The introduction of the inertial

force term (λ > 0) adds a new force contribution having net force components upward

and opposite to the horizontal direction of wheel translation. This upward force results in

a decrease in wheel sinkage, opposite to the experimental observation. The magnitude of

these extra forces is very small. The prefactor λ was varied from 1 to 100 in an attempt

to match the experiments, but this has little effect on the outcome and the trends for both

velocity and sinkage cannot be matched (Figure 2.13B). It is clear that the dynamic inertial

correction alone is not sufficient to describe this set of tests.
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2.5.2 The Dynamic Structural Correction

To understand the rationale behind the dynamic structural correction in DRFT, we start by

considering the spatial variation of plastic strain rate magnitudes from continuum modeling

simulations for low and high ω cases shown in Figure 2.14B. The plots make it possible

to visualize how different portions of the wheel derive their resistive forces from different

zones of the GM. While the strain rate profiles change as angular velocities increase, the

basic patterns of shearing remain similar. The sheared material reaches the free surface

of the granular volume in two zones. Approximately half of the flow originating from the

leading edge of the wheel reaches the free surface on the trailing rear face of the wheel.

The remaining flow lines extend to the free surface on the leading front face of the wheel.

The height of the free surface on the rear side of the wheel decreases with increasing ω.

Qualitatively, as ω grows, the wheel expels material on the rear side. The reduction in rear

free-surface height suggests a reduction in the pressure head and consequent weakening of

the material in the rear shear zone. This is the key observation which motivates the form of

the dynamic structural correction.

Figure 2.14: Mechanism of Dynamic RFT Free-surface Height Reduction (A) Presumed zones of influ-
ence and effective free-surface modification for constructing the dynamic structural correction. δh represents
the gap between the effective front and back free-surface positions. MPM simulation data (red circles) and
an empirical fit (blue dotted line) for δh. (B) Equivalent plastic strain rate magnitude obtained using MPM
continuum modeling for slow-speed (30 RPM) and high-speed (90 RPM) wheel locomotion. Continuum and
DRFT simulations courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

Figure 2.14A shows the free-surface height reduction, δh, as measured from continuum
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model simulations by identifying the lowest point making rear contact with the wheel for

which hydrostatic pressure → 0. We observed in continuum simulations that the more

rapidly the wheel spins, the deeper this point descends. Given the paucity of parameters

in the continuum model, dimensional analysis is useful. For a given substrate material, it

suggests the form:

δh = r · ψ
(
rω2

g

)
(2.9)

for some function ψ. Unexpectedly, we found that ψ is well approximated by the identity

function. The fit of δh = r · (rω2/g) and the continuum modeling results in Figure 2.14A

agree with each other. Combined with the experimental observations from Figure 2.9 and

Figure 2.7 and our understanding of the continuum model’s flow patterns, the form of the

effective free surface is approximated using a simple partition as shown in the inset of

Figure 2.14A, with the rear zone of the wheel set to have a constant free-surface height

reduction hback reduced from the initial free-surface height (height of the undisturbed GM)

by a magnitude of:

δh = r

(
rω2

g

)
(2.10)

To define the dividing angle delineating the front- and rear-affected zones of flow, we chose

to equally divide the driven wheel’s contact zone with the GM. This choice of division

is motivated by both its simplicity, and by observing a similar division of contact zones

for representing traction on wheels by Hambleton and Drescher [95]. This model thus

modifies the effective free-surface heights only for the surface elements near the rear of the

contacting wheel surface.

By including this effective free-surface height formulation, we now arrive at DRFT,
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shown in Equation 2.5. The term δh = r · (rω2/g) thus modifies z̃ as:

z̃ = z + r

(
rω2

g

)
(2.11)

This term reduces the free surface height and effectively weakens the GM by a ratio be-

tween the wheel’s centripetal and gravitational accelerations. We implement this DRFT

model using the same implicit RFT code framework discussed previously, using λ = 1 and

ρ ≈ ρc = 638 kg/m3. The trends of translation velocity and sinkage with respect to ω

now show good agreement between experiment and DRFT (Figure 2.15). We also include,

for comparison, the solution when solely the dynamic inertial correction is used. While

the formulation for DRFT combines both dynamic corrections, it is clear that the dynamic

structural correction dominates the dynamic inertial correction in the case of wheeled lo-

comotion.

For simplicity, we previously stated that the division point between the two contact

zones takes place halfway through the wheel-sand interface (Figure 2.14A, inset). From

the visualizations in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.14B, we observe that the division between

zones may be closer to the front of the wheel in actuality. This could explain the slight

over-prediction of translational speed for high ω (Figure 2.15A).

The agreement with DRFT suggests that the low-to-high slip transition in wheeled lo-

comotion (where slip S = 1 − (v/rω) for v is the translational velocity, r is the nominal

radius, and ω is the angular velocity of the wheel) occurs largely because more rapidly

spinning wheels remove material from behind the wheel, which reduces the pressure in the

rear zone, thereby weakening the base of material that would otherwise provide supporting

ground. Updating RFT by accounting for this effect appropriately captured the dynamics

of the complex wheel locomotion scenario in a reduced-order modeling framework.

To further verify the robustness of DRFT, we simulate a smaller version of the grousered

wheel geometry via continuum modeling as well as DRFT. This also demonstrates the use
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Figure 2.15: Dynamic RFT Captures Experiments and Continuum Modeling (A) Wheel translation
velocity and (B) sinkage from experiments compared to quasi-static RFT, DRFT, and DRFT without any
dynamic structural correction (i.e., having only a ρv2 correction). Continuum and DRFT simulations courtesy
of Shashank Agarwal [65].

of scaling analyses in characterizing the free surface profiles for any given class of in-

truders, using grousered wheels as a test case. The new wheel is similar in shape and

composition to the one used in the experimental study (Table 2.1), but halved in spatial

dimensions. The GM properties remain the same as before. Wheel shape and other di-

mensionless variables [ρwheel/ρc, µs, hg/D,N ] are maintained between the two wheels, so

we can assume that the free surface function remains ψ = rω2/g. We can thus perform

DRFT to predict the dynamics of the smaller wheel, comparing vs. the continuum model

results for the same scenario. The results are plotted in Figure 2.16 with the larger wheel

data set in blue and the smaller wheel data set in black. Both the larger and smaller wheel

DRFT calculations overall match the trend of the reference continuum solution, verifying

the robustness of DRFT.
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Figure 2.16: DRFT Verification for Wheels of Various Dimensions (A) Wheel translation velocity and
(B) sinkage from experiments (blue data with asterisk markers), continuum modeling (thin dashed lines with
filled circular markers) and DRFT modeling (thick dashed lines with x markers) with respect to angular veloc-
ity ω for two wheels of varying dimensions. The blue data set represents the wheel used in the experimental
study above (Table 2.1), and the black data set corresponds to a scaled-down, smaller wheel. Continuum and
DRFT simulations courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

2.6 An Expanded DRFT Formulation of Wheeled Locomotion Performance

Now that we’ve established a convincing agreement between DRFT, experiment, and the

continuum model results, it is worth investigating the potential of DRFT in giving closed-

form predictive solutions of wheeled locomotion performance. Since we’ve shown that

DRFT exhibits linearity in force superposition its application to wheels, we can extend the

single-element description of traction (Equation 2.5) into a description of the net force on

the full locomoting wheel scenario.
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Figure 2.17: Continuum Modeling for Wheels of Various Dimensions (A) and (B) show the equivalent
plastic strain rate for the smaller and larger wheels at 90 RPM and 60 RPM, respectively. Continuum and
DRFT simulations courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

2.6.1 Quasistatic Wheel RFT

We first examine the equilibrium round wheel geometry: Assume we have a circular wheel

with radius (r) and out-of-plane width (W ) spinning in GM of a fixed free surface at a

constant rotational velocity (ω) at a non-negative slip. The force response from shearing

the GM balances any frictional losses such that the wheel has an unchanging horizontal

velocity (vx ≤ rω), a zero vertical velocity (vy = 0), and some positive sinkage (0 <

h ≤ r). The angle from the horizontal of front contact that the wheel makes with the GM

surface is given by:

θ1 = − sin−1
(
r − h
r

)
(2.12)
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Introducing the change of variables for the reduced sinkage: l = 1 − (h/r) gives θ1 =

− sin−1(l). Also, recalling the definition of slip as S = 1 − (vx/rω) allows us to have a

pair of reduced variables (l, S) that concisely describe all possible wheel states. We also

define the angle from the vertical of rear contact, where the wheel disengages with the GM,

as θ2. We will leave this undefined for now and return to it later. Returning first to the

quasistatic RFT of Equation 2.3, the direct integral for the net forces on our wheel can be

rewritten as:

~F (l, S) =

∫
S

~α(β, γ)H(−z)|z|dA (2.13)

=

∫ θ2

θ1

~α(β, γ)|z|dA (2.14)

~F (l, S) = rW

∫ θ2

− sin−1(l)

~α(β, γ)|z|dθ (2.15)

where the Heaviside function has been absorbed into the definitions of θ1 and θ2, and we can

integrate purely across the coordinate θ by pulling out rW . (Note that our θ coordinates

are between π and 2π as we are working with Quadrants III and IV of the unit circle.)

Now let us also rewrite each sub-element’s sinkage (|z|) in terms of the wheel state via the

coordinate transform: z = −h+ r(1 + sin θ):

~F (l, S) = rW

∫ θ2

− sin−1(l)

~α(β, γ)|r − h+ r sin θ|dθ (2.16)

~F (l, S) = r2W

∫ θ2

− sin−1(l)

~α(β, γ)(l + sin θ)dθ (2.17)

where pull out a radius term (r) and we can discard the absolute value restriction since we

asserted h ≤ r. The final step to fully define this integral is to create a mapping of the RFT

alpha functions from the “plate space” defined in Li et al. [17] as functions of the orienta-

tion and velocity angles (β, γ) to an equivalent “wheel space” of the variable pair (θ, S).

The alpha functions in wheel space will be independent of the reduced sinkage l since that
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dependence is contained within other terms of the RFT integral. As defined in Li et al.

[17], the plate orientation angles β of the outward normal are an offset (−θ + 3π/2) from

the standard angular coordinate θ. Similarly, the velocities with respect to the laboratory

frame of each ith wheel subsegment (vix, v
i
y) can be mapped to Li’s γ angle:

θ = −β +
3π

2
(2.18)

γ = arctan 2(viy, v
i
x) (2.19)

γ = arctan 2(vy +
d

dt
(r sin θ), vx +

d

dt
(r cos θ)) (2.20)

γ = arctan 2(vy + rω cos θ, vx − rω sin θ) (2.21)

Since we assumed vy = 0 and S = 1− (vx/rω), we observe that both γ and S can be fully

defined with the same set of variables (r, ω, vx):

γ = arctan 2 (rω cos θ, rω(1− S − sin θ)) (2.22)

= arctan 2(cos θ, 1− S − sin θ) (2.23)

The required transform of alpha functions ~α(β, γ)→ ~α(θ, S) is thus:

~α(β, γ) = ~α(−θ +
3π

2
, arctan 2(cos θ, 1− S − sin θ)) (2.24)

With these angle transforms, we can numerically generate sweeps of (β, γ) that input into

Li et al’s. granular RFT for any wheel position and slip pair (θ, S), then map those back

into wheel space to create our alpha functions ~α(θ, S). Like Li et al’s. granular RFT, these

can be well approximated as Fourier series of less than five terms. Let us also introduce

Li’s granular scaling factor ξ from the study [17] to generalize the alpha functions, and
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rewrite the RFT integral as:

~F (l, S) = ξr2W

∫ θ2

− sin−1(l)

~αgen(θ, S)(l + sin θ)dθ (2.25)

Figure 2.18: Alpha Functions for RFT in Wheel Angle/Slip Parameters Colormaps of the transformed
Fourier series of Li et al’s. [17] RFT alpha functions using Equation (2.24) and Equation (2.25) in the z
(subfigure A) and x (subfigure B) directions. Alpha functions follow the generic scaled form of Figure 1.7.

We’ve successfully rewritten quasistatic RFT into wheel space with some angle trans-
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forms, but there remains an undefined θ2 as the upper bound of integration. We will address

and define this angle in the following section, then show how properly selecting this angle

will allow us to integrate the dynamic structural correction of Equation 2.11 as a single

term addendum to Equation 2.25 that captures both experimental and continuum results.

2.6.2 An Alternative Leading Edge Condition

The leading edge condition defined in Equation 2.4 states that we require ~v · ~n > 0 for all

wheel surface elements. This condition enforces that the GM can only exhibit compressive

resistive forces, as dry GM cannot support tensile loads. In wheel space for a round wheel,

this condition can be used to set the upper bound of θ2 in Equation 2.25, as was done in

Agarwal & Karsai et al. [65]. However, for a round wheel geometry such that S > 0, this

means the upper bound would be fixed at θ2 = 3π/2 = −π/2. In the terramechanics liter-

ature, the normal pressure distribution on the wheel surface during locomotion is observed

to extend beyond θ = 3π/2 for real-world locomotion scenarios on GM [96, 95, 42]. To

reconcile this discrepancy, we suggest an alternative, implicit leading edge condition for θ2

such that:

For all elements in surface : ~FRFT · ~n > 0 (2.26)

Rather than enforcing a ~v · ~n > 0 relation, we can attempt to loosen this constraint

by observing that the wheel still actively shears GM past θ = 3π/2 in both experimental

PIV and the continuum model (Figure 2.9). If we loosen our condition to Equation (2.26),

RFT will still preserve the essential feature that GM will generate only compressive and not

tensile loads on a contacting surface. This will lead to an implicit calculation of θ2 such that

θ2 becomes the angle at which RFT transitions from compressive to tensile pressures on

the wheel surface. We can apply this condition and see if the RFT alpha functions in wheel

space can match the observed pressure patterns in terramechanics. If we plot the resultant
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force vectors for both tested leading edge conditions (Figure 2.20), we can see that indeed

Equation (2.26) more closely matches the traditional terramechanics locomotion pressure

pattern (Figure 2.21A).

Figure 2.19: An Alternate Leading Edge Condition (A) Diagram of an possible zone splitting schematic
for Figure 2.14. (B) Colormap of θ2 in reduced sink (l = 1− (h/r)) and slip (S = 1− (v/rω)) parameters
using eq. (2.26) for a round wheel in quasistatic RFT.

Equation (2.26) appears to create a feasible wheel pressure pattern [95, 29] (Figure 2.20)

and a similar condition to Equation (2.26) was used for RFT wheel locomotion simulations

in Suzuki et al. [42]. This allows us to create a map of the value θ2 for quasistatic RFT as

a function of reduced sinkage and slip: θ2(l, S) (see Figure 2.19B).
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Figure 2.20: Differences in Force Patterns of Leading Edge Conditions (A) Snapshot of a round wheel
at slip S = 0.38 in a quasistatic RFT simulation using Equation (2.4) for the leading edge condition. (B)
Snapshot of a round wheel at slip S = 0.38 in a quasistatic RFT simulation using Equation (2.26) for the
leading edge condition.

With definite values of θ2 now in hand, we make one final heuristic angle definition for

the splitting of the front zone (FZ) and rear zone (RZ) relevant from Figure 2.14. We can

use Hambleton et al’s. [95] definition of a critical angle θC where the normal pressure is

maximized (Figure 2.21A), and split the zones into FZ and RZ along that angle. Thus we

arrive at the angle definitions:

θ1 = − arcsin l (2.27)

~FRFT (θ2) · ~n(θ2)→ 0 (2.28)

θC =
θ1 + θ2

2
(2.29)
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and can calculate θC in reduced sink/slip parameter space (Figure 2.21B).

Figure 2.21: Splitting Angle Hypothesis (A) Diagram of round wheel locomotion adapted from Hamble-
ton et al. [95] showing the normal pressure distribution from Bekker-Wong terramechanics [96] and how θC
can act as the splitting angle between the front zone (FZ) and rear zone (RZ) for DRFT. (B) Colormap for the
values of θC in full reduced sink/slip parameter space calculated using Equation (2.29).

Now that θC and θ2 are defined, we can return to Equation (2.25) and write it as:

~F (l, S) = ξr2W

(∫ θ2

− arcsin l

~αgen(θ, S) (l + sin θ) dθ

)
(2.30)

where θ2 is calculated via the method in Figure 2.19. This finally gives a closed-form

expression for the force balance in quasistatic wheel locomotion. However, we wish to

apply this equation to the dynamic scenarios detailed previously such that the force balance

also has a dependence on ω. Fortunately, thanks to our angle definitions in Equation (2.29),

we can easily unify the quasistatic equation with the dynamic structural correction term of

Equation (2.11) for DRFT and obtain:

~F (l, S, ω) = ξr2W

(∫ θ2

− arcsin l

~αgen(θ, S)

(
l + sin θ +H(θC)

rω2

g

)
dθ

)
(2.31)

where ω is the wheel rotation rate, andH(θC) is the Heaviside function acting on the critical

splitting angle that splits FZ and RZ. Thus the dynamic structural correction term rω2/g
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only affects the range of θ within RZ.

One last modification to this DRFT force balance equation considers the grousers that

protrude from most wheel designs that allow the wheel to engage fully with the GM sub-

strate under shear. For integration into Equation (2.31), we can consider grousers as small

protuberances that periodically modulate the radius r of the wheel by some grouser length

δr for some interval δθ. For the function r(θ), this would be a pulse wave of low duty

factor with baseline r, pulse duration δθ, and amplitude δr. Since r now depends on θ, we

must bring it inside the integral and we obtain:

~F (l, S, ω) = ξW

(∫ θ′2

− arcsin l

r2(θ)~αgen(θ, S)

(
l + sin θ +H(θ′C)

r(θ)ω2

g

)
dθ

)
(2.32)

In addition to the protuberances in the radial direction, the plate-like elements of each

grouser must be accounted for. Each grouser has an intruding face of length δr and width

W that moves into the GM with a leading edge in the direction of ω in the wheel frame.

Since the grousers are rigidly attached to the parent wheel, their alpha functions can easily

be calculated simply by rotating θ by −π/2. Thus each grouser within the GM represents

a small plate-like element along the angular coordinate in the wheel frame, rather than the

radial coordinate as in Equation (2.32). If we consider the set G to be the set of grousers

within the GM between θ1 and θ2, then the net resistive force due to the angular grouser

shearing can be calculated as:

~F (l, S, ω) = ξrW (δr)

(∑
G

~αgen(θ − π

2
, S)

(
l + sin θ +H(θC)

(r + δr)ω2

g

))
(2.33)

By summing together Equation (2.32) and Equation (2.33) for a grousered wheel, we can

thus get the net force balance for an input state (l, S, ω). To test these functions’ validity,

we used a MATLAB script to solve these equations using the fminsearch() function and

input RFT coefficients of PS, the wheel geometry and inertia balance of Table 2.1, and

the tested ω values of our experiments. We want to find an equilibrium state (l, S) for each
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input ω such that the DRFT equations satisfy a net zero force balance against the wheel car-

riage’s inertia. Each calculation per ω value rotated the wheel geometry randomly so that

the grouser set G was tested at various positions to smooth out any grouser induced asym-

metries induced by Equation (2.33). The minimum search function successfully returned

a set of (l, S) solutions for each tested ω, which we then transform back into translational

velocity and sinkage to compare with our previous methods in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22: Closed Form DRFT Equation Kinematic Results (A) Translational velocity and (B) sink-
age for using the force balance equations for DRFT (Equation (2.32) and Equation (2.33)) in the yellow
dotted line. θ2 is defined via the colormap of Figure 2.19B. The force balance matches the trends observed in
the experiments and the continuum model results.

There is good agreement between experiment, continuum model, and the closed-form
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DRFT equation for our tested scenarios. Due to the success of DRFT characterizing wheels

of different dimensions (Figure 2.16) and previous understanding of wheeled locomotion

scaling relations [97, 46], we suspect this formulation can be applied as a reduced-order

model for grousered wheels on GM of many inertias and geometries, all within a simple

single-line equation. Additionally, the complete DRFT equation can show the relevant

geometrical scaling relations in the force response at a glance, which is useful for physical

intuition.

2.7 Additional Verification Studies for DRFT

The grousered wheel tests we performed provide a complex intrusion scenario while having

a dynamic structural correction that is much larger than the inertial correction. To check the

robustness of the continuum modeling approach and of Equation 2.5 for DRFT, Agarwal

and Kamrin examined the converse situation with two additional sets of simulations: rapid

submerged plate intruders, and locomoting runners. They evaluated these cases with data

from continuum solutions, validations against existing literature, and the arguments pre-

sented in the previous section. In these cases, we expect the dynamic structural correction

to be small and the dynamic inertial correction to dominate.

Visually, these cases represent two separate classes of intruders. While the dragged

plates represent forced motion, the runners represent a class of self-propelling locomotors

that appear similar to the wheels. However, the force responses in both these cases are

dominated by the dynamic inertial correction and do not follow the observed trends of the

grousered wheel trials. Thus, these distinct cases test the breadth of the modeling capability

of DRFT.

Submerged horizontal intrusion: Thin plates submerged in a GM at various fixed depths

(20 to 40 mm) are dragged horizontally at different speeds within the continuum model.

The continuum model runs in plane strain, where the plate has a length of 16mm and the

effective medium density is 900 kg/m2. The chosen density is similar to that of ground
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coal or marble. The filled circles in Figure 2.23 show the observed drag force variations

with respect to drag speed. Experimental studies by Schiebel et al. [71] found that the

variation of drag forces in such a scenario to follow the trend:

F = K|z|+ λρAv2 (2.34)

where κ and λ are constants, |z| is the depth of the plate below the free surface, ρ is the

effective granular density, A is the plate area, and v is the horizontal plate velocity.

Figure 2.23: Modeling Slow-to-Rapid Plate Intrusion Continuum MPM data (colored circles) and
K|z| + λρAv2 fits (dotted lines) for horizontal intrusions at various depths (|z|) ([20,30,40] mm), where
K = 580 N/m and λ = 1.1. Simulations are plane strain. Figure courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

The continuum modeling results also show the same trend (Figure 2.23). In the slowest

cases (v ≈ 0), Agarwal and Kamrin obtain a linear force versus depth relation, Fdrag =

K|z| for K = 580 N/m. As speed increases, they find that continuum predictions match

the data well at three different depths, for λ = 1.1. Incidentally, the same value of λ
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also matches the rate dependence observed in the Schiebel et al. [71] experiments for

horizontally driven intruders at the free surface.

Figure 2.24: Continuum Sim Visualization of Slow-to-Rapid Plate Intrusion Variation of equivalent
plastic strain rate for (top) low-velocity (0.04 m/s) and (bottom) high velocity (0.64 m/s) intrusion cases (at
30 mm depth). Simulations are plane strain. Figure courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

A comprehensive understanding of the drag force trends can be obtained by observing

continuum modeling results in the context of DRFT. Figure 2.24 shows the deformation

profiles around the plate at two select speeds (which differ by about an order of magni-

tude). The profiles in Figure 2.24 of high- and low-speed intrusion suggest that the traction

on the intruders arises from pressing the granular material in front of the plate upward

and rightward, toward a common free-surface height, hfront. The rear flow zone, which

changes form in low- versus high-speed intrusion, is either in the fully separated phase

(Equation 2.1) or newly consolidated as it falls and fills in the gap behind the moving plate.

Likewise, the rear GM makes a negligible contribution to the resistive plate force. No part
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of the of the rear face of the plate is a “leading edge” satisfying ~v · ~n > 0 (Equation 2.4),

so forces locally go to zero. This is heavily in contrast to the grousered wheel case, where

due to rotation, a substantial portion of the rear half of the wheel is a leading edge that

can interact non-trivially with GM behind the wheel. We thus expect a negligible dynamic

structural correction for horizontal plate drag, due to both the lack of a leading edge on the

rear face of the plate, and an approximately speed-independent hfront.

Indeed, the force relation Fdrag = K|z| + λρAv2 (Equation 2.34) obtained from ex-

periments as well as continuum modeling, displays only the dynamic inertial correction of

DRFT as expected. These results are in accord with the previous hypothesis and confirm

the DRFT prediction for submerged horizontal intrusion. We also expect the symmetric

vertical intrusion of plates to also invoke a negligible structural correction. In our plate

drag studies, we have restricted our intrusion depths to within an O(1) factor of the plate

width. This depth range indicates the approximate limits of RFT, since beyond this depth

range, the key assumptions of RFT (such as linear dependence of granular resistance with

depth) begin to degrade [98].

Four-flap runner: While the dragged plates are forced to move at set speeds, we also

study a self-propelling locomotor: a four-flap runner. The runner’s locomotion speed is

determined via the interactions of the locomotor’s self-actuated limbs (spinning motion of

the flaps) and the substrate dynamics (geometric details are in Table 2.1). The low number

of flaps, along with the large ratio of flap length to inner radius, minimizes the interaction

between consecutive flap intrusions of the runner’s resultant deformations of the GM.

In Figure 2.26A, we show an experimental build attempt of a four-flap runner. We use

many of the same build approaches as the previously described terramechanics testbed.

We construct a top carriage plate out of aluminium that holds a set of four OpenBuilds®

Delrin® Mini V-Slot wheels designed to smoothly run on OpenBuilds® 20mm V-Slot Lin-

ear Rail. A pair of 6.35mm steel shafts rigidly attach to the top plate via shaft collars, and

a bottom plate that can move vertically is attached to these shafts with a pair of flanged
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Figure 2.25: Four-flap Running on GM Continuum model solutions for the equivalent plastic strain at
increasing angular velocities ω for four-flap runner locomotion (ω0 = 65RPM). Continuum simulation and
figure courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].

linear roller bearings. Shaft collars and springs near the bottom of the vertical shafts pre-

vent the bottom carriage from coming off of the rails. A 1kg capacity bar-type load cell

(uxcell) is then rigidly screwed into the top plate, and a pair of 3D printed Acrylonitrile

Butadiene Styrene (ABS) rings are screwed into the top load cell and bottom plate, and an

extension spring with hooks (spring constant k = 0.11 N/mm) connects the two hooks so

that vertical position and force could be extracted from the reactive motion of the bottom

plate during locomotion. A Pololu 37D metal gearmotor with an encoder was then attached

to the bottom plate, and a 3D-printed ABS paddle wheel, representing the four-flap runner,

attached to the gearmotor’s output shaft. The entire carriage has a mass of 840 grams, and
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Figure 2.26: Experimental Build of the Four-flap Runner (A) Front view photo of the four-flap runner
paddle wheel carriage. Like the terramechanics testbed in Figure 2.2, it can freely move horizontally and
vertically. (B) The four-flap runner carriage mounted on a 20mm OpenBuilds rail mounted on top of a water
tank such that the bottom flap is almost completely submerged underwater.

each paddle has dimensions of 68 x 50 x 5 mm, attached to an interior cylinder component

with an outer diameter of 52 mm. In locmotion, the carriage is qualitatively similar to the

idealized four-flap runner in GM shown in Figure 2.25.

Unfortunately, some preliminary calculations and simulations showed that these phys-

ical experiments would be difficult to perform due to the very high speeds required before

inertial force effects become significant in frictional GM. No convenient gearmotor could

provide the required speed and torque combination (up to 31 rad/s), and these experiments

would have needed a new, very long GM testbed. Unlike the wheeled locomotion experi-

ments, the four-flap runner on GM experiments were also not the primary focus of the orig-

inal study [65] and were not performed. Preliminary tests in a water tank (Figure 2.26B)

showed a near-quadratic relation of vx vs ω in water, but that was expected since viscous

drag in Newtonian fluids is dominated by its v2 term unlike frictional GM. The appara-

tus remains in Goldman’s lab if a future researcher wishes to investigate these phenomena

experimentally.

This runner takes inspiration from the experiments of Li et al. [17] and Zhang et al.
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[99] with running C-legged robots (similar to Figure 2.1C). Li et al. [17] drove their robots

with dimensionless spin ratios (ω/ω0) ranging from 0 to 1.25 ((ωmax, ω0) = (240, 190)

RPM) and observed a decreasing slip with increasing angular velocity in their experi-

ments. Similarly, Zhang et al. [99] tested locomotion over a larger ω/ω0 range of 0 to

3.8 ((ωmax, ω0) = (720, 190) RPM) and observed that in this higher range of spins, the

sinkage in their experiments broke away from the trends observed by Li et al. [17], i.e. the

robots would gain height relative to their resting depth during locomotion. Their running

robots displayed qualitatively opposing behaviors to those of grousered wheels: As rota-

tion rates increase, runners sink less and move faster, whereas wheels sink more and travel

slower.

Figure 2.27: Continuum Simulation vs. DRFT Results for Four-flap Running Continuum solutions
from MPM (black dotted line with “o” markers) and DRFT solutions (solid lines) for translation velocity (A)
and sinkage (B) versus angular velocity ω in four-flap runner locomotion. Pictured are DRFT solutions for
λ = 0, 2, 4. The results in (A) and (B) are nondimensionalized as detailed in Figure 2.12 with ` = 190 mm
(the runner’s outer diameter). Continuum simulation and figure courtesy of Shashank Agarwal [65].
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We explore whether the fundamental physics of such qualitatively reversed behavior is

already embedded in our continuum modeling and consequent DRFT framework. Because

Agarwal and Kamrin’s continuum modeling capabilities were limited to plane strain (2D)

problems, we cannot implement a full C-legged robot running in 3D. Agarwal and Kamrin

took the four-flap runner as a representative of the family of runners and explored their 2D

continuum model’s capability in modeling such behaviors.

In the continuum model trials, the dimensionless mass ratio of the runner, given by

m/ρc`
2W for W being the out of plane width, is set in the same range (≈ 6) as the corre-

sponding wheels with 20 grousers shown previously. This is done to keep the runners and

grousered wheels comparable. For similar reasons, we keep the four-flap runner’s diameter

similar to that of the grousered wheel (190 mm versus 212 mm). We vary the angular ve-

locity of the runner over a range of 10 to 300 RPM, which corresponds to a dimensionless

spin ratio ranging from ω/ω0 = 0 to 4.5 (ω0 = 65 RPM). The continuum results show

qualitative agreement with the findings of Li et al. [17] and Zhang et al. [99], as increasing

spin rate results in decreases in effective slip and sinkage. Incidentally, the turning point

of locomotion height vs. spin rate for our runners was at a spin ratio ∼ 1.4, similar to the

result obtained by Zhang et al. [99].

Agarwal and Kamrin then use the continuum model as a baseline reference to evaluate

the DRFT performance for runners. Figure 2.25 shows the equivalent plastic strain for run-

ners at four different angular velocities in the continuum model. Because of the relatively

large separation between intruding flaps, there is no visible self-interaction of the granular

material between intrusions, as expected. The free surface height directly behind the intrud-

ing flaps thus remains unchanged, which suggests a minimal role of the dynamic structural

correction Equation 2.10. This observation guides us to model these scenarios using DRFT

with typicalO(1) λ values (λ = 0, 2, 4) with no dynamic structural correction Equation 2.8.

Figure 2.27 (A and B) shows the resultant steady-state sinkage and translation velocity at

various angular velocities from DRFT calculations (solid lines). DRFT appears to capture
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the kinematic trends of the reference solution, approaching quantitative accuracy for λ ≈ 4.

DRFT thus can capture the dependence on ω in both runners and grousered wheels, despite

these locomotors following opposing kinematic trends as rotation rate ω increases.

The four-flap runner study also explains the observations of the above-mentioned C-

legged robot studies. We believe that the quasistatic RFT modeling in Li et al. [17] was

sufficient because the dynamic inertial correction was still small in their tested range (in

our continuum model trials, the dynamic inertial correction becomes noticeable only above

a ω/ω0 ratio of ∼ 1.2). The study of Zhang et al. [99] examined higher rotation rates, re-

vealing the nontrivial elevation and slip trends due to rate that we see in both the continuum

and DRFT solutions.

2.8 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed the construction of a high-speed terramechanics testbed which

could probe the kinematics of a free-running wheel carriage. We discovered an unusual

effect in wheeled locomotion on GM, as the linear scaling relations between rotation and

translation speed were broken at higher ω values. We then turned to a continuum modeling

approach by Agarwal and Kamrin to gain understanding of this phenomenon. We focused

on evaluating the effectiveness and implications of a continuum model for problems of

granular intrusion up to high speeds, which allows for detailed modeling of complex mul-

tiphase inhomogeneous granular systems. We observed two unexpected results. First, a

continuum model based only on a constant friction coefficient and tension-free separation

is able to quantitatively model complex granular intrusions in a variety of scenarios. Sec-

ond, we found that just two macro-inertial corrections to RFT allows successful modeling

of granular intrusions across speed regimes.

By analyzing the continuum model’s solutions, we gained insight into the key physics

involved in such complex intrusion scenarios, which in turn motivated the ingredients of

DRFT. Dynamic RFT allows for robust, near real-time modeling of granular intrusion in
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a large variety of cases, including self-propulsion. Our study of rigid intrusion into GM

indicates that the force response upon intrusion consists of two primary rate-dependent

modifications: (i) a dynamic inertial correction and (ii) a dynamic structural correction.

The dynamic inertial correction accounts for the momentum transfer to the surrounding

material, whereas the dynamic structural correction describes how a rapidly moving in-

truder can change the pressure head by modifying the free surface. Both effects are related

to the macro-inertia of the media (stemming from the ρv̇i term in the momentum balance

partial differential equation). For the scenarios considered here, micro-inertial effects (per

a µ(I) rheology) are not significant. Even though the motion appears “fast”, previous stud-

ies on rapid projectile penetration [86] indicate that the high pressures that develop around

rapid intruders tend to keep I relatively small. This implies the observed rate-dependent

dynamics are reconcilable with a rheology that is rate-independent. In terms of limitations,

it is known that quasi-static RFT loses accuracy when intruders are too deep, as the lin-

ear force versus depth dependence eventually plateaus in the lift direction [98] for slow

intruders. We expect the same constraints on depth to apply to DRFT as well.

Dynamic RFT has enough generality to explain two opposing scenarios: weakening of

the GM during grousered wheel locomotion, as well as strengthening of the GM during

rapid running. We have shown that DRFT accurately predicts the GM system behaviors in

the limiting cases, i.e., when one of the two dynamic effects is dominant. Further studies

are required to fully test the model for mixed cases where both dynamic corrections are

significant. We have assumed additivity, in line with previous notions of a static component

and an inertial component of the intrusion force [77, 87, 90, 94]. However, it is possible

that a more complicated functional combination may arise.

Although our study has mainly focused on dry noncohesive GM, the formulation of

DRFT in granular flows suggests the existence of other similar reduced-order models in

other materials. A combination of experiments and continuum modeling proved vital in

this study for verifying the underlying physics. The proposed continuum framework can
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easily be modified to encompass a large variety of materials once their constitutive equa-

tions are known. Future work may explore faster methods of predicting flows, along with

various complex intruders to systematically determine the form of the dynamic structural

correction. Further studies could also explore the existence of similar reduced-order mod-

els for related classes of materials like noncritical state GM, cohesive sands/muds, and

fluid-saturated sands.

2.9 Contributions

Andras Karsai built the wheeled locomotion testbed and four-flap runner, performed its

experiments, analyzed and processed the data, and assisted in DRFT conceptualization and

simulations. Shashank Agarwal performed the numerical analysis, continuum model and

DRFT simulations, and interpreted the experimental results. Shashank Agarwal, Andras

Karsai, Daniel I. Goldman and Ken Kamrin all conceived the study, interpreted the data,

discussed the results, and came up with the theory. Shashank Agarwal and Andras Karsai

co-wrote the original manuscript [65]. Ken Kamrin and Daniel I. Goldman supervised the

project, provided comments on and modified the original manuscript [65].
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CHAPTER 3

ROBOPHYSICAL ROVER LOCOMOTION OVER GRANULAR TERRAIN

3.1 Preface and Summary

Autonomous robots and vehicles must occasionally recover from locomotion failure in

loosely consolidated granular terrain. Recent mobility challenges led the NASA’s Johnson

Space Center (JSC) to develop a prototype robotic lunar rover called Resource Prospector

15 (RP15) capable of wheeled, legged, and crawling behavior. To systematically under-

stand performance of such a device, we developed a scaled-down rover robot and studied

its locomotion on slopes of dry granular media. Addition of a cyclic legged gait to the

robot’s wheel spinning action changes the robot dynamics from that of a wheeled vehicle

to a locomotor paddling through frictional fluid. Granular drag force measurements and

modified RFT facilitate modeling of such dynamics. A peculiar gait strategy that agitates

and cyclically reflows grains under the robot allows it to ‘swim’ up loosely consolidated

hills. Whereas substrate disturbance typically hinders locomotion in granular media, the

multi-mode design of RP15 and a diversity of possible gaits facilitate formation of self-

organized localized frictional fluids that enable effective robust transport.

3.2 Introduction

3.2.1 Locomotion Challenges faced by Planetary Rovers

Planetary rovers face difficulties in soft soil during extraterrestrial exploration [100]. NASA’s

Mars Exploration Rover Spirit became entrapped in the low-cohesion sulfate sands of Troy

near the Gusev crater, ending its mobility [101, 102]. Modern Mars rovers like Spirit use

This chapter’s contents are adapted from a co-first authored paper published 2020 in Science Robotics
[66], by Siddharth Shrivastava*, Andras Karsai*, Yasemin Ozkan Aydin, Ross Pettinger, William Blueth-
mann, Robert O. Ambrose, and Daniel I. Goldman.
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six wheeled rocker-bogie suspensions which provide significant ability to climb large solid

obstacles [103, 104]. Even so, these suspension systems cannot actively apply forces to the

ground as their design passively enforces equal pressure among their wheels [105]. Given

the capability to individually apply active loads for each wheel, legged locomotion strate-

gies like those in in terrestrial robots [48, 17, 106] could be a viable method for successful

rover extraction from loosely consolidated substrates.

Soft, loose soil known as regolith covers large expanses of both lunar and Martian

terrain [107]. NASA’s Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) mis-

sion revealed that regolith at the lunar poles is far less consolidated than in the regions

explored during the Apollo missions [108, 109]. Data from the Lunar Orbiter Laser Al-

timeter (LOLA) project show polar slopes up to a maximum of 35◦ [110, 111], near the

angle of repose for the dry lunar regolith [112]. In this dry granular regime, such steep

slopes are sensitive to disturbance, are weak to stress and shear, and can readily avalanche

[113, 114]. These findings illustrate a genuine risk of entrapment for future rovers explor-

ing the lunar poles. To avoid this, active suspension and independent steering systems that

can apply loads and lifts to individual wheels could enable the rover to execute various

crawling behaviors to free itself and resume normal locomotion. Planetary rovers could

thus navigate soft soil and traverse steep granular inclines, enabling them to access sites

previously out of reach.

GM, like regolith, poses a challenge for crawling locomotion as such substrates act like

solids but flow when a yield stress is exceeded. The complex interactions between the me-

dia and an intruding body exerting stress can create a strongly coupled relation between

the intruder’s motion, the resistive force on it, and the terrain’s state during and after in-

trusion [115, 17]. Under locomotive shear, media may even be distributed into piles which

act as obstacles for the locomotor. Disturbed GM presents challenges to locomotion by

asymmetric piling or changing consolidation such that the GM is no longer homogeneous

and predictable. Legged robots in previous studies met with significant locomotive fail-
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ure when re-intruding into disturbed GM [83, 70], an effect exacerbated in granular slopes

where grains weaken and avalanching can deform supporting structures [34]. These sys-

tems demonstrate a feedback effect of speed reduction coupled to greater GM disturbance.

To break this feedback, a locomotion method’s dynamics must be insensitive to or even

assisted by GM disturbance created by the locomotion.

3.2.2 A Prototype Lunar Rover for Prospecting

As part of an early study for exploring for volatiles at the lunar poles, NASA’s JSC par-

ticipated in a mission study to provide mobility for carrying prospecting and processing

instruments at the lunar poles, with the goal to verify orbital data with direct measurements

of the volatiles. This project was called Resource Prospector. In 2015, the NASA Re-

source Propector team built a prototype terrestrial robotic lunar rover called RP15, a 300

kg rover which coupled conventional rotational wheel spin motion with a lifting and sweep-

ing motion on each of its four appendages (Figure 3.1A). This drive-train allows the rover

to use crawling strategies with its active suspension to traverse hills and escape entrapment

(i.e. the state of no forward motion due to excessive sinkage) where wheel spinning alone

would fail [116]. However, Resource Prospector was cancelled as a mission concept in

2018, hence little progress has been made on developing capabilities for RP15.

3.3 Mini Rover Robot Experiments in Dry Granular Media

To discover the locomotion principles for effective RP15 mobility and for more novel

rover designs, Georgia Tech and NASA JSC collaborated to create a scaled rover robot

(Figure 3.1B) called the Mini Rover that acts as a counterpart to RP15. Like RP15, the

Mini Rover’s locomotion combines aspects from both legged and wheeled robots, with ap-

pendages that intrude to provide propulsion (leg-like) while also spinning to disturb the

local terrain through shear (spin-like). Experiments in a controlled tilting bed of loosely

packed granular media (e.g. poppy seeds, used for their low polydispersity, low cohesion,
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Figure 3.1: Prototype Rovers with Legged Gait Capabilities (A) NASA’s RP15 prototype. (B) The Mini
Rover resting on a bed of loosely packed poppy seeds on an incline of θbed ≈ 20◦ (C) Four top-view rendered
snapshots of the Mini Rover executing a quadrupedal gait: a Rotary Sequence (RS) gait with no modulation.
In the RS gait, all wheels except the one colored in red sweep toward the rear of the rover for 2.7 sec. The
sweep direction for each wheel in each snapshot is shown with the black arrows. Once the sweep is complete,
the wheel begins the reset phase, where the wheel is colored in red. The Mini Rover lifts the resetting wheel
with its four-bar linkage and rotates it 90◦ toward the front of the rover in 0.9 sec. The reset direction for
each wheel is shown in red arrows.

and inability to damage robotic components) allow us to study its locomotion on slopes

of GM with various open loop gait patterns and strategies. Open loop gaits have no feed-

back in their control logic, as each servomotor only receives position commands over time.

These strategies are effective at greatly extended timescales for a much lower power draw in

the robot, as the media has negligible rate-dependence in its force response in the quasistatic

regime we tested [16]. Since these gaits mostly depend on geometrical shape changes of

the rover rather than time-dependent dynamics, they are only force-limited and remain vi-

able for low-power robots and rovers. The core mechanism in these gaits is movement and

reconfiguration of the local terrain.
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3.3.1 Mini Rover Construction and Experimental Methods

Figure 3.2: Engineering Sketches of the Mini Rover Front view and side view engineering sketches of
the Mini Rover. Dimensions are in millimeters. Rover design by Siddharth Shrivastava [66].

To systematically evaluate the performance impact of varying the gait and to understand

the dynamics of rover performance, a robophysical model rover (the Mini Rover) was de-
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veloped by Shrivastava, inspired by RP15’s morphology and movement. This model rover

is 30 cm in length, 23 cm in height, and 20 cm in width. All rover body and appendage

components were made of 3D printed ABS plastic. The rover has four appendages (an

appendage is a term used to classify a rover subassembly containing the lifting, sweeping,

and wheel spinning motors) which achieve lifting motion through a four-bar linkage, and

the sweeping and spinning motions through direct motor connections. Each appendage

is operated by three separate Dynamixel AX-12 servo actuators that are controlled with a

Robotis USB2Dynamixel board. The appendages were assembled using various screws to

fasten the four-bar linkages and servos, and a series of radial and ball bearings to minimize

frictional forces. 3D printed hollow-body grouser-spoked wheels (8.7 cm diameter) were

attached to wheel spinning motors. All assembly components were rigid and had negligi-

ble elastic deformation. Reflective markers were placed on the body to enable an Optitrack

motion capture system to capture rover kinematic data. A steel bar attached to the top of

the rover enabled an electromagnet on the automated gantry to lift and reset the rover for

each experiment.

All Mini Rover experiments was conducted in an automated test bed (Figure 3.1B)

full of our selected granular media (dry poppy seeds, ∼1 mm diameter) capable of tilting

to change the bed incline (up to 30o), air fluidization of granular media, capture of rigid

body kinematic data, and precise resets of the robot through an Arduino controlled 3-axis

OpenBuild gantry system. The gantry has a custom-made gripper that includes a DC-

powered electromagnet (McMaster Carr,12V DC, 1.4W). Bed tilt was adjusted via two

Firgelli heavy duty rod linear actuators (Firgelli Automations, Model FA-200-L-12-3). The

granular fluidization mechanism (consisting of four RIDGID 16 gallon leaf blowers) blows

air to fluidize the poppy seeds and reset the granular state as discussed in reference [117].

Four Optitrack motion capture cameras (NaturalPoint, Flex13, 120 FPS) were mounted on

the tilting frame (the same frame of reference as the Mini Rover) above the granular bed

and captured kinematic data of the IR reflective markers attached to the Mini Rover. All
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the components of the automated setup were controlled via NI Labview.

Figure 3.3: Rover Appendage Actuation and Experimental Gantry Bed (A) Diagram of the lifting,
sweeping, and wheeling motions of a single rover appendage. (B) Photograph of the complete granular
experimentation bed with terrain fluidization, motion capture, and an automatic robot-reset gantry.

Any usage of the term “gait” implies either RS or RRP gaits. In a traditional experi-

mental cycle, the testbed angle (θbed between 0◦ and 30◦), gait cycle quantity (≥ 0 cycles),

and the duration of wheel spinning prior to gait execution (≥ 0 seconds) is set prior to

trial initiation. The parameters of step frequency and wheel speed are constant for all trials
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shown. Once these experimental parameters for the gait have been set, the trial is initiated

and the rover wheels spin for a set time interval of 30 seconds. After this time interval, the

wheels are sufficiently buried to be at the full slip condition and the rover is fully entrapped

within the granular substrate. The rover then executes the gait, enabling positive locomo-

tion from the embedded state. After the rover has stopped executing gait cycles, the trial

concludes, the kinematic data from OptiTrack is imported to MATLAB and analyzed. The

rover and granular terrain are then reset to their initial state through the automated gantry

and bed fluidization respectively.

3.3.2 Rotary Sequence (RS) Gait Locomotion Results

The quadrupedal gait used for small θbed is the RS Gait with No Modulation. A series

of four Solidworks renders viewed from the top of the Mini Rover looking downwards

illustrate this gait in Figure 3.1C. At the figure’s top is the arrow of time/sequence order,

showing that one gait cycle takes a total 3.6 seconds to execute. The Mini Rover is drawn

moving rightward. When executing its RS gait, the Mini Rover performs the same sequence

of two-phase (‘sweep’ and ‘reset’) motions to each of its four wheels in a counterclockwise

order, beginning with the front left wheel in the C.1 frame being in the ‘reset’ phase. In

the RS gait, all wheels except the one colored in red ‘sweep’ towards the rear of the rover

for 2.7 seconds. The sweep direction for each wheel in each snapshot is shown with the

black arrows. Once the ‘sweep’ is complete, the wheel begins the ‘reset’ phase, where the

wheel is colored in red. The Mini Rover lifts the resetting wheel with its four-bar linkage

and rotates it 90 degrees towards the front of the rover in 0.9 seconds. The reset direction

for each wheel is shown in red arrows. The Mini Rover then sets the wheel down to its

original position, the ‘reset’ phase completes, and that wheel returns to the ‘sweep’ phase.

The entire gait cycle is cyclic, so the motion repeats from C.1 after C.4 is complete. Each

wheel is always offset in time and position from the others. During an RS Gait, each wheel

is also spinning at 2.1 rad/s.
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Shrivastava first investigated an open loop gait derived from tests of RP15’s crawling

capabilities at JSC. Previous studies showed that various open loop strategies for granular

slope climbing were sufficient if the locomotor’s dynamics allowed it to repeatedly in-

trude into undisturbed media [34, 118]. He implemented this gait on the Mini Rover (Fig-

ure 3.1C), by cyclically sweeping rearwards with three appendages while one appendage

lifts upward to disengage from the medium, while also spinning all four wheels at a con-

stant rate of 2.1 rad/s. This gait is classified as a quadrupedal RS gait with regards to its

foot placement [119], which cycles around the rover’s locomotion appendages. In Fig-

ure 3.1C, the RS gait has a time interval between each snapshot of 0.9 seconds. The wheels

each have a radius of R = 4.2 cm and 15 grousers evenly spaced along the rim, so at a

rotational speed of 2.1 rad/s each wheel intrudes approximately 5 grousers per second into

the GM. We chose this wheel spin speed to agitate the local terrain multiple times per RS

gait sweep, but when compared to a effect of gravity, the wheel spin is relatively slow. A

comparable rate effect from gravitational acceleration of
√
g/R ≈ 15.3[1/s] is larger than

the grouser intrusion rate. Since gravity is the larger rate effect in the GM, grains do not

enter freefall and grain-grain contact is overall maintained. The wheel spins are considered

‘fast enough’ for repeatedly disturbing the GM, but not so rapidly that they dominate the

terrain’s acceleration over gravity.

Shrivastava tested the RS gait’s dynamics against wheel spinning alone by placing the

Mini Rover in the granular testbed, having it spin its wheels for 30 seconds, then it executed

the cyclic RS gait for 60 seconds. Figure 3.4A shows the displacement vs. time for these

trials at θbed = 0◦. In the initial spin-only phase, the wheels increasingly slip and sink,

which leads to eventual entrapment. For the Mini Rover in loose PS, ‘wheel spin only’

strategies resulted in entrapment for all tested θbed ≥ 0◦, as the Mini Rover’s deep sinkage

creates too much granular drag for effective wheel traction. However, once the RS gait

began, the rover restarted locomotion at a speed comparable to that prior to entrapment.

The speed attained with the RS gait was insensitive to the depth of the rover wheels in
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Figure 3.4: Robustness and Performance of the RS Gait (A) Horizontal displacement over time of the
Mini Rover at rest for 5 sec. using wheel spin only on a 0◦ slope of loose poppy seeds for 30 sec. and then
executing the RS gait described in Figure 3.1(C) for 60 sec. Data shown are means ± SD for seven runs. The
time interval shaded yellow from 0 to 35 sec. is the “wheel spin phase,” and shaded orange from 35 to 95 sec.
is the “RS gait” phase. The Mini Rover reaches the end of the test bed near the 80-sec mark. (B) Mean ±
SD velocities going uphill of the RS gait shown in Figure 3.1(C) for different granular slope angles, varying
the θbed in Figure 3.1(B), with seven trials for each bed angle. (C) Mean ± SD average velocity over seven
trials each in the steady state of the RS gait on a θbed = 15◦ poppy slope, with various subsystems of the gait
disabled.
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the granular medium (see Supplemental Fig. S4), as the Mini Rover will sweep against

the terrain to generate motive force. Since the rover’s sinkage oscillates over time during

the RS gait, the rover also generates a lift force from its sweeping to push itself out of

entrapment, an effect observed in granular media locomotion by previous studies [50]. This

locomotion paradigm contrasts with the traditional relationship between slip & sinkage for

wheeled vehicles [120], and instead behaves more like a locomotor paddling through a

self-organized rate-independent frictional fluid [118, 45].

The Mini Rover’s locomotion ability is not limited to flat terrains. The RS gait enables

motion after entrapment on granular slopes θbed of up to 15◦ (Figure 3.4B). For each tested

bed angle θbed, the rover achieves a different equilibrium speed for the RS gait when climb-

ing hills with differing slopes. As slope increases, gravity gains a force component equal

to mg sin(θbed) pulling the rover rearward, along with the grains losing resistive strength

and avalanching more easily [113, 34, 121]. The robustness of the RS gait in climbing

loosely consolidated slopes motivated investigation of the individual dynamics of the RS

gait’s different subsystems: wheel spinning, lifting, and sweeping. Shrivastava performed

locomotion trials at θbed = 15◦ with different subsystems disabled, along with the regu-

lar RS gait described before as the control (Figure 3.4C). Disabling any one of the three

subsystems produced a lower mean velocity for the slope climbing. Disabling the lifting

motion was the most detrimental to the forward velocity. By not lifting the wheels dur-

ing the reset sweeps of the RS gait, the wheels did not disengage with the granular media

and pushed the rover rearwards, decreasing its mean velocity. Disabling the sweeping

subsystem reduced the granular volumes encountered and transported by each locomotor

appendage. The wheels oscillate purely vertically, which temporarily escapes entrapment

and avalanches small amounts of media rearward during intrusion due to wheel spin. Fi-

nally, disabling the wheel spin subsystem resulted in an ≈ 20% speed decrease. Compared

to the sweeping subsystem, the wheel spin requires less power.
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3.4 Single-Wheel Gantry Experiments and RFT Modeling

To develop an understanding of these phenomena, we next isolated the multi-appendage

Mini Rover locomotion system to a single locomotor appendage. We mounted a replica of

a Mini Rover appendage which has both wheel spinning and sweeping capabilities to a six-

axis force transducer (Figure 3.6A and Figure 3.5B). The entire system was mounted to a

2D gantry driven by stepper motors in a tilting, fluidizing bed of poppy seeds (Figure 3.5A).

By approximately replicating the dynamics of the sweeping motion for a single locomotor

appendage, we estimate the reaction forces felt by each appendage during the Mini Rover’s

gaits.

3.4.1 Recreating the RS Gait Trajectories

The appendage is forced at different fixed velocities vx at set bed tilts θbed chosen to match

the RS gait results from Figure 3.4B. To interpret the single wheel system, the forcing speed

vx is set as a constant value matching the average gait speeds of Figure 3.4B, whereas in

the real Mini Rover system vx varies with time as the gait executes. The variable θsweep

in Figure 3.6A represents the degree of sweeping rotation of the wheel (i.e. a −90◦ offset

from the wheel’s steering angle), which varies over time as position commands are sent to

the sweeping servomotor. We set the limits of this angle as θsweep ∈ [−π
4
, π
4
] to match the

RS gait’s sweeping motion, and this produces approximate motion paths which replicate

the Mini Rover appendage’s trajectory through the bed of poppy seeds. Figure 3.6B shows

a shaded rectangle as a top down projection of a single wheel, with a crosshair in its center

that moves along the trajectory paths. As θbed increases and its coupled vx decreases, the

Mini Rover wheel tends to sweep a greater percentage of the same granular area for each

gait cycle.

In Figure 3.6A a diagram details the single wheel gantry testbed for testing granular

force responses in the Mini Rover’s locomotion. Two perpendicular rail systems (Fig-
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Figure 3.5: Isolation Studies of the Single Mini Rover Wheel (A) Single-wheel gantry test bed used for
isolation studies, without poppy seeds. Stepper motors control the wheel’s placement and forced velocity
within the bed, and a leaf blower controlled by a proportional relay fluidizes the bed between trials. (B)
Close-up of the wheel, Dynamixel servo, and force transducer assembly. (C) NI Labview front-end for
running trials. An NI-DAQ commands the gantry steppers and servos via an Arduino microcontroller, and
records reaction forces from the force transducer.
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Figure 3.6: Isolation Studies of Single-Wheel Force Response (A) Side view and top view schematics of
the single-wheel gantry test bed. The Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) describes the world frame aligned
with the test bed, whereas a local Wheel coordinate system (F‖, F⊥, FN ), which rotates about z by θsweep,
defines the force responses parallel, perpendicular, and normal to the wheel at each sampled θsweep. The
wheel coordinate system rotates over time as the appendage executes its gait. (B) Top-down sketch of the
sweeping wheel path input into the system in (A) at different θbed values. The shaded rectangle is a projection
of the top-down view of a single wheel for scale.
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ure 3.5A) hold a sweeping Dynamixel servomotor connected to a six-axis Force/Torque

transducer (ATI Mini40), with its tool side connected to a wheel spinning Dynamixel servo,

which spins a wheel design copied from the Mini Rover (Figure 3.5B). The system loco-

motes in a granular bed of poppy seeds which fluidizes to a loose-packed state after every

trial and can tilt up to 30◦ from horizontal like the granular bed described previously.

The left panel of Figure 3.6A is a side view with the y-axis of a Cartesian coordinate

system out of the page. The gantry system is forced in the +x direction by a stepper motor

coupled to a timing belt at a speed vx at various granular bed tilts θbed. vx is chosen for

each bed angle to approximate the actual Mini Rover speeds measured in Figure 3.4B. The

gantry is free to fall under its own weight during locomotion, simulating the normal force

on the Mini Rover. Measurements with a scale gave 3.4 Newtons (350 grams) of normal

force when the wheel rests on a solid surface. For all trials where wheel spinning is enabled,

the wheel spins at ω = 2.1 rads/second.

To match a single wheel’s RS gait period, θsweep sweeps back from +45◦ to −45◦ in

2.7 seconds, then sweeps forward to reset from −45◦ to +45◦s in 0.9 seconds, as shown in

Figure 3.6B. All of the paths are represented by dots evenly spaced in time by 30 ms. The

different colors represent different tilt angles and thus different commanded vx. For bed tilt

angles of [0,5,10,15] degrees, vx was matched as [11.5, 6.7, 4.4, 2.4] mm/s respectively.

These correspond to path colors [violet, yellow, crimson, blue] respectively. Each path

is drawn for a total of 6 gait cycles. The different vx values are the only parameters that

influence these, as the sweeping period and amplitude is identical among all these paths.

This motion command creates an arcing motion in space that has the wheel sweep the same

granular area multiple times in its locomotion.

3.4.2 Single-Wheel Force Results and RFT Approximations

In the absence of a fully validated continuum model of complex granular interactions, a

reduced-order empirical model called granular RFT can approximate the resistive forces
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on arbitrary intruders like our Mini Rover wheel by modeling the GM as a non-deforming

isotropic medium and modeling the intruder as a rigid body composed of small plate ele-

ments [17]. Due to the locality of granular force responses, it is possible to linearly add

each small plate element’s respective resistance (calibrated via simple intrusion experi-

ments) as a function of depth, orientation, and velocity. This sum of plate elements acts as

a good approximation for the whole intruder for most intrusion states [49]. Although RFT

does not account for local terrain deformations in its force calculation, we will show how

external agitations that reflow media to be locally homogeneous allow RFT to accurately

predict force response as though the medium was fixed in place. This reflow of the GM

allows us to accurately calculate the force responses of the Mini Rover’s RS gait.

In Figure 3.7, we observe that the resultant PS surface varies significantly after the

single wheel is forced through the substrate at vx = 11 mm/sec with various additional

motions. With spin only, we dig a narrow trench of width approximately that of the wheel

as GM is agitated and forced laterally (Figure 3.7A). With sweeping only, the wheel forms

an asymmetric mound biased towards the θsweep > 0◦ direction as it collects and pushes

GM with its intruding face (Figure 3.7B). However, when both spinning and sweeping

motions are applied, the agitation of the local GM from spinning redistributes the uneven

mound into a loosely packed, yet overall smooth surface (Figure 3.7C). We will show that

this action of constantly reflowing grains to maintain a local frictional fluid makes such

complex locomotion more tractable in the RFT interpretation.

An entrapped Mini Rover in flat GM has an RS gait of vx = 0 mm/s and θbed = 0◦,

where the appendage is repeatedly sweeping through the same granular volume. The force

transducer is mounted to the sweeping actuator, so its orthogonal coordinate system mea-

sures forces parallel, perpendicular, and normal {F||, F⊥, FN} to the wheel’s orientation

which depends on the current θsweep. With vx = 0, a stationary rotational axis of symmetry

about z lets us interpret the force components with only the single variable θsweep. This

allows a 2D calculation of the expected forces on the sweeping intrusion geometry. We use
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Figure 3.7: Granular Surface Profiles from Mini Rover Single-Wheel Studies (A) View of the poppy
seed surface after a test with only wheel spin at 2.1 rad/sec and vx = 11 mm/sec. The test leaves a shallow
trench of disturbed poppies with small piles to either side. (B) View of the poppy seed surface after a test
with only an RS gait sweep and vx = 11 mm/sec. The test leaves a deep trench with large mounds of poppies
on the sweep-ending side. (C) View of the poppy seed surface after a test with both an RS gait sweep, wheel
spin at 2.1 rad/sec, and vx = 11 mm/sec. This test both sweeps and agitates a large swathe of poppies to
create a relatively smooth surface with a wavy pattern.

RFT to calculate the expected values of the three force components for the sweeping wheel

geometry. Figure 3.8 shows the RFT predictions along with the experimental mean and SD

of these force components over 20 rearward gait sweeps each (i.e. from θsweep = π/4 to

θsweep = −π/4) in a steady state with the wheel not spinning vs. the wheel spinning at 2.1

rad/s. These trials investigate why wheel spinning might create the significant speed im-

provement seen in Figure 3.4C. Force data show that spinning the wheel during the sweep

produces flatter force responses which are more predictable from RFT, as the wheel spin-

ning reflows local grains and homogenizes the local medium by actively avalanching local

mounds (Figure 3.7). Unlike traditional wheeled locomotors which gain motive force by

shearing terrain under pressure rearward with their wheels [120], the Mini Rover in the RS

gait uses its wheels chiefly as agitators, while gaining the majority of its motive force from

the sweeping motion. By adding agitation to the local terrain, the granular mound interac-

tions which cause deviations from simple RFT-like force response are smoothed out.

For Figure 3.8, the commanded sweeping motion describes a simple path through space

that is symmetric about the z-axis with vx = 0 mm/s. This cylindrical symmetry about the
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Figure 3.8: Single-Wheel Force Response in the Stationary Frame vs RFT Predictions For vx = 0
mm/sec and θbed = 0◦, force components for a stationary RS gait sweep rearward with wheel spin off versus
wheels spinning at 2.1 rad/sec. RFT calculation of the resistive forces for this trajectory gives flat force
response curves with respect to θsweep, because of cylindrical symmetry about the z axis.

z-axis of the force response allows a simple calculation through RFT which is independent

of θsweep, giving a flat force response for all three force component plots, shown in the blue

dashed lines in Figure 3.8. The RFT calculation approximates the single wheel geometry as

a narrow cylinder then projects to two dimensions. Once in 2D, we calculate the forces for

a partially intruded cylinder with the dimensions of the Mini Rover wheel sweeping about

the z-axis using the techniques described by Li, Zhang, and Goldman [17]. The depth was

calibrated by matching the RFT wheel depth to the experimentally observed depth of the

single wheel in video recordings of gantry experiments. We use in the established RFT
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coefficients of loosely packed poppy seeds from the Li et al. paper for all of our RFT

calculations.

When vx 6= 0 mm/s, the cylindrical symmetry breaks and a more complete three-

dimensional RFT calculation is needed. For each set of experiments in Figure 3.9, we

perform a quasi-3-D RFT simulation which recreates the single wheel gantry experiment

geometry. This calculation decomposes the top view of Figure 3.6A into a geometry of

many adjacent small rectangles at depths dictated by the wheel sinkage. The wheel is still

approximated as a narrow cylinder, but now each subsegment has a more complex motion

through space dictated by the test trajectories of Figure 3.6B. The RFT calculation is then

performed on this set of subsegments and summed to give the net resistive force. Also, only

subsegments which had both leading edges in their normals (i.e. v̂ · N̂ > 0) and were sunk

below the surface were included in the force calculation. For the 3D RFT calculation, the

wheel was modeled as a non-grousered solid cylinder with caps, with the sides of the wheel

approximated as the flat faces of a cylinder. The force per plate calculation is performed

by projecting the 3D problem into in the xz-plane as shown in the side view of Figure 3.6A

(left) and calculating the resistive forces in the intruding 2D cylinder. We then approxi-

mate 3D RFT as being cylindrically symmetric, such that the resistive force vectors of the

xy-plane in Figure 3.6A (plane parallel to granular surface) are exactly opposite to each

subsegments’ velocity vector (i.e. F̂ = −v̂ in Figure 3.6A right). In this way, we neglect

drag anisotropy by observing that most subsegments have velocity vectors mostly pointing

toward the normal (i.e. overall v̂ · N̂ > 0.5) in their commanded motions. This is not trure

3D RFT as there exist additional symmetries beyond cylindrical in the 3D case, but this was

appropriate for our scenario as long as we obeyed the leading edge condition. The forces in

the xy-plane are thus approximated by projecting the horizontal forces of each subsegment

calculated from the diagram in Figure 3.6A (left) into the proper xy velocity frame. The

same method calculates the resistive forces to the two flat sides of the wheel, just with the

normal vectors rotated 90 degrees.
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Figure 3.9: Single-Wheel Net Drawbar Force Response in the Moving Frame vs. RFT Predictions
For θbed = 0◦, varying vx in the gantry system Figure 3.4(A) varies the drawbar force curves with respect
to sweep angles. Experiments in solid lines, mean ± SD across 20 sweeps in the steady state, and wheel
spinning at 2.1 rad/sec. Inset: 3D RFT simulation diagram for vx = 11 mm/sec.

The inset for Figure 3.9 shows a simulation snapshot for vx = 11 mm/s, with a net

force response vector which we then project onto the x-axis to obtain the drawbar force

at each θsweep value. From experimental video, we estimate the single wheel to be buried

about 35 mm deep at its deepest point, from which we can infer the depths for each wheel

segment in the RFT calculation. The wheel’s subsegments are colored by depth, with the

hotter colors indicating deeper burial (up to 35 mm). A trailing series of dots near the wheel

center also show the last 0.3 seconds of trajectory. These RFT simulations create the force

curves represented by the dashed line curves in Figure 3.9.
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A primary force of interest in Figure 3.9 is FX (the ‘drawbar’ force in the vehicle me-

chanics literature [122]), as this represents the motive force the Mini Rover generates with

one appendage during its RS gait. For nonzero vx, there is no stationary axis of symmetry

about z, so we transform the force components into the gantry coordinates (x, y, z) with a

rotation matrix about z by the time-dependent θsweep. We can also approximately extend

the RFT calculation to three dimensions via a similar set of transforms (described above)

for each tested vx. Figure 3.9 shows the RFT predictions for three chosen vx as dashed

lines along with the corresponding experimental force data. RFT predicts higher net FX as

vx decreases due to more segments of the wheel having net rearwards motion due to θsweep.

However, the experimental forces match best at the highest tested vx and then diverge from

the RFT calculation at lower vx. Since RFT approximates the granular media as a fixed vol-

ume in space, its predictive power is best for undisturbed, homogeneous regions of terrain.

As vx increases, the sweeping wheel encounters more undisturbed terrain per gait cycle

(see Figure 3.6B), so RFT gives a more accurate estimate. The data also suggest significant

decreases for drawbar force for θsweep < 0 for all tested vx, whereas RFT predicts a mostly

symmetric response response about θsweep = 0. This is due to the wheel re-encountering

previously disturbed terrain that was swept away by previous gait cycles, suggesting that

gait strategies should seek to both sweep through undisturbed terrain if possible as well as

actively reflowing the local terrain to eliminate its ‘memory’ from previous gait cycles (as

shown in Figure 3.7C).

3.5 Rovers’ Motive Forces and Robustness to Appendage Disability

3.5.1 Measurement and RFT Prediction of Mini Rover Motive Force

To further explore the Mini Rover’s motive forces, Shrivastava performed experiments mea-

suring the net drawbar force for different slopes using the RS gait (Figure 3.10A). After 30

seconds of wheel spin, the Mini Rover executes the RS gait for 215 seconds while we

measure its drawbar force with a strain gauge. The saturated force values near the end of
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Figure 3.10: Propulsive Forces in the Mini Rover’s RS Gait (A) Drawbar forces exerted over time by the
Mini Rover using the RS gait with four sweeping legs up a bed of loosely packed PS at θbed = [0◦, 8◦, 15◦]
(inset shows experiment setup). Data shown are means ± Standard Deviation (SD) over seven trials for each
value of θbed. (B) Drawbar forces exerted over time by the Mini Rover using the RS gait with three sweeping
legs (with rear left leg sweeping disabled) up a bed of loosely packed PS at θbed = [0◦, 8◦, 15◦]. Data shown
are means ± SD over seven trials for each value of θbed.
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each trial approximate the maximum possible drawbar force the Mini Rover can exert at

a given θbed, which we can then compare to the sum of four gait appendages in the previ-

ous RFT calculation. Figure 3.11A shows each saturated experimental drawbar force from

Figure 3.10A compared with the corresponding potential drawbar from RFT. In this sub-

figure, the rover has periodicity in its force profile over a gait cycle which cycles through

the reset phase for all four wheels. Meanwhile, the RFT is expected to have a quarter of

the periodicity of one gait cycle, as it simply involves summing drawbar forces over four

offset ‘isolated’ wheels with no wheel-wheel interaction on unchanging flat terrain force

at a constant vx. In experiment, the rover also experienced oscillations over its gait cycle

(see Figure 3.4A) which add variation to the drawbar measurement due to its spring-like

attachment to the sensor. For increasing θbed, gravity increasingly pulls the Mini Rover

rearwards, so its sink and slip increases. Yet due to the active reflowing of the Mini Rover’s

wheel spin, local terrain was homogenized enough for RFT to predict net drawbar rea-

sonably well based on vx alone assuming a singular sinkage. Despite all the kinematic

differences, this simple RFT calculation estimates the mean drawbar for a range of bed

angles.

To capture the drawbar experiment data, a Uxcell bar-type load cell was fastened to the

bed frame. One end of an elastic tube was attached to the load cell and the other end to

the rover. A HX711 Load Cell Signal Amplifier was used to process and feed the signal

into a microcontroller. The microcontroller printed drawbar values at 11 Hz to a connected

computer.

For Figure 3.11A, the RFT calculation results for each set of [θbed, vx] parameters from

Figure 3.9 were interpolated as functions of θsweep. We then created four ‘virtual’ wheels

which had the gait sequence, timing, and trajectory of the RS gait to represent the four

wheels of the Mini Rover, calculated the forces on each wheel with our interpolated RFT

functions, then summed the drawbar forces created by each virtual wheel to estimate the

net drawbar force over time.
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Figure 3.11: Mean Drawbar Forces and Locomotion Speeds of the Mini Rover’s RS Gait (A) Mini
Rover saturated drawbar forces with the RS gait (top) experimental (solid) versus RFT-based calculation
(dashed) over time for two gaits cycles of the RS gait, summed over all four locomoting appendages. Bottom:
Mean saturated drawbar pull with respect to θbed for experiment (error bars) versus RFT calculation (dashed).
(B) Mean ± SD velocities going uphill of the RS gait with four sweeping wheels versus selectively disabled
sweeping wheels for different granular slope angles, varying the θbed with seven trials performed for each
bed angle.

3.5.2 Robustness to Appendage Failure

We also investigate the robustness of the RS gait by selectively disabling the sweeping

motion of a single locomotor appendage. For Figure 3.10B, we disabled the sweeping

capability of the rear right appendage and measured the Mini Rover’s drawbar pull for dif-

ferent granular slopes. The rear right wheel still executed its spinning motions during these

trials, so it effectively acted as a passive agitator of contacted grains, rather than an active

sweeping component that exerts locomotive force. Compared to Figure 3.10A, the rover

exerted lower net drawbar force over time for all tested slopes. Since each appendages’

sweeping motion is the primary generator of drawbar force, we expect such a force reduc-

tion. The Mini Rover made progress with one of its rear wheel’s sweeping disabled and

exerted an increasing drawbar force through the RS gait with only three sweeping legs.

We then removed the drawbar apparatus and tested the unburdened rover’s performance

on various slopes as in Figure 3.4, again with the rear left appendage’s sweeping disabled.
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Surprisingly, our results in Figure 3.11B show that the RS gait’s velocity was only slightly

reduced by this handicap. Even on the steeper slopes, the 3 legged trials maintained simi-

lar displacement profiles to the 4 legged trials, albeit at a lower speed. Since the disabled

sweeping wheel still spins to fluidize local grains, we hypothesize that the other appendages

were still able to function normally in the locally agitated medium. Another set of trials

disabled the front left appendage’s sweeping motion, and the translational velocities of

the unburdened rover even surpassed that of the 4 trials on some slopes. Along with Fig-

ure 3.4C, this result showcases the robustness of the RS gait’s locomotion mechanism to

component failure, along with potential for future optimizations for the gait performance.

3.5.3 Rovers’ Motive Forces in Wet GM

To validate our laboratory tests of the Mini Rover, Shrivastava & Pettinger also performed

drawbar tests with the RP15 rover (Figure 3.1A) at NASA JSC to compare the RS gait vs.

wheel spinning alone (Figure 3.12A). RP15’s dimensions are 140 cm in length, 200 cm

in height, and 140 cm in width, with a mass of 300 kg. A mechanical scale captures the

drawbar force exerted by RP15. One end of the scale was fastened to the ground and the

other to an elastic which was attached to the rear of RP15 (Figure 3.12A). A Phoenix mo-

tion capture system captured the kinematic data of the rover via reflective markers placed

on RP15.

Due to technical issues with the NASA rover, they conducted RP15 tests with only

three operational sweeping leg actuators. As a result, only 3 appendages were able to fully

execute the RS gait. They were also only able to conduct tests of RP15 on a flat, moist, sand

bed due to constraints in the testbed environment. The moist terrain led to accumulation of

compacted sand between the grouser spokes, changing the wheels’ effective geometries to

cylinders over time. RP15 would begin its experiment with only wheel spinning, and then

initiate the RS gait. A trial was concluded once RP15 could no longer locomote due to

the saturation of drawbar force once it was at 100% slip. To reset the rover, the grousered
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Figure 3.12: Propulsive Forces of RP15 and Mini Rover in Wet GM (A) Drawbar forces exerted over
time by RP15 during tests in a bed of moist sand at JSC (diagram shows experimental setup). Blue data points
show one trial of RP15 executing a wheel spin motion for 120 sec, and black data show the means ± SD for
three trials of RP15 executing an RS gait for 170 sec. (B) Drawbar force versus time for three moist sand
RS gait drawbar trials of the Mini Rover. Each different colored line represents a different trial. The Mini
Rover generates increasing drawbar force with the RS gait even with one appendage sweeping mechanism
disabled and in a much more cohesive substrate than the dry GM trials with three active wheels. Inset: Mini
Rover in a bed of moist sand exerting drawbar forces with the RS gait in a bed of moist sand (top view).
Qualitatively, the grouser-sand interaction appears to closely mirror the RP15 experiments (e.g., the grousers
became smooth as the wheels spin and sand aggregates between the grousers.)
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wheels were excavated from entrapment, and the rover reversed its motion back to the

initial starting position. They then pushed a device which aerated the wet sand to restore

terrain homogeneity between experiments. Only the flat incline angle (0◦) had experiments

performed. An experiment with only wheel spinning motion was also conducted without

any transition to the RS gait for comparison.

Despite these differences from previous laboratory tests of the Mini Rover, we observed

an increase in motive force in the RS gait as opposed to wheel spinning only (Figure 3.12A),

same as the lab results. Like the Mini Rover it inspired, RP15 creates a significant drawbar

advantage using its active suspension via crawling gaits over traditional wheeled locomo-

tion. This strategy can increase drawbar pull without large decreases in rover velocity

[123]. Shrivastava also performed drawbar experiments on the Mini Rover which imitated

the constrains of the RP15 tests, including disabling the sweeping mechanism of one Mini

Rover appendage. Drawbar tests for the Mini Rover using the RS gait in moist sand (with

a 1.8% water mass to dry GM mass ratio) yielded similar results to the wet sand trials with

RP15 (Figure 3.12B). This wet sand has a very different rheology from dry GM due to

its high cohesion, force saturation length scales, and high critical angle, making it inaccu-

rate to model with dry substrate RFT [124]. However, the RS gait still increased the Mini

Rover’s drawbar pull in this differing rheology. The legged RS gait with wheel spin is thus

robust to varying terrain types and even component failure.

3.6 Rear Rotator Pedaling (RRP) and Slope Reconfiguration

The RS gait developed for RP15 is robust for many scenarios, but cannot successfully climb

granular slopes near the critical angle of avalanching. For θbed > 20◦, the RS gait generates

unpredictable behavior - from roll over to significant yaw. To climb these steeper slopes

in the laboratory, Shrivastava developed a specialized hill climbing gait which we refer to

as “Rear Rotator Pedaling” (RRP, see Figure 3.13). Like the RS gait, the Mini Rover lifts

and resets the wheel colored red at each snapshot of Figure 3.13, now alternating between
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Figure 3.13: Steep Granular Slope Climbing via Dynamic Remodeling with an RRP Gait Top: Two
top-down snapshots showing a RRP gait with no modulation, with a time interval between each snapshot of
0.65 sec. In the RRP gait, the rear wheel colored in white sweeps toward the rear of the rover up to 45◦. The
sweep direction for each wheel in each snapshot is shown in black arrows. Once the sweep is complete, the
wheel begins the reset phase, where the wheel is colored in red. The Mini Rover lifts the resetting wheel with
its four-bar linkage and rotates it 45◦ toward the front of the rover. Bottom: Side-view illustration of the Mini
Rover climbing a hill of GM using the RRP gait.

only the rear wheels. Each wheel spins at 2.1 rad/s during the RRP gait, including the front

wheels. These motions generate a periodic yaw oscillation of the rover. After spinning

wheels for 30 seconds to embed the Mini Rover in the media, once the RRP gait initiates

(node 1 in Figure 3.16A), if θbed > 20◦, the rover will initially slide backwards until a large

enough mound develops behind its rear wheels, which prevents further rearward sliding

(node 2) and acts as a buffer the rear wheels can push on to move forward. After this initial

mound is generated, the rover climbs the slope at constant speed (Figure 3.16A). Even

though RRP locomotes more slowly than the RS gait at θbed = 0, the RRP gait outpaces the

RS gait for all other tested slopes, managing to climb hills of θbed that the RS gait could not

(Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14: RRP Gait Mean Velocities Climbing Granular Slopes Mean velocities going uphill of the
RS and RRP gaits shown in Figure 3.1(C) and Figure 3.13, respectively, for different granular slope angles
(θbed). Data shown are means ± SD over seven trials for each angle. There is overall less variance in the
RRP gait’s mean velocity over multiple trials than the RS gait’s, because RRP exhibits a more predictable
and stable speed at steep θbed.

3.6.1 Granular Transport Mechanisms of RRP

The RRP gait’s performance arises from a stable granular conveyance action which devel-

ops along the Mini Rover’s long axis. As the front wheels spin and shear the steep granular

slope at the rover’s front, the material avalanches downhill [121] and is transported be-

tween the rover’s front and rear wheels to an “IM” closer to the rear wheels’ reach (see

Figure 3.15 inset). The yaw oscillation of the rover body pushes media in the IM rear-

ward where the RRP gait’s sweeping reaches and pushes it into a rear mound to apply a

net propulsive force. On steep slopes of θbed > 20◦, over time the gait will dynamically

reconfigure an insurmountable slope through avalanching and granular conveyance to cre-

ate a terrain profile it can climb (Figure 3.15). The rover needs a large enough rear mound

to provide propulsive force, and the IM arises from the granular conveyance action. This
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Figure 3.15: Terrain Remodeling Profile of the RRP Gait Height difference color map of the GM profiles
over time as the Mini Rover executes the RRP gait on a 25◦ granular slope, with the spatial components in
the tilted bed coordinate system (x, y) shown in Figure 3.13. A pink line indicates the rover’s front wheel’s
position over time, and a violet line indicates the rear wheel’s position over time. The rover carries the
Intermediate Mound (IM) as a bubble of GM between these dots as it locomotes forward, maintaining a net
flux of GM from the rover’s front wheels to the rear mound.
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dynamic reconfiguration allows the Mini Rover to “swim” uphill in the agitated frictional

fluid created by its wheel spin. If the front wheel spin is disabled in the RRP gait (Fig-

ure 3.16A, node 1), the rover will continue to slide backward until it encounters the rear

test bed wall (node 2’), and then push off that boundary to slowly climb up the slope (node

3’). Disabling the granular conveyance mechanism causes failure in the RRP gait for steep

slopes, showing that avalanching through local agitation is necessary to climb.

Figure 3.16: Performance and Granular Transport Mechanisms for the RRP gait] (A) Uphill dis-
placement over time of Mini Rover using the RRP gait to climb a 28◦ granular incline. Turning off the wheel
spinning or sweeping components of the RRP gait causes failure to climb. Data represent means ± SD for
seven trials for each condition. The numbered nodes represent key events in the rover’s climbing dynamics,
where the rover initiates the RRP gait at node 1, ends sliding back and begins forward progress once the rear
mound has formed at node 2, and ends the RRP gait at node 3. (B) Bivariate boxplot of the 2D-projected
area of the IM that forms between the two wheels of the Mini Rover as it climbs with RRP (see diagram
in Figure 3.15 and complete granular media profiles in Figure 3.18) with respect to the Mini Rover’s uphill
velocity, with 13 total trials of 50 sec each over three values of θbed. The solid colors are the boundary of
mean trajectories over time for these two variables. At each mean trajectory point, the covariance matrix of
velocity and mound area at that time stamp creates an error ellipse centered at µ (mean) with dimensions
±1σ (SD). The union of the set of error ellipses for each mean trajectory point gives the shaded regions,
representing the variance between trials for each group of θbed.

For trials where θbed > 20◦, the rover carries the IM as a ‘bubble’ of granular volume

as it locomotes forward, showing how the granular conveyance mechanism maintains a

net flux of media across the rover’s length. These steep slopes require this IM to increase

in volume before the rover will gain any net forward locomotion, whereas rover speed
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is mostly insensitive to the IM size at shallower slopes (Figure 3.16B). Insufficient IM

volume causes the rover to slide backward until the granular conveyance process saturates

to a steady state, at which point the rover maintains a steady speed and IM volume over

time (Figure 3.16).

3.6.2 Characterizing Granular Transport and the Intermediate Mound

In Figure 3.15, a colormap shows the granular media profiles over time as the Mini Rover

executes its RRP gait. This colormap was generated by analyzing video taken at the side

view of the granular testbed over an entire RRP trial, with the Mini Rover hugging the

side wall (as shown in Figure 3.17). The granular bed is tilted to some angle θbed, and

the camera is tilted as well such that the granular media initially lies horizontal in the

camera frame. The mound profiles at each moment in time were found by edge detection

along with various post-processing techniques to get accurate mound profiles. The mound

changes over time were then subtracted from the grain level at t = 0 to obtain the height

differences of the grain surface. In Figure 3.15, we have restricted the time dimension

shown to between the start of the RRP gait and the end of RRP for clarity. Figure 3.18

shows the granular media profiles over time for RRP trials of θbed = [15◦, 20◦, 25◦]. We

also show the overall slope and slope change magnitudes pre- and post-RRP execution for

each RRP trial in Figure 3.17. These overall slopes were calculated by a best-fit linear

regression to the spatial mound data extracted from edge detection.

The plots in Figure 3.16 show three groups of data at different bed tilt angles (the

independent variable): 15 degrees (orange), consisting of 5 RRP trials; 20 degrees (green),

consisting of 5 RRP trials; and 25 degrees (blue), consisting of 3 RRP trials. Each trial is

synced in time with the other trials in its group. The time interval that each trial examines

begins at marker 1 in Figure 3.16A (when RRP begins) to 60 seconds after marker 1. This is

so that the Mini Rover can reach a steady limit cycle but is far away in space from reaching

the end of the granular bed. Since the trials for each data groups are synced in time,
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Figure 3.17: Granular Slope Shifts via the RRP Gait’s Remodeling and Transport (Top) Side view
snapshot of the image processing output of the post RRP gait slope detection, with the mound boundary
outlined in red. The PS mound at the side wall is detected for the full duration of each run. (Bottom) Scatter
plot of the side wall slopes (blue) and slope changes (orange) generated by RRP gait trials as functions of
θbed. The dashed line at θbed = 22◦ shows a sudden increase in the slope change magnitude as the post RRP
slope plateaus to approx. 20◦ to the right of the dashed line.
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Figure 3.18: Granular Media Profiles of Various Slopes for the RRP Gait Additional height difference
colormaps of the granular media profiles over time as the Mini Rover executes the RRP gait for trials of
θbed = 15◦ (top), 20◦ (middle), 25◦ (bottom), with the spatial components in the tilted bed coordinate
system. Magenta dots indicate the rover’s front wheel’s position over time, and purple dots indicate the rear
wheel’s position over time.
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each trial’s data can be compared to the other trials’ data in the same group. This allows

us to calculate the mean and covariance of each trial group and condense the parametric

trajectories of each trial into an area plot. We calculate the means between all the trials for

each group, which creates a mean “trajectory” for each bed angle through the mound area

plus velocity variable space. We take the boundary of this mean trajectory for each group

and represent it as the solid colored area for each bed tilt group. At each mean trajectory

point, we also calculate the covariance matrix for that observed timestamp, then create an

error ellipse about that mean trajectory point (confidence interval is 0.68, the first standard

deviation). This gives us a representation of the variance between trials. We then take the

union of the entire set of error ellipses for each group and plot the error area as a lightly

shaded region for each groups’ color.

Figure 3.16B shows a bivariate boxplot of the emergent IM volume that forms between

the two wheels of the Mini Rover as it climbs with RRP. This plot was generated by ex-

amining multiple videos of the type described for Figure 3.15, edge detecting the granular

profile along with tracking the Mini Rover itself, then calculating the area of granular media

that lay between the two wheels’ lowest points (see the inset of Figure 3.15). This mound

area is a projection onto two dimensions of the approximate volume of the IM the Mini

Rover carries with itself while climbing. In the mound area calculation, the mound profiles

were median filtered across a time window of 0.3 seconds to help resolve false detections.

3.7 Discussion and Conclusions

Our results demonstrate that robots with novel legged gaits and appropriate local fluidiza-

tion via wheel spinning can use the loose consolidation of granular media to their advan-

tage by creating self-organized localized frictional fluids. This loose consolidation in GM

traditionally causes entrapment for wheeled and legged robots [83]. Both RP15 and the

Mini Rover increased their drawbar pulls when they switched from wheeled locomotion

to open loop gaits which agitate the local media. Creating a homogeneous terrain profile
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through this agitation erases terrain memory effects that hinder locomotion, creates force

uniformity, perturbs material to avalanche into more advantageous terrain, and allows force

calculation via RFT.

While terrain reconfiguration with legged gaits appears effective for non-cohesive me-

dia, future studies must consider that planetary regolith is often very cohesive and polydis-

perse. Cohesive regolith will likely not avalanche and flow as easily as the non-cohesive

poppy seeds in this study. The drawbar experiments for both RP15 and the Mini Rover

in wet sand (Figure 3.12) exhibit some visible terrain reconfiguration due to the rovers’

high slip, as mounds of granular material form behind the spinning wheels. However, these

mounds appeared to be more loosely packed than the dry poppies due to their high cohe-

sion. The grain-grain cohesion in flat terrain hinders the desired advantageous avalanching

and reconfiguration that is key to the gait. We hypothesize sloped terrain may actually as-

sist by introducing a gravity component downhill. Gravity could then avalanche the grains

to help the rear mounds form and consolidate, rather than the rover scooping out a hole

around the wheels that ensures entrapment. Future studies and experiments could examine

how these gaits perform on sloped cohesive terrain. Investigating these gaits on more inho-

mogeneous granular media would also be interesting, as the rate of terrain reconfigurations

may change according to the local media’s constitutive particles.

Certain modern rover designs such as the ESA and Roscosmos’ Rosalind Franklin al-

ready incorporate up to three degrees of freedom in active actuation per wheel [125], al-

lowing the rover’s locomotion subsystem to adjust its stance for crawling over obstacles.

More traditional control [126] and wheel design [127] approaches are still effective, but

the capability to perform active legged behaviors as well could enable future exploration

of steep terrains [128] inaccessible to other planetary rovers. Fluidized granular beds and

other improved substrate creation systems on Earth will be critical for evaluating the phys-

ical principles of legged climbing in these larger robots. RP15 and future rovers can use

these principles to guide both robot and motion design. With different appendages, sensors,
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actuation schemes, perhaps such dynamical terrain modification can be applied to more di-

verse substrates. In future studies, closing the control loop with additional local terrain

sensing could further capabilities in rover exploration.

Shortly before the Science Robotics paper [66] on this project was published, a NASA

team including one of our co-authors published reports [129, 130] on a new rover mission

called the Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover (VIPER). This new rover reuses

locomotion concepts such as the RS gait that were developed in RP15 and is scheduled to

launch to explore near the southern lunar pole in 2023.

3.8 Contributions

Andras Karsai performed single-wheel experiments, data analysis and interpretation, RFT

model calculations, and guided the study’s experimental design. Siddharth Shrivastava

designed and programmed the Mini Rover, performed its locomotion and drawbar experi-

ments, and collected data on the Mini Rover and RP15. Yasemin Ozkan-Aydin and Enes

Aydin constructed the fluidizing granular bed and gantry system shown in Figure 3.5A.

Yasemin also aided greatly in experimental design. Ross Pettinger, William Bluethmann

(JSC-ER411), and Robert O. Ambrose (JSC-ER111) facilitated on site RP15 experiments

at JSC. Andras Karsai and Daniel I. Goldman wrote the paper on which this chapter is

based [66].
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CHAPTER 4

CONTROLLING SUBTERRANEAN FORCES IN A BURROWING SOFT ROBOT

4.1 Preface and Summary

The physics of intruding solid bodies within yielding substrates is important for charac-

terizing many natural phenomena, from the locomotion of lizards on flowable terrains to

studying celestial bodies via impact collisions. We have found that dry GM offer excel-

lent examples of friction dominated yielding substrates that can self-organize and show-

case unique multiphase physics, yet are unaffected by thermal fluctuations. The multibody

physics of moving bodies within a granular substrate has traditionally focused on singular

rigid bodies intruding into GM and characterizing the stress/shear responses of the sub-

strate under various loads and global forcings. However, most GM interactions in the

natural world consist of underexplored complex multibody deformable structures which

interact via local stress, flow, and adjacency effects.

In previous chapters, we explored the methods and mechanisms of traversing across

the surface of loosely consolidated granular volumes. There will be occasions where we

wish to explore within these volumes, so now we turn our attention to possible locomotion

strategies below the surface using a growing deformable structure, in a collaborative project

done with Nicholas Naclerio and Prof. Elliot Hawkes of UCSB.

Robotic navigation on land, through air, and in water is well researched; numerous

robots have successfully demonstrated motion in these environments. However, one fron-

tier for robotic locomotion remains largely unexplored – below ground. Subterranean navi-

gation is simply difficult to do, in part because the interaction forces of underground motion

The majority of this chapter’s contents are adapted from a co-authored paper published 2021 in Science
Robotics [67], by Nicholas D. Naclerio*, Andras Karsai, Mason Murray-Cooper, Yasemin Ozkan-Aydin,
Enes Aydin, Daniel I. Goldman, and Elliot W. Hawkes
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are higher than in air or water by orders of magnitude, and because we lack for these in-

teractions a robust fundamental physics understanding. In this chapter, we present and test

three hypotheses, derived from biological observation and the physics of granular intru-

sion, and use the results to inform the design of a burrowing robot designed by Nicholas

Naclerio and Prof. Elliot Hawkes of UCSB in a collaborative study. Our results reveal that

(i) tip extension reduces total drag by an amount equal to the skin drag of the body, (ii)

granular aeration via tip-based airflow reduces drag with a nonlinear dependence on depth

and flow angle, and (iii) variation of the angle of the tip-based flow has a nonmonotonic

effect on lift in GM. Informed by these results, we realize a steerable, root-like soft robot

that controls subterranean lift and drag forces to burrow faster than previous approaches by

over an order of magnitude and does so through real sand. We also demonstrate that the

robot can modulate its pullout force by an order of magnitude and control its direction of

motion in both the horizontal and vertical planes to navigate around subterranean obstacles.

Our results advance the understanding and capabilities of robotic subterranean locomotion.

4.2 Introduction

Robots are well suited for navigating extreme environments such as outer space, ocean

floors, or disaster scenes where it is dangerous or expensive for humans to enter. Robots

such as NASA’s Mars Curiosity rover [131], Jason Jr. – the remotely operated vehicle that

helped find the Titanic [132] – and TEPCO’s series of robots for accessing the reactors of

Fukushima [133] have contributed to scientific discovery, helped probe inaccessible loca-

tions, and captured the attention of the general public. Although many robots have been

designed and built for these challenging environments, one under-examined extreme envi-

ronment is the subterranean world. The focus of this chapter is locomotion through such

an environment, in particular, directly through GM where no paths or tunnels exist.

Our understanding of subterranean locomotion is relatively limited when compared

with the study of movement through gas and liquid, which established formalized prin-
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ciples enabling effective airplanes and submarines more than 100 years ago. Theories from

aerodynamics and hydrodynamics can help inform terradynamic locomotion [17], but the

physics of locomotion through the ground are fundamentally different from those of move-

ment in air or water. Not only are the resistive drag forces in soil and granular media orders

of magnitude greater than in air or water [21], but also a different type of lift force is present

that diverts a symmetric burrower from following a straight course (Figure 4.1A). We study

these two challenges to advance the field of terradynamics and inform the design of a robot

that can overcome them.

Figure 4.1: Physical and Biological Motivations for a Soft Burrowing Robot (A) The drag, lift, and net
buoyancy forces on a 1 cm diameter steel cylinder moving at 4 m/s though granular media are qualitatively
different than in a gas or liquid. Its drag is orders of magnitude higher, and a symmetric object experiences
lift. Air and water drag forces calculated via fluid dynamics drag equation, and sand forces interpolated from
Figure 4.8B and Figure 4.6. (B) The mechanisms of this robot are inspired by plant roots, various aquatic
organisms, and burrowing reptiles. Figure prepared by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

The first challenge of subterranean locomotion is the drag force that directly resists
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the Mechanisms and Design of a Soft Burrowing Robot (A) The robot features
three engineered mechanisms to improve burrowing: tip extension by eversion to reduce skin drag, tip-
based aeration and fluidization to reduce resistive forces, and asymmetric tip shape and airflow direction to
overcome lift. (B) The robot features an everting body (blue) with a constrictor ring to seal it against the tip-
flow air supply line (gray) that delivers both forward and downward airflow to the tip, with steering tendons
(orange) for tip-localized steering. Figure prepared by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

movement (Figure 4.1A). We focus specifically on dry GM, i.e. collections of solid parti-

cles whose strength and normal resistive forces are created by frictional interactions with-

out substantial cohesion, such as sand [134]. The total drag force on a body in GM can be

computed via RFT as the integral of normal and tangential forces caused by friction and

pressure acting on it ([17, 49], see also earlier chapters). Due to the combined action of

gravity and friction, lithostatic pressure and yield strength increase linearly with depth in

homogeneous GM [135, 98].

The second challenge is the interaction force that can divert a burrower from its intended
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course (Figure 4.1A). This granular lift force is analogous to the lift force in fluids but

differs in nature. The difference arises from the component of granular lift force that is

caused by the gradient in lithostatic pressure, resulting in a yield strength gradient in the

media. Because of this strength gradient, it is easier to push GM up than it is to compact

it down. Thus, the magnitude of the normal force acting on a deeper part of a moving

object is higher than that acting on a shallower part, causing lift opposite to gravity (see

Equation 2.3). Therefore, symmetric objects moving horizontally through granular media

experience a vertical lift force [98, 50, 136], causing some projectiles to “j-hook” upward

after entering GM at an oblique angle [137] and burrowing robots to surface [138]. At the

same time, for objects moving vertically downward (i.e. intrusion), this component of lift

still opposes gravity, aligning with the drag force.

To overcome these two challenges of granular drag and lift forces, most current burrow-

ing methods rely on mechanisms enabled by large machines with large and stiff excavating

components. Conventional methods such as auger drilling, hydraulic rotary drilling, and

tunnel boring [139, 140, 141, 142] effectively overcome these force constraints, but they

are not ideal for small, minimally invasive, exploratory robots due to the heavy equip-

ment required. Other mechanical burrowing methods have been proposed that would be

more suitable for robots, including screw [143], reciprocating drill [144, 145], and hammer

[146] mechanisms. A recent example robot application is NASA’s Interior exploration us-

ing Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport (InSIGHT) mission, which used

a hammering mechanism to drive a temperature probe into the Martian regolith. In labo-

ratory testing, the device was able to burrow up to 5 m deep in 12 hours [147], but after

2 years on Mars, it was ineffective [148], illustrating the challenges of robotic burrowing.

Instead of trying to combat lift and drag forces directly, examples in living systems suggest

an alternative: reducing and controlling the otherwise large subterranean interaction forces

via another mechanism (Figure 4.1B).

The first set of examples from nature uses tip extension, an effective method used by
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plant roots to burrow through soil (Figure 4.1B, left). The mature, proximal region of a root

can remain stationary relative to its surrounding while its apical tip extends, exerting more

than 1 MPa of pressure [149, 150, 151], sloughing cells, and excreting mucus [152, 153,

154]. Tip extension allows the roots of a wild fig tree Ficus natalensis to extend as deep

as 120 m [155] and those of a single American aspen (Populus tremuloides) clone to cover

0.433 km2 [156]. Sadeghi, Mazzolai, and collaborators have pioneered tip-extending bur-

rowing robots that “grow” by adding new material to their tips, realized either via additive

manufacturing [157, 158, 159] or mechanically driven everting skins [160]. The UCSB

group pursued a pneumatically driven everting skin design [161, 162].

Granular fluidization via the flow of fluid is another method found in effective burrow-

ing organisms. Flow-based fluidization uses the pressure of an interstitial fluid passing

through granular media to balance the gravitational force on the grains, suspending them

in the fluid medium and allowing the particles to flow in shear [163]. This reduces the

medium’s yield strength and therefore the resistive force that it can exert on an object

[164]. Some burrowing organisms and their respective fluidization methods include the

Pacific sandfish (Trichodon trichodon), which expels water from its gills [165], the mole

crab (Emerita), which quickly rows its legs [166, 163]; the southern sand octopus (Octopus

kaurna), which expels a jet of water from its body (Figure 4.1B, center) [167]; and several

clams (Ensis) that use the motion of their bodies and eject water from their shells [168,

169]. The clams inspired two burrowing robots [170, 171], whereas a proposed lunar exca-

vation method used a gas jet to excavate regolith in a manner similar to the octopus [172].

Fluidization is also used to reduce forces in the construction industry, such as in pile jetting

[173] and sonic drilling [174].

Lastly, asymmetries are used by burrowing animals to control lift, helping them main-

tain their course underground. Studies hypothesize that some desert-dwelling reptiles

[175], such as the sandfish lizard (Scincus scincus) (Figure 4.1B, right) [45, 21] and the

Western shovel-nosed snake (Chionactis occipitalis) [176], use the posture of their wedge-
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shaped heads to modulate lift while burrowing in sand. A downward-pointing nose may

create negative lift to help diving, and an upward-pointing nose may create positive lift to

aid in resurfacing. The effect of wedged-shaped tips has been demonstrated to affect both

lift [21] and horizontal steering [177] for robots burrowing in dry GM.

Given the observed biological mechanisms of tip extension, granular fluidization, and

tip asymmetries, as well as an understanding of RFT, we form three hypotheses from these

inspirations (Figure 4.1B) about the control of interaction forces on objects moving in GM.

1. A tip-extending body will experience less drag force than an equally sized intruding

body by an amount equal to its skin drag. Tip extension should reduce tangential

forces along an object’s body because it eliminates relative motion with respect to

the granular media; thus, only normal forces at the tip will contribute to drag in this

case.

2. When tip-based airflow aerates or fluidizes the local media in front of a moving

object, the drag force on the object will reduce by an amount proportional to the

magnitude of the component of flow in the direction of the object’s motion. Aeration

should induce fluidization to reduce the strength of the surrounding medium.

3. An asymmetric tip-based flow of air will control lift in GM, reducing it by an amount

proportional to the downward component of the airflow. Downward aeration should

reduce the strength of the granular media below an object, thereby reducing the yield

stress gradient that causes lift. Note that this is the opposite effect of what would

occur in a gas or liquid, where the reaction force of a downward fluid jet would cause

lift via Newton’s third law.

Here we present (i) the results of experimental testing of our above hypotheses; (ii)

the design, informed by these results, of a soft, steerable, burrowing robot made by Nacle-

rio and Hawkes with tip extension and directional fluidization and aeration; and (iii) the

characterization and demonstration of the robot. The robot (Figure 4.2B) builds upon pre-
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liminary work on a vertical-burrowing device [161] to achieve the much more challenging

tasks of controlled horizontal motion and steering. The robot realizes tip extension with

a thin-walled tubular body of inelastic airtight fabric, inverted back inside itself. When

pressurized, the tube everts, passing new material out of the tip to extend (Figure 4.2A,

left). Local, directional airflow at the tip of the robot is achieved by passing air through

the core of the robot and out of the tip (Figure 4.2A, center). Two nozzles at the robot’s

tip provide separate air supplies, one in line with the robot body for drag reduction, and

the other perpendicular to it for asymmetric flow and lift reduction (Figure 4.2A, right).

The robot is steered by tendons along the outside of its body that, when shortened, turn

its tip. Although various other designs have been proposed for burrowing robots [178,

179, 180, 181], few have demonstrated subterranean streering capabilities. Those that have

demonstrated steering [158, 177] have only done so in glass or plastic beads at speeds over

an order of magnitude slower than Naclerio and Hawkes’ device. The most well-known

subterranean steering technology remains directional drilling [182]; however, it requires

heavy machinery and cannot create sharp turns. Naclerio and Hawkes’ robot provides a

next step toward a practical burrowing robot – a tool for a wide range of shallow burrow-

ing applications in sandy environments, noninvasive irrigation installation, pipe inspection,

and extraterrestrial anchoring and soil sampling.

4.3 Results & Experimental Testing

This section includes experimental testing of the three hypotheses, the design of the robot

based on our experimental findings, and tests to characterize the performance and capabil-

ities of the burrowing robot.

4.3.1 Testing Three Hypothesis of Local Aeration During Intrusion

To test Hypothesis 1, in which tip extension reduces drag force compared with intrusion

by an amount equal to the skin drag, Naclerio compared the drag force exerted on a tip-
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Figure 4.3: Drag Reduction via Tip Extension Plot of the measured force required to advance both
a rigid intruder (black) and a tip-extending robot (blue) horizontally in loose, dry sand. Linear fit lines
(dashed) intersect at 26.8 N. Diameter = 22 mm, N = 4 trials; shaded error bars represent±1 SD. Experiments
performed by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

extending robot with that on a rigid intruder in loose, dry sand (polydisperse silica particles

300-850 microns in diameter). The results (Figure 4.3) show that drag force during tip

extension remained nearly constant, whereas during intrusion, it increased approximately

linearly with length. Further, extrapolation of the two datasets suggests that they intersect

near zero length. Together, these data suggest that, in support of the hypothesis, both the

extending robot and rigid intruder experience the same frontal drag (≈ 25 N), and the

higher total drag on the intruder is indeed equal to the length-dependent skin drag.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that local aeration and granular fluidization reduces drag by an

amount proportional to the component of the airflow in the direction of motion. To test this

hypothesis, we conducted experiments in both the vertical and horizontal directions of mo-

tion with tip-localized airflow and found that the relationships between flow rate and drag

were more complicated than predicted. In the first test, we measured the drag force on an
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Figure 4.4: Resistive Force Reduction in Intrusion via Tip-Based Aeration Tip-based airflow reduces
resistive force in vertical penetration in sand with a nonlinear dependence on depth. Resistive force versus
depth for various tip flow rates plotted. Tip flow decreases resistive force to near zero until a critical depth
beyond which it is less effective. N = 3 trials; shaded error bars represent ±1 SD.

intruder plunged vertically into a bed of loose, dry sand while we varied airflow rates (see

Materials and Methods). As shown in Figure 4.4, without airflow, force increases approx-

imately linearly with depth; however, for higher flow rates, the relationship is nonlinear,

with the force reduction becoming less substantial after a critical depth. This critical depth

increases approximately linearly with flow rates above 21 liters/min, whereas power (flu-

idization air pressure times flow rate) increases exponentially (Figure 4.5). Although the

force reduction was hypothesized, we did not expect this nonlinear behavior.

In the second test, we measured the resistive force on a horizontally oriented cylin-

drical intruder dragged horizontally through the sand. We varied both tip-localized airflow

rate and angle from in line to perpendicular to the direction of movement (see Materials and

Methods). The measured drag forces at a depth of 43 and 80 mm are shown in Figure 4.6(B
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Figure 4.5: Tip-based Air Pressure, Flow Rate, and Power as a Function of Critical Depth Critical
depth is defined as when the force during intrusion with air flow reaches 30% of the force required without
air flow (see Figure 4.4). Power is approximated as pressure times volumetric flow rate. N = 3 trials.

& C), respectively. The data show that drag decreased roughly proportionally with increas-

ing flow rates, as expected by our hypothesis. However, in contrast to our hypothesis, the

drag reduction was not proportional to the component of airflow in the direction of motion:

Perpendicular airflow also resulted in substantial drag reduction. Thus, our data show that

nonaligned flows are less effective than aligned flows, but the magnitude of reduction is

not as simple as a proportional term equal to the vector component of the airflow in the

movement direction.

We next tested our third and final hypothesis that asymmetric, directed airflow reduces

lift by an amount proportional to the vertical component of the flow. Using the same setup

as in the previous experiment, we measured lift forces on the intruder as it was dragged

horizontally at two depths through a bed of loose, dry sand with various airflow rates and

angles. Tests at depths of 43 and 80 mm are presented in Figure 4.6(D and E), respectively.

At a depth of 43 mm without airflow, the symmetric intruder experienced a roughly constant

positive lift of 1.4±0.2 N in all tests. Increasing the flow rate decreased lift at most airflow

angles. However, in contrast to our hypothesis, the airflow angle exhibited a nonmonotonic

influence on lift. For shallow airflow angles between 0◦ and 30◦, an increase in airflow angle

meant an increase in lift to a maximum at 30◦ for all flow rates. Yet, as the angle increased
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Figure 4.6: Asymmetric Tip-based Airflow Reduces Drag and Lift in Horizontal Drag (A) Experimen-
tal setup. Intruder was dragged horizontally at two depths, with varying tip flow angles. N = 4 trials for tests
at 43-mm depth. N = 1 trial for tests at 80-mm depth with mean and SD of steady-state forces plotted (see
raw data in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15). Error bars represent ±1 SD. (B) Drag forces as a function of flow
angle at a depth of 43 mm. (C) Drag forces as a function of flow angle at a depth of 80 mm. (D) Lift forces
as a function of flow angle at a depth of 43 mm. (E) Lift forces as a function of flow angle at a depth of 80
mm.
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from 30◦ to 60◦, lift decreased to a minimum of nearly zero at the maximum flow rate,

which remained roughly constant for angles between 60◦ and 906◦. The results at a depth

of 80 mm show a similar trend, with lower angles being less effective and higher angles

being more effective at lift reduction. The local maximum is less pronounced, however.

Although the lift reduction at high angles and flow rates was predicted by our hypothesis,

the nonmonotonic behavior and local maximum at 30◦ were unexpected.

4.3.2 Everting Soft Robot Design

On the basis of the experimental findings of the previous section, Naclerio and Hawkes

designed a soft burrowing robot that uses tip extension to eliminate skin drag, tip-based

flow to reduce form drag, and directional tip flow combined with an asymmetric tip shape

to control lift. This combination of tip extension and tip-based flow enables the robot to

steer in curved shapes in dry sand (similar to that found in beach or desert dunes). First, we

describe the design of the tip-extending robot body, then of the tip-based flow device, and

lastly of the tendon steering mechanism, as shown in Figure 4.2B.

The tip-extending robot body is based on the principle that an inverted thin-walled

tube everts when pressurized, as previously demonstrated for above-ground vine-like robots

[183]. Because the interaction forces and internal pressures are higher than in these pre-

vious everting robots, there are more stringent requirements on the mechanical properties

of the “skin” material. The skin must be circumferentially strong to resist the high hoop

stress from internal pressure, torsionally stiff to resist twisting while turning, yet flexible

to allow eversion. Their solution to this set of requirements is a custom bilayer composite

airtight fabric, comprising a first layer with threads oriented axially and circumferentially

and a second layer with threads oriented at 45◦ to these for torsional stiffness (see Materials

and Methods).

Naclerio and Hawkes chose an intermediate scale for the diameter of the body (roughly

6 cm) based on trade-offs in scaling effects that make small and large diameters less de-
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sirable. In the first scaling effect, the maximum internal pressure of a robot decreases

linearly with increasing diameter because of the linearly increasing hoop stress. Second,

the pressure required to overcome the internal resistance during eversion decreases quadrat-

ically with increasing diameter [184]. Lastly, both the force and the robot can apply to the

medium at its tip and form drag scale proportionally with cross-sectional area balancing

each other, regardless of diameter. With these three scaling trends in hand, there is an in-

termediate diameter where the difference between the maximum internal pressure and the

pressure to overcome internal resistance is largest.

4.3.3 Tip-Based Flowing and Steering in the Everting Robot

To add airflow to the tip-extending body, Naclerio and Hawkes designed a tip-based flow

device. To vary the tip flow direction, they used a two-nozzle system, each with its own

air supply line; one nozzle is in line with the long axis of the body, whereas the other

is oriented at 90◦ from this axis. Varying the flow between the two nozzles allows an

approximate control over the flow direction. The two-channel air supply line runs through

the core of the inverted body and is pushed forward as the robot grows.

The results of testing Hypothesis 3 (Figure 4.6) show that tip-based airflow can reduce

lift to nearly zero, but it is inconclusive whether it can produce negative lift, so they added

a small asymmetric wedge at the tip that generates negative lift. The wedge projects out

in front of the tip of the robot, so that its effects are not negated by localized aeration or

fluidization. The combination of airflow and a wedge is synergistic. Airflow alone cannot

cause the robot to dive, and a wedge alone would need to be very large to mitigate the

full lift force, thus creating high drag. However, in combination, aeration can reduce drag

and mostly eliminate lift, meaning only a small wedge (low drag) is required to have net

negative lift. By modulating the amount of airflow in such a setup, we can control the lift

experienced by the moving robot.

They steer the robot with pull tendons that run the length of the body, which each applies
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a moment to the entire body but only turns the tip of the robot. Tip extension allows only

the tip of the robot to move with respect to the sand while the body is frictionally pinned in

place by the non-flowing sand. This tip-localized steering allows dynamic curvature shapes

to be created with pull-tendons that run the length of the body. Although three tendons

would allow three-dimensional motion, four tendons are used to allow simplified control

with left-right and up-down steering. In this work, they used visual feedback to locate the

robot via a mast that protrudes from the sand. However, localization of the buried robot

tip could be achieved by existing methods including magnetic tracking [185, 186], inertial

measurement units coupled with length sensing [187], or optical fiber sensing [188].

Whereas simply pulling the “left” or “right” tendon is sufficient for steering in the

horizontal plane, moving outside of this plane is more complicated due to the effects of

lift and aeration or fluidization. To transition from horizontal burrowing to vertical diving,

the robot requires negative lift. Simply pulling the “down” tendon is ineffective, because

instead of the tip moving down, the proximal part of the body lifts up into the lower strength

sand above it. We therefore require an additional downward airflow to dive. Transitioning

from horizontal burrowing to vertical rising is easier and can be done either by pulling the

“up” tendon or by reducing downward airflow. Turning from vertical diving to horizontal

burrowing is also relatively easy because lift can again be used. The final transition from

vertical rising to horizontal burrowing is not tested in this work but could be achieved with

directed airflow and tendon steering.

4.3.4 Burrowing Robot Characterization and Performance

Naclerio and Hawkes conducted a series of tests to characterize the effects of tip extension

on anchoring, tip flow on drag, growth rate on drag, and tip flow on lift. We also conducted

demonstrations of robot performance.

Tip extension by eversion is reversible and allows the robot to retract by inverting its

body without the concern of buckling, as can occur in air [189], because the surrounding
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Figure 4.7: Tip Extension Enables the Robot to Anchor in Loose, Dry Sand (A) Plot of measured force
to remove a buried robot from sand by pulling out its body (black) and retracting it by reinversion (blue).
Diameter = 22 mm, N = 3 trials; error bars represent ±1 SD. (B) Plot of rejection force as a robot extends
into sand as a function of length. As the robot extends more than 25 diameters in length, the reaction force is
reduced to zero and the robot is self-anchored. Diameter = 22 mm, N = 3 trials; error bars represent ±1 SD.
Experiments performed by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

sand supports the body. Inverting eliminates skin drag during removal from the ground

and offers a method to control anchoring force. They measured the force required to pull a

robot body out of the sand from the base and compared it with the force required to reinvert

the robot (Figure 4.7A); during reinversion, the force is much smaller and nearly constant

with length.

Next, Naclerio and Hawkes explored how tip extension enables self-anchoring. Self-

anchoring occurs when the tip reaction force that rejects the robot from the sand is less than

the skin friction that holds the robot in place. The reaction force is roughly constant at a

given depth, whereas skin friction increases with robot length. Thus, at a critical length,

the reaction and friction forces balance each other. To test self-anchoring, we measured the

reaction force on the base of the horizontally growing robot as a function of length, showing

that after a critical length, the force drops to zero and self-anchoring occurs (Figure 4.7B).

According to the results for the small, rigid test device shown in Figure 4.6(B and C),
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we expect the soft robot to require less pressure to grow as tip flow rate is increased (for a

given angle of flow). To test this, Naclerio recorded the pressure required to start growing

the robot as a function of tip flow rates. The results in Figure 4.8A show that with increasing

airflow, the pressure required to extend the robot decreases.

Figure 4.8: Characterization of the Effects of Tip Flow and Growth Rate on Burrowing (A) Plot of
internal pressure of full-sized robot (see Materials and Methods) required to grow through sand as a function
of tip airflow rate. The pressure to grow in the absence of sand has been zeroed out. N = 5 trials; error bars
represent one SD. (B) Plot of reaction force as a function of horizontal tip extension rate in sand. N = 1 trial.
(C) Overhead images of high-speed horizontal burrowing. A blue dot marks the tip of the robot, and vertical
matchsticks help visualize its passage underneath. Vertical dashed lines mark the initial position of the tips
of the matchsticks, which are disturbed (bottom image) after the robot passes beneath. (D) Effect of airflow
rate on horizontal burrowing trajectory angle. N = 1 trial. Experiments performed and figure prepared by
Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

On the basis of previous tests with rigid intruders, drag in GM is rate independent at

slow speeds [190, 191] but increases roughly quadratically at high speeds as inertial forces

become non-negligible [65, 136]. Naclerio and Hawkes first performed low-speed vertical

burrowing tests with a tip-extending robot body without aeration, controlling growth rate
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and measuring reaction force at the base (see Materials and Methods). They found that

resistive force does not vary substantially at low speed in 1 mm diameter PS (used because

the robot cannot vertically penetrate sand without fluidization). Next, they performed a

high-speed horizontal burrowing test in sand with speeds up to 480 cm/s, measuring reac-

tion force and velocity. At these higher rates, the robot showed a relatively large (six times)

increase in reaction force for an increase in speed of only two times (Figure 4.8B). Images

of one of the tests are shown in Figure 4.8C, showing the robot covering 30 cm in 80 ms.

On the basis of the results shown in Figure 4.6 (D and E), we expect a horizontally bur-

rowing robot to demonstrate different growth paths as the downward airflow rate is varied.

We recorded the position of a vertical mast attached to the tip of the robot and protruding

out of the sand as the robot grew horizontally with various aerating flow rates. Figure 4.8D

shows that at low flow rates, lift causes the robot to travel at an angle substantially above

horizontal; at intermediate flow rates, lift can be balanced near or below zero to enable

diving; and at high flow rates, surfacing once again occurs, likely due to the reaction force

of the airflow jet. The images in Figure 4.9 (A and B) show the cases of low and high tip

flow, respectively.

The subterranean performance of the burrowing robot in the horizontal plane was demon-

strated by Naclerio in traversing a sand bed in straight, curved, and serpentine paths (Fig-

ure 4.10). In the first demonstration, the robot successfully traversed 60 cm of sand at a

depth of about 8 cm with a constant downward flow rate of 140 liters/min and a speed of 2

cm/s. In the second demonstration, the robot made a right turn under the same conditions

by increasing tension on the right-side tendon. In the third demonstration, the robot turned

right and then left to avoid a buried obstacle using tendon steering. The robot remained

buried at a relatively constant depth, demonstrating depth control and horizontal planar

steering.

The robot’s performance in vertical burrowing was demonstrated with straight and “U”-

shaped paths. In the first demonstration, the robot burrowed to a depth of 35 cm at 2 cm/s.
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Figure 4.9: Preventing Robot Breaching via Downward Tip Fluidization (A) Effect of tip airflow on
path of growth. Low downward airflow rates do not reduce lift sufficiently, and the robot surfaces. (B)
However, with the increased downward flow, lift is reduced, and the robot is able to burrow horizontally.
Scale bars each denote 10 cm. Experiments performed and figure prepared by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

Figure 4.10: Soft Robot Horizontal Steering Demonstrations (A) Controlled horizontal burrowing to
60-cm length at a depth of 8 cm. (B) Right turn at a depth of 8 cm. (C) Right and then left turn to navigate
around an obstacle. All scale bars denote 10 cm. Experiments performed and figure prepared by Nicholas D.
Naclerio [67].
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Next, it used tendons and a controlled aeration angle to burrow down, underneath, and then

up to the far side of a buried obstacle. These demonstrations show the robot’s ability to

navigate vertical and horizontal obstacles while maintaining depth control.

Figure 4.11: Soft Robot Vertical Steering Demonstrations (A) Vertical burrowing up to 35 cm deep. (B)
Navigating down, under, and up on the other side of a buried obstacle. (C) Navigating down, under, and up
on the other side of a cinder block wall. Arrows follow the robot’s path and point to the tip of the robot. All
scale bars denote 10 cm. Experiments performed and figure prepared by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

The tension in the steering tendon is largely independent of the surrounding medium

for a given radius of curvature. Under a constant tendon displacement, body pressure, and

radius of curvature, the tendon tension increased slightly with length as it grew in a bend

with a 46-cm radius. As shown in Figure 4.12, the tension was roughly equivalent when

turning in air, in loose, dry sand without airflow, and in sand with local airflow.
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Figure 4.12: Steering Tendon Tension vs. Length When Turning Burrowing robot test conducted in air,
sand without air flow, and sand with air flow. The robot lengthened under a constant tendon displacement,
radius of curvature, and body pressure. N=3 trials. Error bars denote plus/minus one SD. Experiments
performed and figure prepared by Nicholas D. Naclerio [67].

4.4 Materials & Methods

4.4.1 Robot Fabrication

Details of the burrowing robot are shown in Figure 4.2. It features three main components:

the everting body, the tip-flow air supply line, and the steering mechanism.

The everting body is made of two layers of 50 µm thick silicone and urethane impreg-

nated ripstop nylon (Seattle Fabrics; measured initial modulus of 74 MPa along fibers, 9.0

MPa at 45◦ bias), adhered together into a 60 mm diameter, 2 m long tube with room tem-

perature vulcanizing silicone adhesive (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On Inc.). One layer is oriented

with its threads along the axial and circumferential axis of the robot and the other at a 45◦

angle for axial and torsional stiffness, respectively. A string is attached to the tail of the
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robot that can be pulled to retract the robot. The end of the body is sealed around a solid,

60 mm diameter Delrin cylinder fixed to an air supply, with dynamic seals for the tail string

and tip-flow air supply line to pass through.

The air supply line is made of two nested concentric nylon tubes (inner diameters of

2.4 and 6.4 mm) for separate forward and perpendicular (downward) airflow, wrapped in a

carbon fiber braid and polytetrafluoroethylene sleeve with an outer diameter of 9.5 mm for

increased torsional stiffness and reduced friction, respectively. The forward-facing nozzle

is a simple hole, whereas the downward nozzle is “T” shaped, spreading the flow to the

width of the robot. Attached to the airflow nozzle is a 55 mm by 25 mm fiberglass wedge,

at a 10◦ angle of attack. It is positioned 15 mm in front of the downward nozzle so that

the aeration does not negate its affects. The forward airflow supply line passes through the

center of the wedge, negating its effects during vertical burrowing. Inside the body of the

robot but around the airflow supply line is a constriction ring made of 6 mm thick neoprene

foam that seals the inverted body material to the supply lines at the tip. Sealing at the distal

end of the inverted body material allows the internal body pressure to equalize on either

side of the material, reducing the pressure and friction that it exerts on the supply line. This

helps prevent the air supply line from being spit out of the body as it everts and reduces

tension on the supply line while increasing tension in the body wall, enabling the body to

take a stable shape.

Four 1.6 mm diameter braided steel tendons control steering. They are equally spaced

around the circumference of the body, running through 2.4 mm inner diameter, 2 cm long

nylon guides adhered 2 cm apart along the length of the body with silicone adhesive, and

covered in a ripstop nylon sheath. As the tendon is shortened, these nylon guides collide,

setting a minimum radius of curvature of 19 cm that prevents kinking in any one section of

the robot.

The robot weighs 780 g including the everting body, airflow supply line, and seals. It

requires an additional 390 g of body and airflow tube per meter of length. The robot body
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pressure is supplied by up to 150 kPa of compressed air or nitrogen, whereas the forward

and downward airflow tubes can supply up to 30 and 300 liters/min of compressed gas from

a 1 MPa source, respectively.

4.4.2 Experiments of Intrusion and Drag with Local Fluidization

Figure 4.13: Experimental Setup Used for Horizontal Lift and Drag Experiments (A) The vertical
intruder is mounted on a force torque sensor on a robot arm. It was plunged vertically 15 cm into the sand
with varying levels of air flow rate. (B) The horizontal intruder is mounted on the same setup. It was dragged
horizontally through the sand while measuring lift and drag forces with varying air flow rates and direction.

For the experiments of vertical intrusion with local fluidization in Figure 4.4, we in-

truded a 27 mm diameter, 100 mm tall cylinder with a 10 mm diameter circular opening

at the bottom as an airflow outlet. All intruding bodies were 3D printed from ABS plastic

using a Dimension Elite printer. Experiments were performed in a 42 cm x 28 cm x 15 cm

bed (Figure 4.13) of dry silica sand (polydisperse particles ranging in diameter from 425 to
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850 microns with a friction angle of 36◦ with a corresponding overall coefficient of friction

of µ = 0.72, Quikrete Pool Filter Sand). Between each trial, the bed was fluidized by blow-

ing air from the bed’s bottom inlet for 15 seconds to repeatably reset the sand to a loosely

consolidated initial condition (ϕ ≈ 0.58). Intrusions were performed by a DENSO VS087

robot arm connected to a 6-axis ATI Mini40 force/torque transducer controlled by a Na-

tional Instruments DAQ (USB-6211) running NI LabView. A tool transformation was used

to calculate the forces on the face of the intruder from the force and torque data recorded

by the sensor. The air flow rates were recorded by an Omega FMA1845 mass flowmeter,

and controlled by an ARO pressure regulator. The intruder was attached to the Mini40

forces transducer with a 13 mm thick, 100 mm long steel shaft (Figure 4.13A). Air flow

was initialized as the intruder touched the surface of the sand, and was lowered at 10 mm/s

for three trials per flow rate. Power was calculated as the airflow pressure at the base of the

intruder multiplied by the measured volumetric flow rate (Figure 4.5).

For the horizontal drag tests shown in Figure 4.6, we used the identical setup as that

of Figure 4.4 but with a different intruder attachment. The horizontal intruder was a 30

mm diameter, 30 mm long cylinder with its flat surface facing the direction of drag (Fig-

ure 4.13B). For each tested angle of tip air flow, we used a different 3D printed intruder

with identical external dimension and an 8 mm diameter hole for airflow at 15 degree in-

crements from the horizontal of the cylinder’s center of geometry. The intruder was first

lowered into the fluidized sand bed, then bed fluidization was turned off and the sand left

to settle, then tip-based air flow was turned on and the intruder was dragged horizontally.

Four trials were conducted for each flow and angle condition at a depth of 43 mm. We re-

ported the average steady state resisitive force, which occurs after one or two body lengths

of movement. Only one trial was conducted at 80 mm, so we report the average and stan-

dard deviation of the steady state force of that one trial. Raw data for that test is available

in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. The reaction force of the air flow jet without sand was

minimal (order of 0.1 N) and was thus not subtracted from the results. The control lines
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Figure 4.14: Force Response for 80 mm Depth Horizontal Intrusion Tests at Low Airflows See Fig-
ure 4.6C and E for steady state mean and SD taken from a drag domain of 30 mm to 80 mm. N=1 trial. (A)
Drag force vs. intrusion distance as a function of tip flow angle with a flow rate of 80 L/min. (B) Lift force
vs. intrusion distance as a function of tip flow angle with a flow rate of 80 L/min.

plotted in Figure 4.6 are the average force measured on an intruder without a hole for tip

flow. The force on the steel rod moving horizontally through sand without a tip or air flow

was subtracted from the results. Although the forces on the rod may be different with air

flow, due to the increasing lithostatic pressure, the shallow rod has substantially less drag

force than the deeper intruder tip.

4.4.3 Experiments Characterizing the Burrowing Robot

All burrowing robot experiments were performed by Naclerio in a 70 cm x 90 cm x 35 cm

bed of Cemex Lapis Lustre 30 Mesh Sand (silica sand with polydisperse particles ranging
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Figure 4.15: Force Response for 80 mm Depth Horizontal Intrusion Tests at High Airflows See Fig-
ure 4.6C and E for steady state mean and SD taken from a drag domain of 30 mm to 80 mm. N=1 trial. (A)
Drag force vs. intrusion distance as a function of tip flow angle with a flow rate of 194 L/min. (B) Lift force
vs. intrusion distance as a function of tip flow angle with a flow rate of 194 L/min.

in diameter from 300 to 850 microns), which was fluidized for 3 seconds between trials by

blowing compressed nitrogen through an inlet at the bottom of the bed for a repeatable ini-

tial condition of loosely consolidated sand (ϕ ≈ 0.58). For the results shown in Figure 4.3,

an everting robot with a 22 mm diameter was positioned horizontally under a depth of 8 cm

of sand, entering the bed through a tube in its side. The tip started 26 cm into the bed to re-

duce boundary affects from the bed inlet. The robot was grown 60 cm horizontally through

the sand along a pre-tensioned steel wire that spanned the container to maintain a constant

depth. The body pressure was recorded by an SSI Technologies digital pressure gauge and

multiplied by its cross sectional area to approximate the growing force. The pressure of
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the robot was slowly increased until it grew 4 cm. Growth was stopped and the pressure

was manually recorded. This process was repeated until the robot grew approximately 60

cm for four trials. The test was repeated at the same depth with a rigid intruder of identical

dimensions, built from a 21 mm diameter PVC tube sheathed in the skin of the everting

robot, recording intrusion force with a Nextech DFS200 force gauge.

To characterize the self anchoring behavior of the robot in Figure 4.7, Naclerio per-

formed tests with a similar setup and procedure as the experiment in Figure 4.3. To test

pull out force, the 22 mm diameter robot with a constant pressure of 30 kPa was pulled

out by its body 4 cm at a time, recording the maximum tension required for three trials.

The retraction force test was similar, measuring the force to retract the robot by its tail with

a constant pressure of 30 kPa for three trials. The force gauge was used to measure the

rejection force of the robot as it grew horizontally into the sand, recording the maximum

reaction force for every 4 cm increment for three trials. The force gauge was mounted one

one end to the inlet tube of the sand bed, and attached at the other end to the robot body on

the outside of the sand bed.

For the internal pressure vs. flow rate data in Figure 4.8A, Naclerio placed the full

sized robot inside the sand box via the side entrance tube with a depth of 8 cm of sand

above it. We measured various downward air flow rates with a Brooks Instruments 10

SCFM variable area flow meter and recorded the maximum pressure required to grow 1 cm

via the pressure transducer. Five tests were recorded at each flow rate.

The growth rate experiment in Figure 4.8B was performed with the same robot setup as

above. The body pressure was suddenly turned on for one second by manually opening a

ball valve, allowing the robot to grow without constraint. The maximum reaction force was

recorded by the force gauge. As the robot passed through the sand, it disturbed three rows

of upright matchsticks spaced 20 cm apart on the surface of the sand (note that they are

only spaced 15 cm apart in the demonstration in Figure 4.8C) The speed of the robot was

calculated by recording the disturbance of surface sand and match sticks as the robot grew
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(via an iPhone 7 camera at 240 FPS). One test was performed at six different pressures.

For the experiments in Figure 4.8D & Figure 4.9, the setup was identical to those in

Figure 4.8 A & B, only with an 8 mm wide, 2 mm thick, 20 cm long carbon fiber mast

with depth markings every 2 cm attached to the air flow tip to track the position of the

robot. With a body pressure of 100 kPa, the robot burrowed at approximately 2 cm/s over

60 cm horizontally with various rates of downward air flow. The position of the mast was

recorded by video (iPhone 7 camera), and the approximate linear trajectory of the robot

was estimated by the initial and final mast depths. One trial at each of six flow rates was

recorded.

For the steering demonstration experiments in Figure 4.10, the robot burrowed horizon-

tally through the sand at a depth of 8 cm using a body pressure of approximately 100 kPa

and a downward air flow rate of up to 300 L/min. The right hand turn in Figure 4.10B & C

was initiated by applying a displacement of 65 mm to the right side steering tendon before

growing the robot. As the robot grew, the tendon displacement remained fixed. To initiate

the left turn in Figure 4.10, the growth of the robot was stopped, the tension on the right

side tension was released, a displacement of 65 mm was added to the left side tendon, and

the robot was allowed to resume growth around the wooden obstacle.

The vertical steering demonstrations in Figure 4.11A & B were preformed in a 70 cm

x 8 cm x 35 cm sand bed with a clear glass and acrylic side panel. With a body pressure

of approximately 100 kPa and a forward air flow rate of approximately 30 L/min, the robot

was able to burrow vertically. To steer under the obstacle in Figure 4.11B, a downward air

flow rate of approximately 100 L/min was added as the robot transitioned from a vertical

to horizontal orientation. The turn was achieved by displacing the top steering tendon over

65 mm. The demonstration in Figure 4.11C was performed with a 6 cm diameter robot

body, sewn from XPac TX07 fabric (Rockywoods) and sealed with 0.51DCF Dyneema

composite fabric (Ripstop by the Roll) and a pressure sensitive adhesive (3M 9482PC).

The robot had an identical tip-based flow device as described above, with a pre-shaped
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turn sewn into its body. With a body pressure of approximately 200 kPa and a combined

downward and forward air flow rate of approximately 300 L/min the robot burrowed down,

under, and up on the other side of a 20 cm thick cinder block wall buried 15 cm deep.

For the data shown in Figure 4.12, tests were conducted with the full sized robot as

described in the Robot Fabrication section in air, in sand without tip flow, and in sand with

tip flow. For repeatable testing, the tendon housing was opened, inspected, and cleaned

of any sand between trial sets. Trials in sand began at depth of 8 cm, although the trials

without air flow surfaced. Three sets of trials were conducted, each one testing in each

medium once. Each trial set began in a different medium. For each trial, one steering

tendon was displaced 65 mm to create an average radius of curvature of 46 cm.

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

We tested three hypotheses related to controlling subterranean interaction forces in GM

and used the results of these tests to design, characterize, and demonstrate a fast, steerable,

burrowing soft robot. In this section, we discuss the implications of our experimental

findings and robot performance.

As shown in Hypothesis 1 testing, tip extension reduces overall drag by an amount

equal to the skin drag, meaning that with only frontal drag remaining, the force-resisting

motion of the tip of our tip-extending robot is independent of length and path at a fixed

depth. This is especially important as robot length increases; without tip extension, the

force-resisting motion would continue to rise and, eventually, the robot could no longer

move forward. Furthermore, for curved paths in robots without tip extension, we expect

that the body would experience even higher drag due to capstan friction, which increases

exponentially with total path curvature [192].

Tip extension also decouples the magnitude of the external force required to move the

body of the robot (e.g., pull it from the ground) and the magnitude of force required to move

the tip (e.g., grow or retract). This means that the robot can modulate its anchoring force
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by roughly seven times at a length of 90 cm (Figure 4.7A) and by even more for longer

bodies, allowing it to control whether it remains firmly planted in the ground or slips out.

Branching is also possible with this morphology of robot [193], potentially enabling multi-

branched root-like structures to further increase these anchoring forces [194].

Figure 4.16: Self Anchoring Force Balance Sketch (A) When friction forces and reaction forces on a
vertically-burrowing tip-extending robot balance each other the robot is self-anchored. (B) When the forces
balance each other in horizontal burrowing, the robot is also self anchored.

At the same time, the decoupling of anchoring and growth forces results in a phe-

nomenon we refer to as self-anchoring, wherein the friction along the length of the robot

body becomes larger than the reaction force at the tip beyond a certain length (Figure 4.7B

and Figure 4.16). Although tested in horizontal burrowing in this work, the effect should
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occur for vertical burrowing as well. The minimum length at which the robot will self-

anchor can be approximated as r/2µ in horizontal burrowing and r/µ in vertical burrowing,

where r is the robot radius and µ is the effective coefficient of friction between the robot

and the environment. Self-anchoring is especially important for cases where it is difficult

to provide enough reaction force to prevent rejection from the soil. For instance, when

burrowing in extraterrestrial settings with low gravity, self-anchoring in beneficial because

it reduces the mass and cost of the robot base required. Critically, self-anchoring allows a

robot to apply forces on the environment that exceed its own weight.

Self anchoring occurs when the tangential forces due to friction along the length of the

robot body exceed the normal forces at its tip (Figure 4.16). This means that after a certain

length, the robot requires no reaction force at the base prevent the robot from being ejected

from the ground by reaction forces. The friction forces can be approximated as:

Ffriction = µN = µP (h)Abody (4.1)

where µ is the coefficient of friction between the robot and its environment,N is the normal

force applied on the body, P (h) is the external pressure as a function of depth h, and Abody

is the body’s surface area. Assuming that the shape of the robot is a cylinder with radius r

and length L this becomes:

Ffriction = µN = µP (h)2πrL (4.2)

Similarly, the normal force applied at the tip of the robot can be written as:

Fnormal = P (h)Atip = P (h)πr2 (4.3)

If we make the simplifying assumption that P (h) is due only to lithostatic pressure, when

the robot is moving horizontally, the P (h) experienced on the tip and sides of the robot is
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the same (in the limit of relatively small robot geometry). When the robot is burrowing

vertically down, and we assume a linearly increasing lithostatic pressure, the average P (h)

on the sides is half that at the tip. In reality, the force on the tip of the robot is even higher

than this assumption, because the tip must overcome some resistive strength that the sides

do not. Further, cohesion may reduce the pressure exerted on the sides of the robot (as

found by the HP3 probe [147]). Thus, the robot self anchors at a length at least Lanchor

when Equation 4.2 equals Equation 4.3. Therefore, only considering forces in the direction

of motion in horizontal burrowing:

Lanchor >
r

2µ
(horizontal) (4.4)

and in vertical burrowing:

Lanchor >
r

µ
(vertical) (4.5)

Another advantage of steering with tip extension is the ability to create curved paths

during subterranean navigation. A long continuum body without tip extension that is

pushed through the soil is constrained to follow a path of constant curvature, because the

whole body must move forward [195]. However, with tip extension and tip-localized steer-

ing, the robot is free to change curvature throughout its path because the more proximal

body remains stationary while the tip can extend in a range of directions. Our steerable

robot is also hollow, meaning that it can create hollow conduits for applications such as

installing wire or irrigation lines. Such conduits could be placed without digging a trench

and curve around and under obstacles as needed.

Finally, Naclerio and Hawkes’ method of pneumatic tip extension enables the soft robot

to burrow at high speeds. The speed (480 cm/s) achieved by the subsurface movement of

the simple robot in Figure 4.8 nears its intrinsic limit in air. Higher speeds require more

internal pressure, which is limited by the hoop stress of the fabric body. The full-sized
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robot with tip flow and steering was operated at 2 cm/s. For comparison, previous steerable

burrowing robots burrowed at 0.11 cm/s in glass beads [177], previous root-like robots that

grew by additive manufacturing burrowed at 6.7×10−3 cm/s in plastic beads [158], and the

InSIGHT HP3 probe burrowed at 0.14 cm/s [147] in sand on Earth. None of these designs

incorporated a mechanism like aeration to reduce the strength of the surrounding medium.

In living examples, moles [196] and razor clams [197] can burrow at speeds up to 1 cm/s,

and the sandfish lizard [45] can burrow up to 10 cm/s in short bursts.

As shown in the results of Hypothesis 2 testing, aeration reduces drag in GM, and

although the relationship among depth, flow angle, and force is nonlinear, our character-

ization results show that tip flow is an effective method for reducing the force required

to burrow in our robot. The first interesting nonlinearity we found is in the relationship

between drag and depth in vertical burrowing while aerating. For a given flow rate, force

is reduced to near zero until a critical depth, beyond which the effectiveness of aeration

decreases, but is still present (Figure 4.4). Texier et al. [198] also observed a qualitatively

similar behavior in an experiment that used a vibrating vertical intruder to fluidize GM.

A possible explanation is that the lithostatic pressure and drag force increase with depth

[98] to a point where the air can no longer mobilize the grains and fluidization is sup-

pressed. Furthermore, with increasing depth, it likely becomes more difficult to fluidize

the volume of sand above the aeration source. Because parameters are varied to increase

the critical depth, the slope of the drag versus depth curve in the region beyond the critical

depth increases. This could be caused by a higher lithostatic pressure or increased sand

compactness due to the high-pressure airflow itself.

The second nonlinearity we found was in the relationship between flow direction and

drag in horizontal burrowing. Although tip flow in line with the direction of movement is

most effective at reducing drag, we also found that airflow perpendicular to the movement

was still effective, even though none of the component of flow was in the direction of

movement (Figure 4.6, B & C). One possible explanation is that air directed perpendicular
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to the motion (here, downward flow for a horizontal motion) also fluidized the sand in front

of the robot, as suggested by the visualization of particle flow in Figure 6 in Naclerio et al.

[161] showing the movement of particles above and around the air injection source. This

might also explain why the force reduction in vertical burrowing is much greater than in

horizontal burrowing for a given flow rate: If the fluidized region tends to spread upward

from the source, then it would be less effective at reducing drag around the tip of the robot

when moving horizontally.

It is important to mention that the method of aeration and air fluidization used in our

robot was only demonstrated in loose, dry, noncohesive sand. The effects observed should

translate to other dry GM of a similar particle size and shape, such as other sands and ex-

traterrestrial regolith, and to media with larger and more spherical particles, but with higher

required flow rates [17, 199]. The effectiveness of aeration is likely limited in cohesive,

damp, or saturated earth environments. However, water could be used for the fluidizing

flow in these soils, as used by the southern sand octopus (O. kaurna) [167]. Similarly,

vibration-induced liquefaction, such as in sonic drilling [174, 200], or an auger drill [201]

could be implemented in the tip-based device on our robot.

Our method of aeration uses energy from a compressed gas to reduce the reaction force

required to burrow. For a critical depth of 15 cm, a flow rate of 168 L/min at 130 kPa was

used, with a corresponding power of 550 W. Intruding at 1 cm/s for 15 s required 42 liters of

air and 8.3 kJ of energy, but less than 10 N of force. For comparison, the work done by the

intruder without aeration was only 5.8 J but required more than 80 N of force. This suggests

that aeration does not save energy in burrowing but reduces force by an order of magnitude,

allowing the robot to be soft and, therefore, steerable. The reduced reaction force would be

useful in low-gravity applications, such as planetary or asteroid exploration, where reaction

forces are difficult to produce. Projects such as NASA’s OSIRIS-REx’s asteroid sample

return mission already carry compressed gas for granular fluidization [202].

As shown in the results of Hypothesis 3 testing, asymmetric, downward-directed air-
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flow can control lift, although the relationship between flow angle and lift reduction is

nonmonotonic. The result is suspected to be unique to GM, because in a fluid, such down-

ward airflow would increase lift rather than reduce it. Increasing the component of the

downward airflow by varying the flow direction from horizontal to vertical does not mono-

tonically decrease lift. Instead, at around 30◦ from the horizontal there is a range of angles

that actually increases lift (Figure 4.6, D and E). At deeper depths and higher flow rates,

this maximum is less pronounced. This increase does not appear without airflow, suggest-

ing that it is not a product of nozzle geometry but could be an effect of airflow position

and orientation. Although more study is needed to understand the granular physics of this

behavior, we do note that the angle of repose of dry sand is approx. 30◦ [203]. Ding et

al. [50] found that lift in GM was caused by sand being pushed up a slip plane, suggesting

that aeration or fluidization along a slip direction could affect lift differently than at other

angles. Last, we note that although lift increases with depth, it eventually saturates [98],

suggesting that lift would still be an issue for a robot that burrows horizontally much deeper

than ours, but would be smaller in comparison with the ever-increasing drag force.

Our work presents a terradynamic understanding of burrowing in GM and applies the

key results to design a soft robot that controls subterranean interaction forces to achieve

fast, steerable burrowing in three dimensions. Although our method of burrowing may

not be ideal for soil penetration beyond a few meters, it offers improved performance in

long, shallow, directional burrowing. Potential applications on Earth include soil sampling;

minimally invasive irrigation, wire, or geothermal loop installation without trenches; ero-

sion control; search and rescue; and granary inspection. Our method is also well suited

for dry, low-gravity, extraterrestrial environments, where reactive forces may be difficult to

produce. Example applications include thermal sensor placement on Mars, volcanic tun-

nel exploration on the moon, asteroid sampling or anchoring, and granular ice exploration

on Enceladus, a moon of Saturn. More broadly, the mechanisms for controlling subter-

ranean forces investigated in this paper are useful beyond the scope of a small burrowing
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robot. Future work could examine integrating tip extension with conventional drilling and

exploration technologies.
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CHAPTER 5

AERATION-INDUCED COMPLEX MULTIPHASE FLOWS

5.1 Preface and Summary

Recent studies of soft robot movement in sand have revealed that local high Reynolds

number airflows can aid in intrusion (see Chapter 4), but the multiphase flow phenomena

that emerge beneath the surface remain unexplored. We experimentally study the simplest

version of such dynamics, the grain flow and structure formation created by a downward

impinging buried air jet in a granular medium at different depths and flow rates. By bringing

the probe to a clear sidewall, we observe rich phenomenology including pinned granular

“bubbles” and breaching cavities. For certain parameters, bubbles can display a regular

oscillation in their surface. We refer to these as “bubblators” and their dynamics are due to

a creeping boundary flow that creates damped travelling vertical dunes along the bubblators

length. A dimensional model based on self-similar turbulent jets captures the frequency

scaling of these oscillations. We also find that pinned bubbles and bubblators can also be

stably transported through space simply by moving the inlet source.

5.2 Introduction

Newtonian fluid flows interacting with solid granular media (GM) can transport and scour

the solid phase by generating sufficient shear stresses [204, 205]. This coupling between

fluid and solid phases is key in the field of sediment transport. However, the difficulty of

the Navier-Stokes equations and the high number of grains in most physical systems often

makes exact simulation infeasible in practice, and instead elaborate continuum modelling

[206] or empirical methods [207] are required. Low density Newtonian fluids require high

This chapter’s contents contain unpublished results by Andras Karsai and Daniel I. Goldman.
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flow velocities to generate sufficient shear stresses to mobilize grains [204], which leads to

high Reynolds numbers and thus turbulent flows, further complicating the system.

A common scenario of turbulent transport is impingement into GM by a turbulent jet

[208, 209, 210]. Many previous studies have observed a system of GM immersed in dense

fluids (often in water), with an incident flow from above pointing down in crater scour

studies [211, 212], or from a source buried in the GM pointing upward in studying localized

fluidization [213, 214]. Fluid injection from the bottom locally fluidizes and create bubbles

within the GM that travel upwards to the surface with often unexpected dynamics [215,

216, 217]. However, such bubbles in both local and global fluidization have short lifespans

as they escape to the free surface [218]. To study the long-term dynamics of such bubbles,

one could create a situation where a bubble is ‘pinned’ via some mechanism. Zoueshtiagh

[213] and Phillipe [214] both observed stationary bulges at their locally fluidizing inlets

for certain flow rates. In a previous study, we also observed how a burrowing robot could

create long-lived bubbles by impinging a buried air jet into GM with insufficient power

for any solid to reach the surface [161, 67]. This strategy was also observed in wild razor

clams that created transient fluidized cavities to assist in burial [219]. To further study

the long-term dynamics of such phenomena, we aim to replicate these pinned bubbles in a

controlled GM environment.

In this Chapter, we study a simple system of a high Reynolds number turbulent, non-

wetting fluid jet that is initiated while buried in dry GM. We chose a dry fluid of compressed

air to avoid changes in cohesion by wetting [220] of our chosen dry GM of 1 mm PS.

The buried air jet creates a ‘pinned’ bubble in the GM, and we capture the dynamics of

the bubble via high-speed side-wall imaging. Variation of the input volumetric airflow

Q and the burial depth yd creates bubbles which expand until reaching some equilibrium

volume, after which . We observe a surprising class of bubble oscillators (“bubblators”)

that exhibit an emergent, long-term creeping mechanism in their boundaries. We describe

this mechanism by examining oscillations of the cavity center over time, and show that a
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Figure 5.1: Pinned Bubble Experiments (a) Schematic diagram of locally fluidizing probe robot. (b)
Side-wall image of a pinned bubble in poppy seeds with airflow injected by the blue-highlighted probe at top
(Inset) Side-wall image of a breaching state where airflow carries grains to the surface.

simple geometric model can predict these oscillations’ frequency scaling. We also show

how pinned bubbles and bubblators can be stably transported through space by moving the

inlet source.

5.3 Pinned Bubble Experiments

An automated robot maneuvers a cylindrical plastic probe of length 34 cm within a 18 cm

x 18 cm x 25 cm volume of poppy seeds in a fluidizing bed (Figure 5.1(a)). The probe has

an outlet diameter of d = 8.7 mm, which we can choke to d = 6.35 mm by inserting a

3D printed nozzle. A gantry of stepper motors driving a lead screw (OpenBuilds C-Beam
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Linear Actuator) positions the probe along the y-coordinate, while a pair of Dynamixel

AX-12 servomotors mounted perpendicular to each other control the angle of the probe.

To achieve the desired probe position of the outlet touching the front wall, we angle the

probe and thus at the outflowing jet 12◦ from the vertical for all trials.

For each test, we initiate airflow by opening a solenoid valve with a compressed air

input regulated to 60 PSI flowing into plastic 1/4” tubing. Airflow starts once the probe

is positioned within the bed at a set depth yd in a range of [0, 100] mm. We attached a

stepper motor under PID control to a flow adjustment valve connecting the tubing to create

an ad-hoc flow controller after the solenoid valve. An Omega Engineering FMA1700 mass

flowmeter captures the output airflow signal (we tested a range for Q of [40, 225] L/min),

then the flow enters the GM. We estimate our Reynold’s number ranges for the outlet pipe

asRe = [6.6×103, 3.7×104] for d = 8.7 mm andRe = [4.8×103, 2.7×104] for d = 6.35

mm, well within the turbulent regime. We capture the bubble profiles at the side wall via a

Phantom v210 camera running PCC 3.5, recording at 30 FPS for 120 sec for long duration

trials, and at 4200 FPS for 2.1 sec for high-speed, short duration trials. We recorded a total

of approximately 350 trials (full data and footage available on request). The experiment is

run by an NI USB-DAQ 6341 executing a LabView program which coordinates the control

signals and records the airflow feedback. Each video recording is synchronized with the

opening of the solenoid valve via the DAQ. After each trial, the bed is globally fluidized

from the bottom for 15 sec to reset the granular state.

5.4 Observing Oscillating Bubbles

Each trial run for 120 sec reaches some equilibrium state for a singular (Q, yd) input, which

we characterize in a phase diagram (Figure 5.2). A typical pinned bubble (Figure 5.1(b))

has grains near the nozzle blasted downwards by the turbulent jet and then recirculate up-

wards via boundary flow, while the rest of the granular volume remains stationary due to

friction. These bubbles’ boundaries are stationary over long periods. Breaches occur when
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Figure 5.2: Phase Diagram of Pinned Bubbles Phase diagram of resultant steady states from experimental
parameter sweeps of volumetric flow rate Q and burial depth yd.

the air jet continuously carries grains to the surface (Figure 5.1(b,Inset)) in a chaotic and

unpredictable state that modifies the GM surface via grain transport. Our newly observed

‘bubblators’ appear between these two extremes and look like elongated bubbles with os-

cillating boundaries (Figure 5.1(a)). Some bubblators begin life as transient breaches that

re-collapse into the main cavity to form a bubblators. For certain (Q, yd) combinations,

we observed multiple possible end states (overlaps in the phase diagram), hinting at strong

hysteresis from the GM agitation [221].

In both breaching and non-breaching bubblators, we observed macroscopic oscillations

of the bubble boundaries (Figure 5.3). These boundary oscillations appeared to be caused

by eddy-current induced grain jamming in the ’shadow’ of the input turbulent jet. We

examined videos of the grain motion and saw that the turbulent jet’s outflow angle was

about θ = 11.8◦, which matches established values for a jet impinging into an identical

fluid [210, 209], and this creates a region where boundary flow upwards dominates. The
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Figure 5.3: Observing Bubblators and their Oscillating Boundaries Time series of high-speed images
for a bubble whereQ = 200 L/min and yd = 50 mm, highlighting the grain jamming formations that induces
boundary oscillations, with moving sidewall grains colored in blue and void space in purple. The series shows
a single cycle of boundary oscillation on the left boundary (LB) then the right boundary (RB) of the bubble.

jam grows as grains accumulate, then becomes large enough to intersect the outflowing jet,

then becoming a ‘dune’ that saltates down the length of the bubbles. This process then

repeats on the other side as the net grain mass recirculates away from the previous dune.

To characterize the bubble boundaries, we binarize and simplify the recorded videos into

a bubble boundary + centerline representation (Figure 5.4(a)), where we can take slices

at each depth y to observe the relative position and phase of the left boundary (LB) and

right boundary (RB) oscillation (Figure 5.4(b)). Looking at all of the slices in depth of the

bubblator’s centerline versus the probe’s position, the rich dynamics of the bubblators long

term creeping oscillations appear (Figure 5.4(c)).
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Figure 5.4: Characterizing Bubblator Boundaries and Centerlines (a) Snapshot of a bubblator’s oscil-
lating void space calculated from image processing. The black lines show the bubble bounds and the blue line
shows the bubble centerline. Slices at a set y value give the x position of LB & RB and show their relative
oscillations over a few cycles in (b). (c) Colorplot showing oscillation over time of the bubblator’s centerline
xc relative to the probe position at x̄c for a time interval of 30 sec for a trial of Q = 200 L/min, yd = 50 mm.

On further examination of the bubblators’ centerlines’ (Figure 5.5(a)) signals xc over

y, we found strongly peaked power spectral densities, showing strong periodicity in the

bubblators’ oscillations. Of all the bubblators discovered for our d = 8.7 mm probe for

tested (Q, yd), xc oscillated at one of two dominant frequencies, f1 = 0.98 ± 0.14 Hz

and f2 = 2.06 ± 0.32 Hz. Bubblators with a smaller final length L oscillated at the more

rapid f2, while longer L bubblators oscillated at f1. f1 and f2 are nearly a factor of 2 of

each other, which may hint at an emergent period-halving bifurcation in this system if L

increases further. Plotting all trials’ mean + SD xc amplitudes (Figure 5.5(b)), bubblators

for our tested system exist when 0.25 < yd/L < 1 (recall L is the equilibrium result
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Figure 5.5: Waves from the Bubblators’ Creeping Action (a) Diagram of the bubblator geometry, an-
alyzing the oscillations of the cavity centerline xc for various positions y. The jam’s net grain flux must
traverse an ellipse of length L created by an injected airflow Q through a nozzle diameter d. (b) Errorbar
plot of mean + SD centerline oscillation amplitudes for all trials depicted in Figure 5.2 vs. starting depth yd
divided by the resultant bubble length L, also colored by resultant state. Errorbars are omitted for breaches
as they are too chaotic.

of an input (Q, yd)) and have distinctly higher oscillation amplitudes than bubbles, while

breaches occur for yd/L < 0.25 and oscillate severely. For the bubblators, we also observed

xc for each act as a damping travelling wave that travels downwards parallel to g for both

f1 and f2 bubblators, with the f1 group exhibiting more reversals (Figure 5.6(a)), as L

was longer for this group. The oscillation amplitude of each bubblator along its length

also varies (Figure 5.6(b)), with local amplitude minima corresponding to reversals in the

damped travelling waves, as seen near yd/L = 0.7.
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Figure 5.6: Phases and Amplitudes of Single Bubblator Centerline Oscillations (a) Mean + SD of
the relative phases for the bubblator centerlines’ traveling waves at mean dominant oscillations frequencies
f = 0.98 Hz and f = 2.06 Hz, normalized to each bubblator’s total length L. (b) Mean + SD of the
oscillation amplitudes of the bubblator centerlines at mean dominant oscillations frequencies f = 0.98 Hz
and f = 2.06 Hz, normalized to each bubblator’s total length L.

5.5 Frequency Scaling of Bubblator Oscillations

For our measured Q’s high Reynolds numbers, the fluid phase outflow from the probe is

turbulent, yet strongly periodic boundary oscillations emerge from such a chaotic input

flow. Based on observation, we attempt to create a simple relation predicting how the

bubblators’ dominant oscillation frequencies scale with the bubblators’ properties.

Pope [209, 210] presents a model of self-similarity in turbulent jets where the an out-

let into quiescent fluid creates a cone of angle θ symmetric about the horizontal with a
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Figure 5.7: Model of Bubblator Oscillation Frequencies Using the boundary running model illustrated in
Figure 5.5(a), plot of all observed dominant bubblator frequencies for two tested nozzle diameters d showing
a linear relation between bubblator frequency and the parameter group Q/(L2d) with dimension of t−1.

Gaussian flow speed:

u(x, y) = umax exp

(
− 2x2

y2 tan2 θ

)
(5.1)

following the diagram in Figure 5.5(a), and introducing the variable of U = 4Q/πd2 is the

outlet flow speed in a pipe. Taking the average of Equation 5.1 with an integral along x,

and using the fact that umax = Ud/y tan θ gives a mean jet speed for each position y as:

ū =
Ud

2y tan θ
(5.2)

Now we make an assumption in our model from observation: As grains are caught in the
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jet they are entrained in the fluid flow and move at some proportion of the fluid velocity

toward the bubble’s bottom. By their end of travel they have some characteristic velocity

vchar proportional to ū at y = L:

vchar = k1
Ud

L
(5.3)

Since we observed the angle θ to be near identical in all experiments of matching nozzle

diameter d, and we absorb tan θ and all constants into k1. Now a second assumption: Once

a jam forms and begins creeping down the bubble as in Figure 5.3, a net grain flux must

flow via some path to form the observed jam on the opposite side of the inlet. Since upward

grain movement is dominated by the recirculating boundary flow, consider the ‘jam’ as a

particle that must flow along the circumference of the bubblator’s ellipse of length L and

eccentricity e (Figure 5.5(a)). The frequency of this oscillation would be some proportion

of vchar divided by the ellipse circumference the jam travels:

f = k2
vchar
E(e)L

(5.4)

f = k1k2
1

E(e)

Ud

L2
(5.5)

whereE(e) is the elliptic integral of the second kind. Since U = 4Q/πd2, and we observed

near identical e ≈ 0.9 for all bubblators, we can collect all constants in k and arrive at a

scaling relation for the oscillation frequency:

f = k
Q

L2d
(5.6)

Plotting this relation for inputs of Q and d and the resultant L and f for all trials with

observed bubblators, Figure 5.7 shows a strong correlation, with R2 = 0.911 and k =

0.032. This shows that the input fluid flow generates an oscillation that scales especially

with bubble length, as it effects both the vchar at the bubble’s terminus and the distance
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the creeping mound must travel. Further studies may expand this relation by predicting or

expanding L and k, as L remains an observed quantity of the bubble’s equilibrium state

not predicted in this Letter. Further dimensionless groups are expected to affect f in future

studies.

Figure 5.8: Transporting Pinned Bubbles Time series showing pinned bubble transport with a probe
moving downward at vp = 0.5 mm/sec from yd = 20 mm to yd = 40 mm at Q = 160 L/min, with coloring
same as Figure 5.5(b).

5.6 Transporting Bubblators

Motivated by our previous study [67], we vary the input yd over time for a subset of trials

by slowly stepping the gantry motor (at 0.5 mm/sec) to drive the probe downward parallel

to ~g. We observed that the pinned bubbles and bubblators could be stably transported at

a near constant bubble area through space, simply by moving the inlet source. The rapid

boundary flow of the pinned bubble recirculated grains during intrusion such that grains

near the intruding inlet would creep upwards toward the free surface after the probe passed

through, while newly encountered grains at the bubble bottom were entrained in the fluid
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flow. An intruding bubblator would also maintain its oscillating state during transport.

Figure 5.8 shows one exemplary trial, where the figure shows the time series of a breaching

bubblator’s initiation and transport downwards while maintaining a near constant void area.

Figure 5.9 shows the bubblator oscillation (as in Figure 5.4(c)) continuing as the probe

moves from yd = 20 mm to yd = 80 mm. By collecting all stationary trials’ bubbles

volumes V normalized by the input Q, then dimensionally scaling by g, we can compare

the normalized bubbles’ volumes against yd.

Figure 5.9: Centerline Oscillations of a Bubblator Moving through GM Colorplot showing oscillation
over time of the transported bubblator’s centerline x relative to the probe position at x̄. Experimental data
from a pinned bubble transport experiment with a probe moving downward at vp = 0.5 mm/sec from yd = 20
mm to yd = 40 mm at Q = 160 L/min, same as Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.10 shows how a transported pinned bubble can maintain its volume during

transport, where the moving pinned bubble enacts a net grain flow to reach depths at large

volumes that the stationary trials could not generate. Due to this disparity in stationary vs.

moving trials, these pinned bubbles appear to be highly history-dependent on the state of

their GM substrate.

To ensure this was not only a near-boundary phenomenon, we also conducted experi-
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Figure 5.10: Phase Diagram of Stationary vs. Transported Bubble States Semi-log plot of gV 2/Q2, a
measure of bubble volume normalized by airflow, vs. input depth yd. The points of various types represent
all the stationary trials of Figure 5.2, while the line represents the trial of Figure 5.9.

ments in the mid-bed case, where the probe was kept completely vertical and positioned

to intrude in the middle of the bed. These experiments were imaged via X-ray recordings

with an Orthoscan Mobile DI with video output into an HDMI capture card. We conducted

the experiment with all other parameters the same as the side-wall trials and again observed

the phenomenon of pinned bubble transport in the mid-bed as well.

5.7 Conclusions and Future Work

Pinned bubbles in GM are multiphase flow phenomena that exhibits rich dynamics within

a relatively simple system. By tuning the input fluid flow to a certain range, we an emer-

gent creeping flow that creates long-period grain transport oscillations under high Reynolds

number conditions. Future investigations can further characterize these dynamics with PIV

and MRI techniques [222]. It will also be interesting to extend the predictive power of k for
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oscillation frequency via experiments with granular media of varying cohesion, density, and

grain size. Numerical and theoretical work could also a priori predict more dependencies

of f via new insights. Finally, these bubbulators could allow for even more complex pinned

granular structures when created in close proximity to each other. Preliminary experiments

with two probes examining adjacency effects show cooperative phenomena in the multi-

phase flow, with more elaborate equilibrium structures and instabilities like fingering [216]

emerging where the flows interact.

5.8 Contributions

Andras Karsai conceived, performed, and interpreted this study and Daniel I. Goldman

provided guidance and mentoring.
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CHAPTER 6

UNUSUAL IMPACTS AND INTRUSIONS

6.1 Preface and Summary

In this chapter we present some ancillary studies on a more complex intrusion into GM

featuring vertically intruding parallel plates, along with a study performed early in my PhD

investigating the first and second laws of thermodynamics via the physics of inelastic im-

pact. The study of twin parallel plate intrusions was partially motivated by a Swapnil et

al.’s study on cylindrical parallel intruders creating emergent forces based on their hori-

zontal spacing during vertical intrusion [223], with the continuum modeling performed by

Shashank Agarwal, and experimental verification performed by myself. The thermody-

namics of impact study was motivated as an experimental and pedagogical realization of

textbook problems in Gerald Carrington’s Basic Thermodynamics [224].

6.2 Twin Parallel Plate Intrusions

The intrusion of single passive intruders into GM has been studied in detail. However, the

intrusion force produced by multiple intruders separated at a distance from one another,

and hence the effect of their presence in close proximity to one another, is less explored

[223]. Swapnil et al. discovered a force peak as a function of intruder separation W in

GM at a gap spacing of ≈ 3 particle diameters d in vertical intrusion in a study published

in 2021. This force peak was up to 25% greater in magnitude than force responses for

spacings of W > 11, beyond which the force profile plateaued to a linear superposition of

single intruders once again. The emergent force peak appears to violate the superposition

assumption that characterizes RFT. Swapnil et al. hypothesized this was due to reduced

A portion of this chapter’s contents are adapted from a co-authored paper published 2021 in Soft Matter
[53], by Shashank Agarwal*, Andras Karsai, Daniel I. Goldman, and Ken Kamrin.
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Figure 6.1: GM Intrusion Experiment for Probing Adjacency Effects of Parallel Plates Vertical in-
trusion of two parallel plates (using a non-dilatant plasticity model) (A) Diagram of intrusion scenario, with
twin plates of width L and separation s moving in the −z direction in GM. (B) Variation of vertical drag re-
sponse (normalized) with plate separation s (normalised to plate width L) for equally sized plates (L = 0.10
m each). (C) The corresponding equivalent plastic strain fields at various separations. (Figures courtesy of
Shashank Agarwal [65]).

particle flow between intruders and characterized this phenomenon as a granular effect,

induced by increased force chains in the particle domain at W ≈ 3. However, in a study

published in Soft Matter, Agarwal showed that this same effect also emerges in a continuum

description like the one used in Chapter 2 which is fundamentally grain-free [53]. Rather,

this effect emerges from mutual inter-plate flow restriction during the plastic deformation

of intrusion (Figure 6.1). The continuum plasticity model used was largely the same as

detailed in Chapter 2, with additional details and modifications available in Agarwal &

Karsai et al. [53].

To verify Agarwal’s results from the continuum model, we also verified the drag force

trend and the peak separation scaling relation with vertical intrusions experiments (Fig-
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Figure 6.2: GM Intrusion Experiment for Probing Adjacency Effects of Parallel Plates (A) Photo of
the double plate intrusion test apparatus. A pair of intruding plates are supported by 6.35 mm steel shafts
clamped by shaft collars to an aluminium branch attachment, which is screwed to a tapped aluminum block
connected to an ATI Mini40 force transducer. This transducer can be mounted to our Denso VS087 Robot
Arm as in this figure, or (B) in an alternate configuration for vertical intrusion, mounting the branch attach-
ment to a pair of NEMA 23 stepper motors and a pair of OpenBuilds® lead screw linear motion tracks to
force the plates into the sand. (C) Double plates at a narrow spacing just before touching the sand surface.
(D) Double plates fully intruded. (E) Fluidization of sand bed after double plate extrusion.

ure 6.2) and compared them to calibrated continuum simulations (Figure 6.3). A DENSO

VS087 robot arm intruded an apparatus that held pairs of steel plates at various separations

into a bed of loosely consolidated Quikrete Pool Filter Sand with grain density ρg = 2520

kg m-3 and effective close-packed density ρd = 1512 kg m-3. The internal friction value

of this medium was µs = 0.72 based on angle of repose measurements from experimental

tilting tests, with the media globally fluidized for 15 seconds to an initial packing fraction

of ϕ ≈ 0.58 for all trials. All intrusions were performed at 11 mm s-3, where speed depen-

dence of the force response is negligible. Over 128 trials, the net resistive forces on the pair

of intruding plates were measured using an ATI Mini40 force transducer. We observed a

satisfactory match between the experiments and the simulations (Figure 6.3). The fact that
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the experimental data for different values of L collapse onto a single dimensionless master

curve supports the robustness of a scaling relation implied derived by Agarwal predicting

the relevant dimensional values for the peak force magnitude (see y-axis of Figure 6.3)

[53].

Figure 6.3: Experimental Data of Emergent Forces from Adjacency Effects in Double Plate Intrusion
Comparison of experimental data (dotted lines) and calibrated continuum simulations (solid line) for two
equal plate intrusion experiments. The experiments used plates of width L = 15 mm (blue dots), L = 20 mm
(orange asterisks), L = 26 mm (yellow squares), L = 29 mm (violet triangles), and the continuum model
result with plate width L = 10 mm (green stars). All paired plates have a 1 : 5 horizontal aspect ratio for
L : w. For the experiments, we used Quikrete Pool Filter sand with grain density ρg = 2520kgm−3. Inset
shows microscopic view of tested sand particles. The sand’s effective critical density ρd = 1500kgm−3 and
a critical angle of 36◦ ± 1◦. Continuum simulations provided by Shashank Agarwal [53] (calibrated to the
Quikrete sand’s properties) correspond to plane-strain two-plate intrusions with drag forces FD averaged over
a depth range of 6-8 cm with the y-axis normalized by w = 1 m, g = 9.8ms−2, ρd = 1500kgm−3 = ρg×ϕ.

Additionally, we observe that although both Figure 6.1(B) and Figure 6.3 show peaks in

the normalised force responses of the media at low separations, the shapes of the graphs are

not identical. A more comprehensive amalgamation of the macroscopic insight we develop

in this study, combined with the microscopic observations made by Swapnil et al. [223]

for grain-scale plate lengths may be helpful in future studies. Since these flow interference
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effects appear to violate the linear superposition assumptions of RFT, further insight into

the transient flow structures within GM that modulate force response is needed (discussed

in Chapter 7) and may add further improvements the RFT’s accuracy in modeling complex

intrusions.

6.3 Thermodynamics of Inelastic Impact

Early in my PhD, I undertook a small project under Prof. Goldman as a way to fa-

miliarize myself with experimental methodology and independent scientific work. This

project investigated a simple physical problem inspired by textbook problems Prof. Al-

berto Fernandez-Nieves and textbook problems in Gerald Carrington’s Basic Thermody-

namics [224]. The problem involved investigating the first two laws of thermodynamics by

quantitatively examining conversions between various forms of energy.

To do this experimentally, we created an experimental setup (Figure 6.4) where we

could convert tractable potential to kinetic to heat energy via a simple, hand-operated ex-

periment. We raise a steel cylinder of mi = 1.21 kg attached to a string (Figure 6.5A) to

various initial heights h within an optically clear acrylic tube (Figure 6.5C). We then drop

this mass onto a small lead sheet ofms = 0.15 kg. Embedded inside the lead sheet is a ther-

mistor: an electronic component that is sensitive to temperature, and lowers its resistance

in response to a rise in temperature. We embedded the thermistor in the sheet by drilling

out the sheet’s narrow edge, inserting the thermistor, then filling the remaining space with

a thermally conductive, electrically insulating epoxy. This thermistor is connected to a

simple Op-Amp amplifying circuit (Figure 6.5B).

Since both the lead sheet and the epoxy are very thermally conductive, the energy from

the impacting cylinder will transfer into the lead sheet as heat. Another thermistor element

and amplifier was set in the ambient air nearby the impact to monitor any changes in the

ambient temperature. To verify the final impacting speeds v for our experiments, we setup

an AOS X-PRI high speed camera to monitor the terminus of our tube where the impact oc-
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Figure 6.4: Thermodynamics of Impact Experimental Diagram Sketch showing experimental protocol
for impact trials (not to scale). The steel cylinder of mass mi is manually raised to a height h and dropped
such that it impacts a lead sheet of mass ms at a final velocity v =

√
2gh. A phototransistor detects when

the impactor nears the end of travel and triggers a high speed camera to record. The temperature change on
impact ∆T is recorded by an embedded thermistor and amplification circuit. A fixed spring can be optionally
attached to the lead sheet to greatly increase the coefficient of restitution and cause a near-elastic impact.

curs. We wrapped the impacting cylinder in a piece of paper with a set striped black/white

pattern (Figure 6.5D, right side), which allowed us to perform cross-correlation on the

high-speed videos to extract the velocity at the point of impact (Figure 6.6A). To keep the

lead sheet from bouncing upwards after impact, it was either mounted and screwed into a

3D printed cradle (Figure 6.5E) or glued to a piece of wood with cyanoacrylate. The im-

pacts with the lead sheet appeared highly inelastic, and repeated impact experiments would

eventually deform the lead sheet and sever the thin wires leading from the embedded ther-

mistor. The coefficient of resistution for impacts seemed quite low, as we can observe from
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Figure 6.5: Photographs of Impact Experiment Setup (A) The impacting steel cylinder of mass mi =
1.21kg. A 3D printed attachment is superglued to the top to attach a string. (B) The voltage amplifying
circuit for the thermistors based on LM741 Op-Amps ICs. (C) Photo of the acrylic drop tube, with yellow
clamps affixing it to a table leg. Initial drop heights are marked off in permanent marker. (D) Close-up of the
drop tube’s impacting site. See the striped impactor at the right. (E) 3D printed cradle with aligning screws
used to hold lead sheet and drop tube in place.

Figure 6.6A, where the descending cylinder barely travels upward after impact.

With our thermistor circuit setup, we could detect temperature changes due to impacts

quite well (Figure 6.6B). After a typical impact event, the voltage drop change across the

thermistor element could be translated into a temperature change ∆T , which would rise

rapidly after impact then plateau to a final value. We calibrated each thermistor component

by immersing them in a heated water bath tested against an external thermometer for a

range of temperatures.

To test the first law of thermodynamics with this experiment, we set up a simple energy

balance equation, stating that the change in kinetic energy from impact must equal the
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Figure 6.6: Sample Raw Data Signals for Impact Experiments (A) An AOS X-PRI high speed camera
captured all impact trials, and was triggered by the cylinder passing a phototransistor pointing into the acrylic
tube. This video capture is set to 16000 FPS, and the impact occurs at approx. frame 300. Cross-correlation
on these videos verified our calculated values for v =

√
2gh. In this image, horizontally recorded pictures are

averaged and compressed into a single vertical line, then plotted for each timestamp. Note that the impactor
barely rebounds after frame 300. (B) Sample temperature vs. time signal for an inelastic impact event. The
vertical dotted line indicated the timestamp of the impact.

change in the lead sheet’s internal energy, characterized by temperature:

∆Ki = ∆Us (6.1)

1

2
miv

2
i = msC∆T (6.2)

∆T =
mi

2msC
v2i (6.3)

where T is change in temperature for the lead sheet, C = 0.129 [J/gK] is the heat capacity

of lead, vi is the impactor velocity at moment of impact, and mi & ms are the impactor and

lead sheet masses, respectively. Now we recall that vi was generated from free-fall from an

initial height h, so we use the relation vi =
√

2gh to get:

∆T =
ghmi

Cms

(6.4)

One last consideration is that the above formula would imply that all of the kinetic energy

would flow into the lead sheet, which is not physically feasible. Rather, the energy transfer

would affect both the impactor and the sheet symmetrically, so we must divide by two to
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Figure 6.7: Inelastic and Spring Impact Results (A) For inelastic impact trials, the temperature change
∆T after impact rose linearly with drop height as predicted by Equation 6.6, with the linear coefficient
matching very closely. The inset square shows the coefficients for a linear fit and the R-squared value of the
fit. (B) For spring impact trials, we found the final energy when the spring was fully compressed 0.5k(∆x)2

to be near equal the input kinetic energy of 0.5miv
2
i . The black line is set as y = x to guide the eye.
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get:

∆T =
ghmi

2Cms

(6.5)

Plugging in experimental values for this equation we obtain:

∆T = (0.0045)h (6.6)

which matches very well with our observations for inelastic impact events in Figure 6.7A.

We also endeavored to capture the second law of thermodynamics by demonstrating

some form of conversion of ambient heat into mechanical work during the impacting pro-

cess. By inserting a spring under the lead sheet, the impact was made much more elastic,

and energy could temporarily be stored in the spring, which would then launch the im-

pactor back upwards. By heating the impact environment with a heat gun to a high ambi-

ent temperature, we wanted to see if the ambient thermal energy could be utilized by the

spring, spontaneously extracted from the environment by the impact event. By examining

the changes in both ambient temperature, the sheet temperature, the spring compression

(via high speed video), and the outgoing impactor velocity, we wanted to characterize the

thermodynamic efficiency and entropy of this elastic impact system.

However, this project was then shelved to begin work on the wheeled locomotion

project presented in Chapter 2. Nevertheless, our preliminary data sets are plotted in Fig-

ure 6.7B, Figure 6.8, and Figure 6.9. Figure 6.7B and Figure 6.8 showed verification that

we could capture an energy balance for this system, and Figure 6.9 showed an interesting

trend where ambient temperature would drop during impact more and more for hotter ini-

tial temperatures, but it was never proven if this actually translated into mechanical work

by the system.
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Figure 6.8: Spring Compression vs. Impact Velocity in Spring Impacts In spring impact trials,
spring compression was linearly correlated with impact velocity, which is expected from an energy balance:
0.5kx2 = 0.5mv2. There appeared to be no obvious correlation with the average ambient temperature.

6.4 Contributions

Shashank Agarwal performed the numerical analysis, continuum model simulations, and

wrote the original manuscript for the publication in Soft Matter featuring the twin plate

intrusion experiments [53]. Andras Karsai fabricated and performed the twin plate intru-

sion experiments. Shashank Agarwal, Andras Karsai, Daniel I. Goldman and Ken Kamrin

all conceived the study, interpreted the data, and discussed the results. Ken Kamrin and

Daniel I. Goldman supervised the project, provided comments on and modified the original

manuscript [53]. Andras Karsai conceived, performed, and interpreted the thermodynamics

study, and Daniel I. Goldman provided guidance and mentoring.
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Figure 6.9: Ambient Temperature Change vs. Impact Velocity in Spring Impacts After heating the
impact site with a heat gun, we observed temperature drops correlated with both impact velocity and the
initial ambient temperature when the spring was attached. A hotter environment and faster impact both
contributed to greater temperature drops.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Summary of Accomplishments

In this dissertation, we have developed new insights into rate-dependent phenomena and

multiphase flows in frictional substrates. Using a variety of experimental systems, we in-

vestigated wheeled locomotion, rover locomotion, directional fluidization during intrusion,

and pinned fluid cavity oscillations within GM. We supplemented our experiments with

extensive collaborations with colleagues in theoretical work, computational modeling, and

engineering expertise to achieve understanding of these phenomena on multiple levels.

We discovered a great deal of non-intuitive phenomena during the course of this dis-

sertation which were first observed in experiment. In Chapter 2, we developed an ter-

ramechanics testbed that autonomously and resets its granular terrain, allowing us to probe

possible rate effects of rapid wheeled locomotion. The wheel system would experience

increasing slipping at higher input ω in GM, which deviated from the expected reduced-

order model description of RFT and from the expected scaling relations [97] for wheels.

We found a structural rate-effect that would induce an effective traction loss as rapid cen-

tripetal shearing would weaken the GM. Continuum modeling by Agarwal showed that this

rate-dependent shear would reduce the effective lithostatic pressure head that would oth-

erwise provide strength to the GM under shear [65]. Understanding this structural effect

would lead to a modification of RFT that accounts for such shear structures and captures

the experimental kinematics in a reduced order model.

In Chapter 3, we demonstrated how long-term material remodeling of GM could facil-

itate locomotion on sloped GM terrain that would otherwise be difficult to traverse. Shri-

vastava constructed and tested a robophysical rover with variable gaits that could wheel
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and ‘walk’ within another automated testbed called SCATTER [115, 66]. By using open-

loop gaits that would induce avalanching in the GM to create a net flow towards the rover

and along the gravity vector, the terrain could slowly deform into a traversable terrain even

without any gait feedback or control. We also showed how localized agitation could re-

flow material near the wheels and maintain it in a frictional fluid state, reducing hysteretic

effects and making the force responses tractable via granular RFT.

In Chapter 4, we investigated how directional fluidization of GM during intrusion could

be used to modulate the drag and lift force responses of a frictional substrate. Our findings

were used to inform local fluidization strategies in a soft burrowing robot created by Na-

clerio and Hawkes. As the robot everted its tip to grow, it would selectively fluidize the

GM in orthogonal directions in order to reduce the resistive force, transport grains away,

and grow rapidly within granular volumes. We further explored this local fluidization in

Chapter 5 by pinning aerated cavities (bubbles) within GM with an automated air probe

system. These bubbles were dynamically stable since frictional forces held the far-field

grains in position, even as grains were chaotically tossed about within the cavity by the air-

flow. Upon overexpansion of the cavity, we found it would collapse into a strongly periodic

structure with an emergent creeping boundary oscillation sustained by the input flow. We

could predict the frequency scaling of these oscillations by using a simple model of turbu-

lent fluid jets. These bubbles also displayed hysteretic qualities often found in GM, as they

could be transported through the granular space with a volume dependent on their history

of formation. These phenomena could have applications in robotics or geomechanics by

creating controllable transient structures in granular volumes.

7.2 Future Investigations

Here we present projects and/or grant proposals currently in progress and possible direc-

tions for future study:
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7.2.1 Dynamic Deformable Structures in Forced Granular Interactions

The physics of intruding solid bodies within yielding substrates is important for charac-

terizing many natural phenomena, from the locomotion of lizards on flowable terrains to

studying celestial bodies via impact collisions. Dry GM offer excellent examples of fric-

tion dominated yielding substrates that can self-organize and showcase unique multiphase

physics, yet are unaffected by thermal fluctuations. The multibody physics of moving bod-

ies within a granular substrate has traditionally focused on singular rigid bodies intruding

into GM and characterizing the stress/shear responses of the substrate under various loads

and global forcings. However, most GM interactions in the natural world consist of un-

derexplored complex multibody deformable structures which interact via local stress, flow,

and adjacency effects. Both a plant’s root structure grown into soil and a lizard’s foot in-

truding into GM during running create such structures, where compliance and adjacency in

the intruding bodies generate emergent stresses.

Much like the multiphysics scenarios of fluid-structure coupling, allowing a moving

body in GM to significantly bend can probe the local rheology of deformation via emergent

mesoscopic structures. Unlike Newtonian fluids, GM can support stresses without flowing

up to a failure criterion, allowing manipulation of local stress/flow fields to couple with

deformable bodies. This allows for study of new phenomena where the medium becomes

a dynamical entity, forming structures in both the moving body and the substrate (Fig-

ure 7.1). Granular substrates also exhibit strong memory effects in their stress fields and

their spatial re-arrangements, allowing the system to explore new states under the correct

forcing. Previous experiments have shown that adjacent rigid intruders in GM can inter-

act purely through their local stress/flow fields (e.g. Chapter 6), changing their collective

force response. As multiple deformable bodies move closer together, we expect additional

multibody coupling through the GM as local jamming induces new non-local stress fields

that vary from the far-field case. Such interactions may constitute the next generation of

experiments and instrumentation in probing emergent physics in granular substrates.
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Figure 7.1: Compliant Anchoring Plates in GM Pullout Preliminary trials of lifting compliant intruders
opposite to gravity. All trials were buried 10 cm in dry sand and pulled out at 7.4 mm/s. More compliant
plates took longer (i.e. deformed under load) to reach higher peak pullout forces for the same geometry.
This hints at coupling between the intruder’s flexion and the stress fields generated in the granular volume,
creating a transient structure.
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Future work could focus on characterizing the GM response to various static and dy-

namic interactions with soft bodies on the macro, micro, and mesoscopic scale. Specifi-

cally, the interaction between compliant bodies of variable stiffness, soft growing probes,

and dynamically shape-changing structures in GM such as poppy seeds, glass beads, and

silica sand can be explored. Rather than subjecting the GM system to a global or point-like

disturbance, we can focus on the evolution of the coupled body/substrate domain. GM

response could be monitored via net force/torque sensing, sidewall and X-ray visualiza-

tion, and force chain imaging using photoelastic particles in a laboratory setting. Insight

into interactions between multiple soft structures of both membraned (balloon-like) and

membraneless (cavity-like) void structures in GM would expand understanding of possible

collective force and dynamics responses.

7.2.2 Machine Learning for Robot Locomotion in Frictional Fluids

Recent studies of robot movement in flowable granular media (inspired by difficulties faced

by extraterrestrial rovers) reveal a coupled locomotor/substrate effect (Chapter 3) where

the robot spontaneously remodels its environment. This strong coupling occurs in certain

limb/wheel movement patterns and results in a localized granular flow allowing the robot

to effectively “swim” up highly flowable slopes. However, these gaits were discovered via

trial and error by human operators. To accelerate the discovery of effective gaits in flow-

able frictional media, we could use a neural net based machine learning (ML) scheme to

characterize the gait and terrain interactions. We would capture the robot kinematics and its

surrounding terrain deformation using external depth cameras and train a machine learning

model to describe the coupling of the robot/terrain system. Preliminary tests by Daniel Soto

have shown that a Bayesian optimization scheme modulating the RRP gait (Figure 7.2B)

can improve performance even without knowledge of the terrain flow, showing that ‘blind’

learning can also be effective.

The ML method approach for the substrate flow can offer an approximate numerical
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Figure 7.2: Machine Learning for Robot Locomotion in Flowable Materials (A) Side view of a new
iteration (constructed by Daniel Soto) of the Mini Rover shown in Chapter 3 at rest in the SCATTER system.
(B) Diagram of possible gait angle modulations in learning more effect RRP gaits. (C) Top down views of
the new Mini Rover in SCATTER (D) Top down view of the depth buffer for subfigure C (blue is closer to
the camera, red is farther). An Intel D435 depth camera can generate depth buffers of the terrain at 30 FPS
via stereoscopic visualization, allowing us to create a learning data set for terrain deformation. Subfigures
(C) and (D) are courtesy of Daniel Soto.

model of the environment that learns from terrain data, circumventing the need for approx-

imate numerical models or computationally costly and potentially inaccurate continuum

models for frictional material and offers an approximate numerical model that learns from

terrain data. This scheme may offer insights into the physics of locomotion within such me-

dia, and also lead to insights into effective substrate remodeling schemes that improve robot

mobility in situ for real-world environments by offering adaptability to flowable terrain via

rapid learning.

7.2.3 RFT Applications for Extraterrestrial Granular Ices

Enceladus and possibly Europa spew materials from their internal ocean into their exo-

sphere as ice plumes, some of which are deposited back onto the surface of those ocean
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worlds. This setting provides a unique opportunity to seek traces of past or extant life in

ice plume deposits on their surfaces. Studies at NASA JPL by Choukroun et al. [225]

created ice plume deposit analogs deposits in the laboratory to obtain first-order estimates

of deposit strength under geologic timescales, and found that such deposits are likely weak

and poorly consolidated on Enceladus. The design of future landers and sampling missions

will be heavily influenced by the expected ice strength.

Since the ice is expected to granular, weak, and poorly consolidated, we can attempt

to extend reduced-order models like RFT to such materials. If granular ices behave like

frictional fluids, with hyperbolic constitutive equations, then RFT-like superposition may

be valid and can inform future lander designs for stability. Enceladus ices are expected to

be very fine (approx 12 microns) and polydisperse, and will experience particle sintering

over time. These properties may make such ices out of reach of RFT’s descriptive power,

which is used to characterizing monodisperse, larger grained, cohesionless particles. Future

studies could perform careful intrusion experiments of various geometries on granular ice

samples specifically to test if superposition would be valid, and to gain insight to what kind

of lander configurations would be ideal for future missions.
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APPENDIX A

JOURNAL COVERS

Figure A.1: Robophysical Rover Locomotion Journal Cover Cover for the May 2020 issue of Science
Robotics by AAAS (Volume 5, Issue 42). The paper title and author lists have been added in by Andras Karsai
for printing as a poster. Photo Credit: Christopher Moore / Institute Communications, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Georgia Tech Research Corporation.
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Figure A.2: Burrowing Soft Robot Journal Cover Cover for the June 2021 issue of Science Robotics
by AAAS (Volume 6, Issue 55). The paper title and author lists have been added in by Andras Karsai for
printing as a poster. Photo Credit: Sicheng Wang
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